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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON EDUCATION REFORM
AND AMERICAN BUSINESS AND THE IMPLE-
MENTATION OF THE HAWKINS-STAFFORD
AMENDMENTS OF 1988

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1990

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SKCONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMTTTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in Room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins
[Chairman] presiding.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins, Good ling, Gunder-
son, and Smith.

Staff present: June L. Harris, legislative specialist; Diane Stark
leesletive specialist; Christina Lyndrup, staff assistant; and Awy
Lozupone, staff assistant.

Chairman HAWKINS. The Subcommittee on Elementary. Second-
ary, and Vocational Education is called to order this morning.

We have invited a number of individuals from tine business com-
munity to testify. The purpose of the hearing today is part of the
oversight responsibility of the committee, and we, in effect, are
trying to sum up some of the matters that we have taken up this
year and look forward to the next year.

The Chair has no statement to enter into the record at this time.
However, I would like to commend the cooperation that we have
had from the business community.

I had the opportunity to read a recent publication that was de-
veloped by the National Alliance of Business. Some of you may rec-
ognize it, the Business Roundtable Participation Guide: A Primer
for Business on Education.

I don't know, Mr. Good ling, whether you have had an opportuni-
ty to read it.

Mr. GOODLING. No, I have not.
Chairman HAWKINS. But I certainly want to urge all who

haven't to read it and to certainly make it available to the mem-
bers of the subcommittee. I think it not only involves a direct mes-
sage to the business community, but I think it also sti ns up very
well the efforts of this committee to gain responsibility in Ameri-
can education and to forge ahead.

(I)
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On just a personal note, it has always been somewhat difficult
for me to understand why everyone is so critical of the schools, and
that stretches all the way from the top Federal officials to people
at the local community level. Everybody talks about how stagnant
education is, using the word referred to by Mr. Cavazos in a recent
statement, and yet we have tried to build into the structure strong
accountability for results, and actually in the 1988 act to which we
will refer many times today, accountability for results, specific re-
sults at the state, the local and even at the student level. So it just
seems that there is plenty of room for some type of slippage from
the point that we talk about education and how we practice educa-
tion in many ways.

One statement from the primer for business on education that I
thought was highly remarkable, among others, is that in the intro-
duction this statement is made that the methods to ensure that all
children learn do not need to be discovered or invented; they are
known. So it seems to me we have knowledge of what to do. We
have the necessity to do something, but to show he w the account-
ability that we have tried to develop just doesn't secm to get imple-
mented, and I have heard many individuals who say that they are
willing to support the public educational system but they want to
see results, and we agree with them.

So we thought we would take a new tact today and ask business
people what they think because they have, as this primer indicates,
not only a strong responsibility but a desire to see results, and I
think in many ways they have recommended some specific steps
that need to be taken. So we certainly look forward to their testi-
mony.

Mr. Goodling, maybe you have a statement at this time.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Only to say that I have been telling educators, in the last couple

years, that business is out in front, not they, in making the
changes that are necessary in education. However, and that I am
not telling them to get out in front of business, but to get out in
front together. I think more of that is happening. And I look for-
ward to still more.

I recently met with my advisory group from back home, which
includes PTA, educators, school board and business, et cetera. The
business community was saying, that they longed to get more pro-
grams into the school system that are presently in business. One
stressed, "I'm sure we could teach algebra I in a half year rather
than a full year, so I hope that together we can make the differ-
ence."

Educators usually say that business has a selfish interest. I say, I
don't care what interest, let's just get the job done. So we will be
interested to hear your testimony today.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, thank you.
This morning we will hear from the business community This

afternoon, beginning at two, we have invited the Department of
Education to appear before the committee, and at the same time
Mr. Gordon Ambach, representing the Chief State School Officers
will testify. So we expect to get three separate view points today
and try to make them compatible.

6
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With that, I would like to express our appreciation to the busi-
ness persons who are appearing before us today, especially to Mr.
William Kolberg, whom I contacted to suggest witnesses. We are
pleased to have his appearance, and so in the order in which they
have been listed, we will call, first, on Mr. Kolberg, president of the
National Alliance of Business.

Bill, it is a pleasure to have you before the committee again.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. KOLBERG, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS

Mr. KOLBERG. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for the
honor to be a part of what must be your last formal hearing day in
your 26 years in this House, 26 years of superb aervice and 55 years
of public service to the State of California and this republic. We
are all in your debt.

We deeply appreciate this opportunity to develop a record of dis-
cussion with this subcommittee about what must be done to im-
prove American education and what the business community can
contribute, along with other stakeholders, to build an education
system whose excellence is unmatched anywhere in the world.

Our failing education system is contributing to the decline in our
competitive position in the world economy and is, therefore, of na-
tional economic concern. We recognize that the reasons for this de-
cline in our competitiveness are complex, but there is a direct rela-
tionship between the quality of public education and our economic
well being.

While education remains largely a state and local responsibility
in this country, we are all beginning to see education issues in a
national context and as a national problem. This national concern
over education has led the National Alliance of Business to join in
partnership with other national business organizations, some of
whom are represented here this morning, Mr. Chairman, in a busi-
ness coalition for education reform to work over the long haul with
education and community leaders to help reverse declines in educa-
tion quality and economic opportunity.

For many years business organizations have sensed that there is
a growing problem with the level of competencies in entry level
workers. Now we know that the problem is real. The Alliance re-
cently conducted a poll of human resource officers at the 1200 larg-
est United States corporations and found that only 36 percent said
that they were satisfied with the competency of new employees en-
tering the work force and that both reading and math competency
had slipped over the last five years.

Companies have been telling us that too many new employees
need remedial training in basic reading and math skills, and conse-
quently money is being diverted to remedial education and to basic
training from more productive uses.

The costs to business of an ill-prepared work force are staggering
and afflict businesses wherever they turn. While many Americans
focus rightly on our trade and budget deficits, we will, in fact, need
to turn far greater attention to the education deficit if we are to
resolve our domestic and international economic problems.
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The industrialized nations who have become our key competitors
around the world are those who long ago recognized the impor-
tance of education for their economic well being. Their approach to
developing work opportunities through high skills and high ezpec-
tations draws a sharp contrast to America's current approach.

The situation was summarized in a recent report entitled Ameri-
ca's Choice, High Skills or Low Wages by the National Commission
on the Skills of the American Work Force on which I was privi-
leged to serve.

We summarized the contrast between the United States and our
international competitors as follows: They insist that virtually all
of their students reach a high educational standard. We do not.
They provide professionalized education to noncollege-bound stu-
dents to prepare them for their trades and to ease their school to
work transition. We do not. They operate comprehensive labor
market systems which combine training, labor market information,
job search, and income maintenance for the unemployed. We do
not.

They support company-based training through general revenue
or pay roll tax based financing schemes. We do not. They have na-
tional consensus on the importance of moving to high productivity
forms of work organization and building high wage economies, and
we do not.

Mr. Chairman, unless our Nation acts quickly, these failures in
the way we educate and train our people will fundamentally
change the way of life of every American. They will alter our
standard of living, our ability to compete and our standing in the
world.

The recommendations of this commission provided, I think, a
broad context for more detailed discussions about the various inter-
governmental roles in education. The commission made five key
recommendations.

Number one, a new educational performance standard should be
set for all students, to be met by age 16. This standard should be
established nationally and benchmarked to the highest in the
world.

Number two, the states should take responsibility for assuring
that virtually all students master this basic level of competencies.
States with Federal assistance should create and fund alternative
learning environments for those who cannot attain the basic certi-
fication of competencies in our regular public schools.

Three, a new comprehensive system of technical and skill train-
ing for the noncollege-bound must be created to professionalize the
skill endowments of the 70 percent of our workers who do not com-
plete a baccalaureate.

Number four, employers and workers must become involved in
life-long learning. An employee should be assessed and, if neces-
sary, given incentives to invest in the continuous education and
training of their workers so that the firm can move to high per-
formance, total quality forms of production.

Finally, number five, a system of employment and training
boards should be established by Federal and state governments, to-
gether with local leadership, patterned generally on private indus-

S.
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try councils to organize and oversee the new school-to-work transi-
tion programs and the new training programs.

Education and skill preparation for work is seen as a public-pri-
vate endeavor among our competitors. In those countries, education
is part of a national strategy that educates not only for citizenship
but also for employment.

The decade of the 1990s must become known in this country as
the high skills decade where we move decisively as a society to up-
grade and invest in our human resources.

As our competitors have done, we must develop a national strate-
gy to educate and train Americans to world-class standards.

Mr. Chairman, over the last five years we at the Alliance have
studied the business-education partnerships exemplified by the
Boston Compact and have developed a much deeper understanding
of education issues. Our experience m replicating the Boston Com-

process in 12 other cities has deepened our respect for the dif-
Filgitlties community leaders, and particularly business leaders, face

in greduing
systemic change.

on our experience, we have taken time to stand back and
reflect on what we learned, sought expert advise from education
profeasionals also seeking reform, and have written numerous pub-
lications on the issues in education.

We would be happy to make this available to the committee.
This year we established a center for excellence in education
within the Alliance which gives us a long-term commitment,
indeed a 10 year commitment to work on restructuring education.

Five years ago, probably none of us would be here at this table
talking about education. All of us, through our individual experi-
ences, have increased our understanding of education issues, have
realized the relationships of education deficits to our economic
future, and are acting to ass,ime a responsible role in helping to
solve the problems.

The work we do as national business organizations is designed to
provide help to state and local organizations, particularly business
organizations. We will continue to research, write and work togeth-
er to provide information that can be used locally.

Through continued demonstration projects in business education
partnerships, we gain additional experience and can provide infor-
mation and analysis to state and local leaders so that the lessons
learned by each community are available to others. We see our-
selves as a resource and a catalyst for change.

Mr. Chairman, in your opening remarks you mentioned the Busi-
ness Roundtable Participation Guide: A Primer for Business on
Education. I have in my written testimony a summary of some of
the things in that booklet, and I am sure that my colleague, Mr.
Lurie, will also say a few words about it.

I noticed that yours was well marked up both in the front and
the back. We appreciate your attention to the kinds of things that
we write. That won't be the last publication that we do individually
and together, but it is an example of the kind of thinking analysis,
demonstration work that we intend to do over time.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to spend my last few minutes on the
subject of national leadership and the Federal role in education
reform. It seems to me that we are now at a juncture in our efforts

9
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to reform education where we need to recognize that we must act
as a nation on a national challenge. And yet the needed actions
must primarily be taken by 50 states and 15,000 local districts and
ultimately in 83,000 school buildings.

The Federal Government has historically had a relatively passive
role in education and provides leas than 10 percent of the funds for
elementary and secondary education in tiiis country. The chal-
lenge, it seems to me, is to define a proactive national leadership
role for the Federal Government without displacing or supplanting
the traditional state and local responsibilities for education. It
seems to us that we are at a very early stage of defining this new
national leadership role for the Federal Government.

Last year the President and the governors adopted national goals
for education to be achieved by the year 2000. We strongly advocat-
ed the setting of these goals and are committed to working toward
the achievement of the goals. We are, frankly, disturbed that the
National goals are not yet well understood and that their impor-
tance has not been adequately communicated. There is still no sys-
tematic and well understood plan for achieving the goals.

It seems important to us to build careful strategies for their im-
plementation and to monitor our progress against them. The Presi-
dent and the governors should be supported in their efforts to es-
tablish and institutionalize an oversight committee on the goals,
but we wonder if over time a relatively ad hoc arrangement will be
such to provide an objective measure of progress on the goals and
to provide enough information to tell the American people how we
are doing.

Now is not the time to be decisive over a mechanism for monitor-
ing and communicating our progress towards the goals. However,
Mr. Chairman, we need a clear national strategy for addressing
education reform, and we are concerned that over time ad hoc in-
stitutions not grounded in law may not be sufficient to provide the
proactive national leadership that we believe is necessary.

The Federal Government has a traditional and accepted role in
supporting the data development efforts upon which new know l-
edge and innovation in education are based. This traditional role,
we believe, should be expanded in the 1990. as we search for new
methods, develop new standards and new aseessment mechanisms
and otherwise work toward meeting our ambitious goals.

What is needed is a much more strategic approach to informa-
tion development and the use of data in relation to the National
goals. Our concern over Federal control and Federal standards set-
ting has sometimes resulted in us searching for private funding to
do what is really basic national developmental work.

Instead, we should carefully but proactively develop the National.
capacity to provide the knowledge and the Wsic data from which
the entire educational system can draw.

Esrly Childhood Development is a programmatic area in which
the Federal leadership has had tremendous impact. It is the best
example of filling a gap in the traditional systems of mandatory
education.

It has had a direct impact on social skills, educational achieve-
ment, and self-esteem.

0
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We at the Alliance see investments in early childhood programs
like Head Start as an important weapon in the fight against the
problems of school dropouts, drug abuse, crime, and teenage preg-
nancies, and it is for that reason that we are on record in support
of full funding for Head Start.

I would like to commend you, Mr. Chairman, for your leadership
in enacting major revisions to Head Start this year, which will
mwe us substantially closer to providing more comprehensive serv-
ices to all eligible youth who need them.

Mr. Chairman, we also need to establish a framework for a na-
tional examination system.

We need to somehow restore confidence in a national level of stu-
dent achievement.

Bu3iness needs assurance that students have achieved a certain
levei of competency upon graduation, no matter where in the coun-
try they went to school.

Business has lost confidence that a high school diploma reflects
actual skills rather than time in seat.

In our commission report, which I mentioned earlier, we recom-
mended a system of certifying a minimum standard level of
achievement for all youth by age 16 or have them remain in school
until that level is achieved.

The establishment of a system of national standards, coupled
with assessment, would ensure that every student leaves compulso-
ry school with a demonstrated ability to read, write, compute and
perform at world-class levels in general school subjects.

Students should also have exhibited a capacity to learn, think,
work effectively alone and in groups and in solving problems.

To have nationally uniform expectations we will need a set of
uniform national standards.

The work being done by the National Goals Oversight Commit-
tee, the Secretary of Labor's Commission on Achieving Necessary
Skills, and the Natior al Assessment for Educational Progress are
important examples of the type of activities needed to develop such
a system of standards.

Mr. Chairman, America needs to develop a performance-based
assessment system nationally that testa our students.

Without this assessment system, business will continue in its
lack of confidence in the skills and capabilitiee of our school gradu-
ates.

We need also to establish a school-to-work transition system.
Various policy studies have focused recently on the failure of our

society to provide school-to-work assistance to the majority of stu-
dents who do not go on to college.

America prepares only a tiny fraction of its non-college-bound
students for work, whereas other industrial nations have multi-
year career educational programs that prepare students to operate
at a profegsional level in the workplace.

The enactment this year of the "Tech Prep" or "Two-plus-Two"
program in the vocational educational reauthorization bill is an im-
portant step in this direction and may serve as a model for a more
extensive system of occupational certification.
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Finally, Mr. Chairman, we must insist on accountability. One
critical level that the Federal Government has over its investment
in education is to carefully structure and insist on accountability.

This means not only fiscal accountability, but also accountability
for solid results.

The Chapter 1 accountability standards that you have author-
ized, Mr. Chairman, are an example of what we need.

In conclusion, this is a complex agenda for change. Despite what
seems like insurmountable obstacles, a growing current of public
opinion demands change in education.

All Americans must play a part. We in business are preparing
ourselves to play an important and long-term role in achieving sig-
nificant change and improvement.

The education reform effort requires strong national leadership
from the Federal Government in setting the vision and setting the
goals and ensuring that all the stakeholders carry out their appro-
priate roles.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of William H. Kolberg followsl

2
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STATEMENT OF
WILLIAM H. ZOLBERG
ON BELEALP OF THE

NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS
BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Compurru ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

*consitsicirr OH THE BOON= PERSPECTIVE OF EDUCATION IN AMERICA"

NOVEMBER 20, 1990

It is a pleasure to testify before this Subcommittee during its deliberations on

education reform issues as it looks to the new Congress and next steps in federal

education policy.

I am William H. Kolberg, President, of the National Alliance of Bu4iness.

We deeply appreciate this opportunity to develop a record of discussion with this

Subcommittee about what must be done to improve American education and what the

business community can contribute, along withother stakeholders, to build ducation

system whose excellence is unmatched anywhere in the world.

The fact that the individual business organizations represented here today, along

with many others, have ma0e a long term commitment to work on what have become

"national" issues of educational quality and achievement demonstrates the urgency that

we attach to preparing people to take full advantage of life's opportunities in this

society.

Our failing education system is contrihuting to the decline in our competitive

position in the world economy and is, therefore, of national economic concern. We

recognize that the reasons for this decline in our competitiveness are complex, but there
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is a direct relationship between the quality of public education and our economic well-

being. While education remains largely a state and local responsibility in this country,

we are all beginning to see education issues in a national context and as a national

prcblem.

This national concern over education has led the National Alliance of Business to

join in partnership with other nstional business organizations, many of whom are

represented here this n.orning, in a Business Coalition for Education Reform to work

over the long haul with education and community leaders to help reverse declines in

educeion quality arid ecoromic opportunity. (The Bus ness Coalition for Education

Reform includes American Business Conference, Black Business Council, The Business

Roundtable, Business-Higher Education Forum, Chamber of Commerce of the United

States, Committee for Economic Development, The Ceilference Board, National Alliance

of Business, National Association of Manufacturers. and ihe U.S. Hispanic Chamber of

Commerce).

This hearing is timely, because all of us share a desire for decisive action. I

believe that there are appropriate roles for ,-.usiness leaders to work closely with the

leral government in exercising national leadership we wnrk in partnership with state

and local officials to restructure and improve the way we educate our youth. This

hcaring is an important step in discussing those roles.

The Deepening Crisis

For many year, business organizations have sensed that there is a growing problem

with the level of competencies in entry level workers. Now we know from research data,

surveys, and individual companies that the problem is real. The Alliance recently
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conducted a poll of human resource officers at the 1200 largest U.S. corporations and

found that only 36 percent said they were satisfied with the Competency of new

employees entering the workforce, and that both reading and math competencies had

slipped over the past 5 years. Compdnies have been telling us that too many new

employees need remedial training in basic reading and math skills and that they are not

trained in many of the skills needed by manufacturers. Consequently, money is being

diverted to remedial education and to basic training from more productive uses, such as

research and development.

Until recently in our history, individuals who did not graduate from high school

could still find jobs and lead productive lives. This is no longer the case. Escalating

workplace demands have totally changed the environment. The skill requirements

needed for work have become more complicated.

Couple this with a slower population growth that rAuces the labor supply, and

employers must reach deeper into the worker pool to those who are less well educated.

Unfortunately, employers are forced to settle for these less well educated workers when

what they need are workers with higher skill levels, who can adapt to constant change,

and can reason and communicate. The costs to business of an ill-prepared workforce are

staggering and afflict businesses wherever they turn.

These factors affect our competitive position. While many Americans focus on our

trade and budget deficits, we will in fact need to turn far greater attention to the

education deficit if we are to resolve our domestic and international economic problems.

The industrialized nations who have become our key competitors around the world

are those who long ago recognized the importance of education for their economic well-
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being. They each have adopted a national policy and practice for a systematic transition

from school to work for all youth, and, with a high level of education skills in their

workers, each has been able to organize work more efficiently with greater productivity

by cultivating higher skills in front line workers. Their approaches to developing work

opportunities through high skills and high expectations draws a sharp contrast to

America's current approach. This situation was summarized in a recent report

"America's Choice: High SIdlls or Low Wagef by the National Commission on the Skills

of the American Workforce, on which I was privileged to serve. We Summarized the

contrast between the United States and OUP international competitors as follows:

They insist that virtually all of their students reach a high tducational

standard. We do not.

They provide "professionalized" education to non-college bound students to

prepare them for their trades and to ease their school-to-work transition.

We do not.

They operate comprehensive labor market systems which combines

training, labor market information, job ecarch, and income maintenance for

the unemployed. We do not.

They support company based training through general revenue or payroll

tax based financing schemes. We do not.

They have national consensus on the importance of moving to high

productivity forms of work organization and building high wap economies.

We do not.
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When education ia viewed in the ecntext of international competitiveness, other

nations educate their youth up to age 16 better than we do. As the Commission report

stated, our approaches have served us well in the past. They will not serve us well in the

future. Unless our nation acts quickly, these failures will fundamentally change the way

of life of every American. They will alter our standard of living, our ability to compete,

and our standing in the world. This is not hyperbole; this is fact.

The recommendations of the Commission, if implemented, would have a direct

impact on restructuring education and they provide a broad context for more detailed

discussions about the various intergovernmental roles in education. The Commission

made five key recommendations.

A new educational performance standard should be set for all students, to be

met by age 16. This standard should be established nationally and

benchmarked to the highest in the world.

The states should take responsibility for assuring that virtually all students

master this basic level of competencies. States, with federal assistance,

should erv:te and fund alternative learning environments for those who

canno. attain the basic certification of competencies in regular schools.

A new comprehensive system of technical ane skill training for the non-

college bound must be created to "professionalize" the skill endowments of

the 70% of our workers who do not complete a baccalaureate degree.
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Employers and workers must become involved in "life long learning" and

employers should be assisted and, if necessary, given incentives to invest in

the continuous education and training of their workers, so that the firm can

move to "high performance," "total quality" forms of production.

A system of employment and training boards should be established by federal

and state governments, together with local leadership, patterned generally on

Private Industry Councils (PICs), to organize and oversee the new school-to-

work transition programs and training systems we propose.

When education is viewed broadly in the context of our economic competitiveness,

it is easier to see the close connections between education and job training for youth,

school-to-work transitions, and the relationship of education to performance in the

workplace. Education and skill preparation for work is seen as a public/private endeavor

among our competitors. In those countries education is part of a national strategy that

educates not only for citizenship but also for employment.

The decade of the 90's must become known as the "high skills" decade where we

move decisively as a society to upgrade and invest in our human resource& As our

competitors have done, we must develop a national strategy to educate and train

Americans to world-class standards.

Growth 9f Business Interest in Education

Over the last f ive years as we at the Alliance studied the business-education

partnerships exemplified by the Boston Compact, we developed * much deeper

understanding of education issues. Our experience in replicating the Compact In 12
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other cities deepened our respect for the difficulties community leaders, and particularly

business leaders, face in purSuing systemic change. We have taken time to stand back

and reflect on what we learned, sought expert advice °corn education professionals also

seeking reforms, and have written numerous publications on the issues in education and

the potential roles for business involvement. (I would be haPPy to make copies of these

publications available to the Committee.)

This year we established a Center for Excellence in Education within the Alliance,

making a long term commitment to work on restructuring issues. But the Alliance is one

of a host of national, state, and local business organizations concerned about these

issues. That is how we teamed together with other national business organizations in the

Business Coalition for Education Reform. Five years ago, probably none of us would be

here talking about education. All of us, through our individual experiences, have

increased our understanding of education issues, realized the relationships of education

deficits to our economic future, and are acting to assume a responsible role in helping to

solve the pri-blems.

Thoughts on the Busimmaolo In gduestion Rdorni

We in the business community are among those in the eye of the storm. The only

solution seems to be restructuring the way we manage and provide education in this

nation. While it is the schools themselves that must change, we believe that business can

and must help. We can no longer afford to tinker at the margins and wait for modest

change. We are after genuine change in the ways education is delivered and organized.

The work we do, as national business organizations, is designed to provide help to

State and local organizations, particularly business organizations. We will continue to
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research, write, and work together to provide information that can be used locally.

Through continued demonstration projects in business-education partnerships, we gain

additional experience and can provide information and analysis to State and local leaders

so that the lessons learned by each community are available to others. We see ourselves

as a resource and a catalyst for change.

Last year, the Alliance, in cooperation with The Business Roundtable, developed a

publication on the issues involved in education reform entitled Ma Business Roundtable

Partkipatton Guide: A Primer far &wins= an laieattan." I would like to briefly

illustrate, for the record, some of the points made in that publication concerning the role

of business in edu-:ation reform.

Coalition Buildirat. To affect real change, business executives must join

together with educators, including their unions, government officials, and

state and community leaders, and institutionalize their work on education

reform. To be successful, coalition members must work to build trust and

common understanding about education issues, identify critical problems,

establish goals, and develop a plan of action. Patience and a long time

horizon are critical for success in the difficult reform efforts which are

undertaken.

uouradirta Teachers and Education Prpfessionals. Businesses, with their

experience in human resource development, can lend important resources,

whether staff time, advocacy, or funding to help recruit, retain, or retrain

professional educators. Training experts from the private sector can be of

enormous help to schools attempting to train their employees in group

dynamics, decision making, and problem solving. Corporate management
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training manuals can be adapted to the education environment. Businesses

can invite teachers into the workplace so that they can see the kinds of skills

and knowledge their students need to succeed. Business people can lobby

States to improve pay and working conditions to attract top notch talent to

teaching and can develop attractive career ladder programs so that talented,

well qualified people will remain in the teaching profession.

Curriculum. From the point of view of many educators, business involvement

in curriculum change is one of the most controversial areas. Educators worry

that business will advocate only job specific curricula as opposed to a

broader, knowledge based approach. In today's world, business needs workers

prepared to solve problems, think critically, and communicate, which meshes

with the overall goals of educators. They can build trust around their

common interest. Business can do much to convince the public that America

must invest in modernizing its c... .Julum and teaching approaches to reach

CI children by providing education in ways that can be made more apparently

relevant to students. Business can add its support to efforts directed to

creating new research and development centers focused on curriculum design,

training, and assessment techniques as well as support research on how people

learn outside of school. Business can help educators rethink their approaches

to curriculum by helping to bridge the gap that has often isolated schools

from the workplace. This link can help make school relevant to many

students who do not see the connection between school and work.

Management and Decision Making. Based on its own experiences in

restructuring, business can often play an important role both in helping school

systems take the steps necessary for decentralization and In assuring that the
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proper support steps like human resource developmmt, accountability

systems, and budgeting are in place. Business leaders are well positioned to

help school personnel with many of the management and decision making

techniques that are needed for school based Management. Human resource

departments have long offered courses in team building, management

development, and budgeting that new school based teams, including

principals. require. Business can help with strategic planning and can offer

models of shared decision making. Educators frequently have a factory

model in mind when they think of business and are not as familiar with the

shared decision making strategies that are increasingly common in today's

corporate environment.

Accountability. Since business has a Sophisticated understanding of

accountability systems, it can play an important role with federal, state, and

local policy makers to increase flexibility and foster quality. Business can

support the need for waivers, contract modifications, and changes in

legislation that inhibit or restrict districts from initiating restructuring

activities such as school based management, curriculum changes, and changes

in instructional techniques. Business can work with educators tc develop

better mechanisms to hold the system accountable. It is also an opportunity

to develop new incentive systems.

Education Financing. By helping districts adopt program oriented budgets,

business can clarify both to educators and the public how funds are being used

and identify possible cost savings. By helping develop local financial

management systems, the delegation of budget and financial authority to the

school is more feasible. Seeing the need to educate children at high
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standards in poor as well as wealthier districts, business can be an important

force in raising equity in financing issues. Further, where there is a clear

case for increased financial resources, business can play a role in public

advocacy for such increases.

Infrastructure. Property, plant, equipment, and technology requirements of

education have not received adequate public attention and are frequently

given low priority. Most large companies have staff who are skilled in

managing large capital assets, who can help educators in this neglected area

which is important to education restructuring.

$ocial and Health Serticel Deltvery. To achieve the goal of educating all of

our children, we must ensure that ctildren have access to the social and

health services they need. We must expand our view of schools from

locations where only educational services are delivered, to locations where a

myriad of needed services are available. While coordination of services must

occur locally, business can work with federal and state government to

promote better coordination to ensure that program rules, regulations, and

eligibility requirement. are reviewed and adjusted to make programs more

compatible with each other.

National Leadership and the Fglegg Kole iu Education Reform

We are now at a juncture in our efforts to reform education where we recognize

that we must act as a nation on a national challenge, and yet the needed actions must

primarily be taken hy 50 States and 15,000 local school districts, and, ultimately, in

83,000 school buildings. The federal government has historically been relatively
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passive force in education and provides less than 10% of the funds for education. The

challenge Is to define a proactive national leadership role far the federal government

without displacing or supplanting the traditional State and local responsibilities for

education. We are at the very early stages of defining this new national leadership role

for the federal government.

National Gogls. Gut year the President and the governors adopted national goals

for education to be achieved by the year 2000. We strongly advocated the setting of

these goals, and are committed to worki,,g toward the achievement of the goals. We are

disturbed that the national goals are not yet well understood and that their importance

has not been communicated. There is still no systematic and well understood plan for

achieving the goals. It is important to build careful strategies for their implementation

and to monitor our progress against them.

The White House and Governors should be supported in their efforts to establish

and institutionalize an oversight committee on the goals, but we wonder if, over time,

this relatively ad hoc arrangement will be sufficient to provide an objective measure of

progress on the goals, and to provide enough information to tell the American people how

we are doing. Now is not the time to be divisive over a mechanism for monitoring and

communicating our progress toward the goals. However, we need a clear national

strategy for addressing education reform, and we are concerned that over time, ad hoc

institutions not grounded in law may not be sufficient to provide the proactive national

leadership that is necessary.

!sgagng,Lkearci_e_yseldInoratinDelnunt. The federal
government has a traditional, and accepted, role in supporting the data development

efforts upon which new knowledge and innovation in education are based. This

24
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traditional role should be expanded In the 90's,, as we search for new methods, develop

standards and new amassment mechanisms, and to otherwise work toward meeting our

ambitious goals. What is needed is a much more strategic approach to information

development and the use of data in relation to national goals. Our concern over federal

control and federal standard setting has sometimes resulted in us searching for private

funding to do besic developmental work. Instead, we should carefully, but pro-actively,

develop the national capacity to provide the knowledge and basic data from which the

entire educational system can draw.

Early Childhood Development. This is a programmatic area in which federal

leadership has had tremendous impact. It is the best example of filling gap in the

traditional systems of mandatory education. Early childhood development is an

important new concept in education, as strategy of prevention, of which th, Head Start

progtam is a part. The Committee for Economic Development (CED) has provided

leadership on this hustle, and has not only educated the business community about the

importance of preschool education and health care, but also has argued convincingly for

pursuing a strategy of prevention in public policy.

We recognize how critical early childhood education can be. It has a direct impact

on social skills, educational achievement, and self esteem. We at the Alliance see

investments in early childhood programs, like Head Start, as an Important weapon in the

fight against the problems of school dropouts, drug abuse, crime, and teenage pregnancy

and for that reason we are on record in support of full funding for Head Start. It has the

potential, over the long term, of allowing us to redirect limited federal dollars that

otherwise might have to be spent on "second chance" systems to repair the damage that

could have been prevented. I would also argue that we are at a point where the costs
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could be shared with the States. We know that about 30 states have enacted various

types of early childhood programs, 9 of which are designed to supplement Head Start.

Now, with the governors recognizir.g a national goal related to early childhood

education, and with the states having primary responsibility for public education, perhaps

we could move to a greater level of shared responsibility in early childhood development.

There is precedent in virtually every other program of federal assistance to education.

The closest comparison is the federal Chapter 1 program, which predominately covers

poor children in the early years of elementary school, in which costs are shared with the

states.

I would also like to commend you, M. Chairman, for your leadership in enacting

major revisions to Head Start this year which move us substantially closer to providing

more comprehensive services to all eligible youth who need them.

Build Linkages in the Brxxst Range of Federal Education Programs. We must take

much more care to rationalize how individual programs are linked in a cohesive

continuum of education development. Individual federal education programs must be

thought of in relation to each other. For example, Head Start cannot be separated from

services under Chapter 1 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act or we risk

losing the gains of one program during the application of another. Each program should

build logically on the proeTess of the others. We still need to emphasize educational

services to disadvantaged groups, but the policy must be to build on linking education

programs. This also can have an effect in reducing the bureaucracies which have been

established over time at the federal. state, and local levels.
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fri;egrate tf With and Human 5aryLC4itaarantS with_ Ediaggiatl. Educators are

often the first to Identify health or other problems that are preventing children from

learning. But, they are often helpless In addressing these problems. Federal and state

legislation must put a premium on assuring that health and human service programs are

readily available to children. This can be accomplished by insisting that such programs

demonstrate how well they are tied into the schools and responding to the problems

identified by school teachers, counselors, and administrators.

Establiah q Framework for National Examination Systems. We need to restore

confidence in a national level of student achievement. We must establish a national

means of measuring achievement. Business, certainly, needs assurance that students

have achieved a certain level of competency upon graduation no matter where in the

country they went to school. Business has lost confidence that a high school aiploma

reflects ac-Alal skills gained. In our Commission report, which I mentioned earlier, we

recommended a system of certifying a minimum standard level of achievement for all

youth by age 16, or have them remain in school until that level is reached. The

establishment of a system of national standards coupled with assessment would ensure

that every student leaves compulsory school with a demonstrated ability to read, write,

compute, and perform st world-class levels in general school subjects (mathematics,

physical and natural sciences, technology, history, geography, politics, economics, and

English). Students should also have exhibited a capacity to learn, think, work effectively

alone and in groups and solve problems. The national assessment system should allow

students to collect credentials over a period of years. perhaps beginning as early as

entrance into the middle school. This kind of cumulative assessment has several

advantages over a single series of examinations: it wollit. help to organize and motivate

students over an extended period of time; it would pro'. ide multiple opportunities for

success rather than a single high-stakes moment of possible failure. Cumulative
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certificates would greatl; enhance the opportunity ft) the undereducated and

unmotivated to achieet high educational standards, and all could earn credentials at

their own pace, as the criteria for any specific credential would not vary, regardless of

the student's age. It would also allow students who are not performing well in the

mainstream education system to earn their credentials under other institutional auspices.

To have nationally uniform expectations, you will need a set of standards. The work

being done by the national goals oversight committee, the Secretary of Labor's

Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS), and the National Assessment for

Educational Progress, are important examples of the type of activities needed to develop

such a system of standards.

America needs develop a performance based assessment system nationally that

tests our students. Without this assessment system, business well continue in its lack of

confidence in the skills and capabilities of our school graduates.

Establishg Better School to Work Trauftion. For several years now, various policy

studies have focused on the failure of our society to provide school to work assistance to

the majority of students who do not go on to college. We are not naive about how

complicated this issue is, but it deserves urgent attention by the Committee in the new

Congress. I understand that several members of the Committee have already expressed

interest in .:3Cing on such a proposal. In my view, it invoives not only integrating

opportunities for work experience with school to give relevance to classroom learnitig

and to motivate students (as the Europeans do), but also to assist students with the skills

for finding meaningful employment. America prepares only a tiny fraction of its non-

college bound students for work. Other industrial nations have multi-year career

educational programs that prepare students to operate at a professional level in the

workplace. The enactment of the "Tech-Prep" or "Two-plus-Two" program in the

2 8, ,
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vocational education reauthorization this year is an important step in this direction and

may serve as a model for a more extensive system of occupational certification. The

Alliance intends to develop more detailed ideas on the federal role In school to work

transition, and we will work closely with the Committee during the coming session as our

work advances.

Orov We 9 Safety Net for Those Who Would Otherwise Fail. This is an important

and traditional role of the federal government in education to assure equal opportunity

and equity of services in education. We would like to see this role broadened in the way

help I. provided to school dropouts. There are a variety of existing programs in this area

that need to be linked more carefully into a more cohesive itrategy. All students should

be guaranteed the educational attention necessary to attain mastery of a standard set of

educational skills by age 101, r as soon as pusaible thereafter. Again the Commission

report recommended that a system of "youth centers" be established to enroll school

dropouts and help them reach that standard. The centers would include other necessary

counseling, mentoring, and social services. Federal funds would play a part in financing

these dropout recovery programs, with the bulk of the funds coming from State sources.

Insist on Accountability. One critical lever that the federal government has over

its investment in eduction is to carefully structure and insist on accountability. This

means not only fiscal accountability, but also accountability for solid results. The

Chapter 1 accountability standards are an example of what Is needed. We are not

prepared today to recommend specific methods to achieve accountability, but we do

believe that rewards and consequences should be a part of education program legislation.
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Mr. Chairman, this is a complex agenda for change. Despite what seem like

insurmountable eb-Aaeles, a growing current of public opinion demands change in

education. Ail Americans must play a part. We in business are preparing ourselves to

play an important role in achieving significant change and improvement.

Business leaders can be instrumental in keeping education high on the public agenda

in their states and communities. They can be strong advocates for the transformation of

the schools. They can help raise the sights of educators who, feeling powerless and

frustrated, often lose any incentive to press forward. Joint efforts are necessary to

address the spectrum of education issues in a coordinated and focused approach.

Business leaders must work collaboratively and over the long term with educators as well

as community leaders toward common goal&

Our long term agenda, through the Alliance's Center for Excellence in Education

and with our partners in the Business Coalition for Education Reform, is to find and

implement more effective ways for business involvement.

This education reform effort requires strong national leadership from the federal

government in setting the vision and the goals, and in ensuring that all the stakeholders

carry out their appropriate roles.

will be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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Chairman 1-Itiwxngs. Thank you, Mr. Kolberg.
The next witness is Mr. William Lurie, President of The Business

Roundtable.
Mr. Lurie, we welcome you.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. LURIE, PRESIDENT, THE BUSINESS
ROUNDTABLE

Mr. Linuz. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, Congressman Good ling, Congressman Smith, Con-

gressman Gunderson, good morning.
7 am William Lurie, President of The Business Roundtable, an

association of over 200 chief executive officers of the largest corpo-
rations in the United States.

Our chairman is Drew Lewis, Chairman and Chief Executive Of-
ficer of the Union Pacific Corporation.

The Roundtable was founded in 1972 with the express intent of
involving CEO's in the significant public policy issues facing busi-
ness and the Nation.

Mr. Chairman, you have dedicated most of your career in public
service to improving education for all our children. The Business
Roundtable applauds your efforts and your successes. Yet, much
more work remains.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting me to explore briefly how
business and Government can work together to promote very broad
reform of America's elementary and secondary school system.

Business is a major consumer of the education system. This is
one reason why you are seeing America business roll up its sleeves
and join with other interested parties to help make the education
system successful.

Business does not have all the answers, but we do have the will-
ow to work hard.

Many businese people I talk with believe our education system is
floundering.

Whether measured by flat SAT scores, drop-out rates, or interna-
tional comparieons where American children are outperformed by
our industrial competitors, it is clear we are in trouble.

The question is what are we going to do about it?
The Business Roundtable, and its Mucation Task Force, under

the leadership of John Akers, Chairman and Chief Executive Offi-
cer of IBM, has launched a 10-year, 50-State initiative in which
CEOs, Governors, and other interested parties will develop State
education policies which will push us towards the National educa-
tion foals.

This is a long-term effort, and we intend to be around for the
long pull.

To date, more than 170 chief executive officers have volunteered
their personal time and company resources to work on the initia-
tive in every State and the District of Columbia.

The target is an all-encompassing system of reform.
To get there, our reform agenda is based on nine essential com-

ponents of a successful education system.
Our agenda is as follows:
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First, the education system and its mission must be predicated
on four key assumptions

Chairman HAWED'S. I'm sorry, Mr. Lurie. There are several re-
quests for your prepared testimony.

Mr. Goonutga. Maybe I am the only one who doesn't have it.
Sorry about that.

My testimony is in the black book.
Mr. Luang. I have covered the introduction. Now I am getting to

the meat on page 4.
Our agenda is as follows:
First, the education system and its mission must be predicated

on four key assumptions: that all students in our culturally and
economically diverse society can learn both the basics and high-
order skills; that we know how to reach all students successfully;
that curricula must reflect high expectations; and that every child
needs an advocate, someone who cares.

Second, the system should not be based solely on inputs, but
should include the outputs, the results it produces for students.

Third, we must do a better job of assessing students' ability to
think and solve problems.

We must set high standards, for all children need them, and
devise effective measurements against them.

One way the Federal Government can help, in this very difficult
area of assessment, is to work on developing a rigorous set of com-
parisons which we now lack of the performance of individual
schools, school districts, States ar d nations.

Arguably one of the best tools currently available to do this is
the National Assessment of Education Progress, NAEP.

In 1990, a NAEP math test was given to eighth graders in 37 vol-
unteer States.

This teat permits State comparisons for the first time. Otherwise,
NAFY has not collected data that permits comparisons between
states, districts and schools.

In 1988, a law was passed which prohibited the specific use of
comparisons other than the 1990 math test already mentioned.

The Roundtable is considering support in the next Congress for
an initiative to amend the NAEP law to allow, not to prohibit, vol-
untary state, school district and individual school comparisons
starting with the 1994 exam.

This is not to drive toward a national curriculum, to track stu-
dents, or to embarrass some schools or districts.

Rather, this would help identify where the problems are, what
they are, and begin to focus attention and assistance where needed.

We simply cannot determine how far we have to go if we don't
know where we are in the educational scale now.

We could use your help in securing passage of an appropriate
amendment to NAEP with careful conditions relating to the use of
the test items and data.

The Roundtable intends to work with your staff on this critical
issue.

Fourth, schools should receive rewards for success and penalties
for failure.
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Aisistance must be provided to improve schools that are defi-
cient. The unsuccessful schools must be helped more than pun-
ished.

Fifth, school staff must have a clear strong voice in operating
their schoolselecting ita personnel, setting its curriculum, writing
its budget.

Sixth, we must do a much better job at staff development, both
before teachers and administrators enter the building for the first
time and during their entire careers.

Teachers and administrators oust become a world-class profes-
sional fore if we are to have a world-class educational system.

Seventh, appropriate pre-kindergarten programs, especially for
the disadvantweA to prepare children for school are key.

That begins, logically, with Head Start, which has a proven 25-
year track record.

The Roundtable supported your Human Services Reauthorization
Act which reauthorized and expanded Head Start.

Mr. Chairman, we know it was tough work for you to pass, but it
was easy for us to endorse.

As you may know, John Akers wrote to the President asking him
to sign the legislation. As we all know, the President has signed
the bill into law, and we are particularly pleased that this expan-
sion took place in your last year as chairman.

More tough work on Head Start almost certainly lies ahead.
The Roundtable intends to work each year through fiacal year

1994 to get the dollars authorized for the program actually appro-
priated.

This may mean, given the current economic conditions, that we
have to make tough choices about other programs, but Head Start
is clearly very important.

We are also going to work to ensure that State and local govern-
ments do their fair share for this worthwhile program.

Eighth, we must reduce impediments to learning. The school-
house must begin to serve the whole child.

We must ensure that children not come to school ill-nourished,
sick, and ground down by poverty.

Finally, we should make constructive use of technology to raise
the educational productivity of both teachers and students.

Mr. Chairman, a longer explanation of our nine-point agenda is
contained in a document I would like to silt mit for the record. It is
only eight pages long, but I think it is a useful expansion on these
points.

Chairman HatwitiNs. Without objection, that will bf.1 entered into
the record immediately following your testimony, Mr. Lurie.

Mr. Luaix. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Roundtable members are committed to roll up their sleeves and

educate themselves.
We have prepared, with the assiatance of the National Alliance

of Business and the Canmittee for Economic Development, two
publications, one of which you referred to very kindly earlier.

We do have copies of these.
We would be happy to make them available to anyone you would

like.
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We prepared these publications to help our members and other
interested parties get up to speed.

I can leave copies for anyone.
As I mentioned, we want to work with the Congress on an

amendment to NAEP and on the actual appropriation of dollars
that will drive this nation towards full funding for Head Start.

Another issue in which we could use your help is the National
Education Goals Oversight Panel.

This is an area in which the Qmgress, the Governors, and the
President could exert some real leadership.

America needs high goals for its education system. It is the only
way we have a chance at preparing our children for the future.

We don't, however, have a chance if the goals process and the
goals panel linger on their differences.

The first report is due in September 1991, and the panel must
quickly and collectively work on standards, strategies, and a meas-
urement system for the National goals.

Our hope is that the conflicts can be resolved so the focus can
shift back to the children all of us want to help.

Last, although no legislation is required, we need to begin to
figure out how to re-engage parents in their children's educational
development.

Perhaps you have some ideas on how the Federal Government
can step out front on this issue, and business will be supportive,
starting with our employees.

For the Roundtable alone, the employee work force is ten million
in the United States.

Education must begin in the home with parenth. They must pre-
pare their children for kindergarten, read to them, listen to them
and their questions, make sure they do their homework, ration TV,
and get involved at school and work with teachers.

At some point, key decision makers must figure out how to com-
municate this message more effectively across the Nation.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity.
Even though you are retiring from the Congress, I know that you

will continue to be a champion for the Nation's children.
We look forward to working with you and your colleagues in

Congress on Head Start, NAEP, the National Educational Goals
Oversight Panel, and other key education issues.

Thank you.
',The prepared statement of William L. Lurie follows:]
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. LURIE

PRESIDENT

THE BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE

mon THE NOUSE EDUCATION AND LABOR

SUBCOMMITTEE OM ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY AND WCATIONAL EDUCATION

NONINBER 20, 1990

Mr. Chairman, Congressman William Goodling, Congressman

Steve Gunderson, good morning.

I am William Lurie, President of The Business Roundtable, an

association of over 200 chief executive officers of the largest

corporations in the United States. Our Chairman is Drew Lewis,

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, of Union Pacific

Corporation.

The Roundtable was founded in 1972 with the express intent

of involving CEOs in the significant public policy issues facing

business and the nation. Education is high on our agenda.

Mr. Chairman, you have dedicated most of your career in

public service to improving education for all children. The

Roundtable applauds your efforts and your successes.
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Yet, much more work remains. The stakes are higher now than

ever before.

The Business Roundtable is stepping up to the challenge and

wants to work with dedicated elected officials to make our

educational system the best in the world.

Thank you for inviting me to explore briefly how business

and government can work together to promote very broad reform of

America's elementary and secondary school system. Our goal must

be to make a quality education -- one that prepares all students

for an increasingly advanced workplace and to- be winners in life

-- available to all students.

Busiuess is a major consumer of the education system. Its

shortcomings impact American business competitiveness and

productivity. More importantly, the quality of education affects

our democratic society and our standard of living.

This is why you are seeing American business roll up its

sleeves and join with other interested parties to help make the

education system successful. Business does not nave all the

answers. But, we do have the willingness to work hard.

Most of our companies have 2xtensive records of assistance

to education, primarily at the local level. In spite of good

3.6
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intentions, however, we've found these efforts too tracturea, too

independent, and too ineffectual.

T.n short, we must do more.

Many business people I talk with believe our system is

floundering. Whether measured by flat SAT scores, dropout rates,

or international comparisons where American children are

out-performed by our industrial competitors, it's clear we are in

trouble.

The question is what are we going to do about it?

The Business Roundtable and its Education Task Force, under

the leadershtp of John Akers, Chairman and Chief Executive

Officer of IBM, has launched a ten year 50-state initiative in

which CEOs, governors and other interested parties will develop

state education policies which will push us towards the nationll

education goals. This ix a long term effort and we intend to ue

around for the long pull.

To date, more than 170 chief executive officers have

volunteered their personal time and company resources to work on

the initiative in every state and the District of Columbia. The

target is an all-encompassing system of reform. To get there,

our reform agenda is based on nine essential components of a

successful education system.
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Our agenda is as follows:

First, the education system and its mission must be

predicated on four key assumptions: that all b'adents in our

culturally and economically diverse society can learn both the

basics and high order skills; that we know how to teach all

students sucessfully; that curricula mast reflect high

expectations; and that every child needs an advocate -- someone

who cares.

Second, the system should not be based solely on inputs but

include the outputs -- the results it produces for students.

Third, we must do a better job of assessing students'

ability to think and solve problems. We must set high standards

-- for all children need them -- and devise effective

measurements against them.

One way the federal government can help, in this very

difficult area of assessment, is to work on developing a rigorous

set of comparisons -- which we now lack -- of the performance of

individual schools, school districts, states and nations.

Arguably one of the best tools currently available to do this is

the National Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP).

3 8
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In 1990, a NAEP math test was given to eighth grr.ders in 37

volunteer states. This test permits state comparisons for the

first time. Otherwise, RAD has not collected data that permits

comparisons between states, distrIcts and schools. In 1988, a

law was passed which prohibited the specific use of comparisons

other than the 1990 math test already mentioned.

The Roundtable is considering support in the next Congress

for an initiative to amend the NAEP law to allow -- not to

prohibit -- voluntary state, school district and individual

school comparisons starting with the 1994 exam. This is not to

drive toward a national curriculum, to track students, or to

embarrass some schools or districts.

Rather, thia would help identify where the problems are,

what they are, and begin to focus attention and assistance where

needed. We simply cannot determine how far have to go, if we

don't know where we are on the educational scale now.

We could use your help in securing passage of an appropriate

amendment to NAEP with careful conditions related to the use of

the test items and data. The Roundtable intends to work with

your staff on this critical issue.

Fourth, schools should receive rewards for success and

penalties for failure. Assistance must be provided to improve
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schools that are deficient. The unsuccessful schools must be

helped more than punished.

Fifth, school staff must have a clear strong voice in

operating their school -- selecting its personnel, setting its

curriculum, writing its budget.

Sixth, we must do much better job at staff development --

both before teachers and administrators enter the building for

the first time and during their entire careers.

Teachers and administrators must become a world class

professional force if we are to have a world class educational

system.

Seventh, appropriate pre-kindergarten programs -- especially

for the disadvantaged -- to prepare children for school are key.

That begins, logically with Head Start, which has a proven

25-year track record.

The Roundtable supported your Human Services Reauthorization

Act which re-authorized and expanded Head Start. Mt. chairman,

we know it was tough work for you to pass. But, it was easy for

us to endorse. As you may know, John Akers wrote to the

President asking him to sign the legislation. As we all know,

the President has signed the bill into law.

4 0
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More tough work on Head Start almost certainly lies ahead.

The Roundtable intends to work each year through FY 1994 to get

the dollars authorized actually appropriated for the program.

This may mean, given the current ccnomic conditions, that we

have to make tough choices about other programs, but Head Start

is clearly very important.

We arc also going to work to ensure that state and local

governments do their fair share for this worthwhile program.

Eighth, we must reduce impediments to learning. The school

house must begin to serve the whole child. We must ensure that

children not come to ichool ill-nourished, sick Ind ground down

by poverty.

And finally, we should make constructive use of technology

to raioe the educational productivity of both teachers and

students.

This is the Business Roundtable education agenda -- goals

with which we feel comfortable. We realize it will take enormous

effort to implement them.

Mt. Chairman, a longer explanation of our nine point agenda

is contained in a document I would like to submit for the record.
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Roundtable members are committ.--. u, roll up their sleev4s

and educate themselves. We have prepared, with the assistance of

the National Alliance of Business (NAB) and the Committee for

Economic Development (CED), two piblications to help our members

and other interested parties get up to speed. I can leave copies

for your review.

We also have asked our CEOs to get into the mechanics of the

education process and work closely with all interested parties

federal, and state officials, educators, parents and community

leaders.

As 7 Aentioned, we want to work with the Congress on an

amendment to NAEP and on the actual appropriation of dollars that

will drive this nation cowards full funding for Head Start.

Another issue in which we could use your help is the

National Education Goals Oversight Panel. This is an avenue in

which the Congress, the Governors and the President could exert

some real leadership.

America need's high goals for its education systel -- it's

the only way me have a chaLce at preparing our children for the

the future.

We don't, however, have a chance if the goals process and

the goals panel linger or their differences. The panel must

4 2
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collectively work on standards, strategies and a measurement

system for the national goals. Our hope is that the conflicts

can be resolved so the focus can shift back to the children all

of us want to help.

Last, although no legislation is required, we need to begin

to figure out how to re-engage parents in their children's

educational development. Perhaps you have some ideas on how the

federal government can step out front on this issue. Business

will be supportive, starting with our employees. For the

Roundtable, the employee workforce is 10 million in the U.S.

Education must begin in the home, with parents. They must

prepare their children for kindergarten, read to them, listen to

them, answer their questions, make sure they do their homework,

ration TV, and get involved at school and work with teachers. At

some point, key decision makers must figure out how to

communicate this message more effectively across the nation.

The plain fact is: if we as parents and grandparents, don't

have the time or the energy or the ability or the inclination to

do these things, then we as a nation have our priorities dead

wrong.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity. Even though

you are retiring from the Congress, I know that you will continue

to be a champion for the nation's children. We look forward to

4 3
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working with you and your collagues in Congress on Head Start,

HASP, the National Education Goals Oversight Panel, and other key

education issues.

Tbank-you and I will answer your questions, now or later as

you prefer.

4 4
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Lurie.
The next witness, Mr. Sol Hurwitz, is President of the Committee

for Economic Development.

STATEMENT OF SOL HURWITZ, PRESIDENT, COMMITTEE FOR
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Mr. /Wiwi= Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be here this morn-
ing representing the 250 national business leaders and educators in
the Committee for Economic Development.

I want to talk this morning about the role of education, the role
of business in education reform, and I want to say first what a
privilege it is to be testifying before you, Mr. Chairman.

Your long and distinguished career in Congress has been defined
by your love of children and your deep care for their education and
their future and, by extension, for the future of the Nation, so we
are all in your debt.

I am pleased also to share my time on this panel with some very
good colleaguee from several of the Nation's major business organi-
zations.

Over the years, CED has worked closely with all of these groups
and individuals, most recently as a member of the Business Coali-
tion for Education Reform, as Mr. Kolberg has stated.

I am here today because the business community has a clear and
compelling self-interest in working for the improvement of our Na-
tion's public education system.

As a business organization, the Committee for Economic Develop-
ment believes that developing more productive human resources is
the single most important action our Nation can take to regain its
national comptitiveness.

All the tecology, all the natural resources at our disposal, all
of our military might will count for little without the human intel-
ligence, imagination, and hard work to put these tools to use.

America cannot be competitive unless we succeed in educating
all of our children to their highest capacity, but when we look at
the new generation growing up, we are worried that they won't
measure up.

A large percentage of children now coming through the public
education system will not develop the skills to make it in the main-
stream.

The 25 percent who fail to graduate each year from high school
will be virtually disqualified from decent paying years, and nearly
as many who do graduate will still lack the basic literacy skills and
work habits they need to gain a secure foothole in the work force.

Thom who are falling further and further behind are mostly the
poor, members of minority groups, and children growing up in
single parent home.

More children are being born into poverty and to single mothers
than ever before.

Between 1970 and 1987, the poverty rate for children increased
by nearly one-third.

In 1989, close to 25 percent of children under the age of six lived
in poverty and one-fourth of all births were to unmarried women.
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Although the majority of poor children are white, children who
are black, Hispanic, and Native American suffer a disproportionate
share of poverty and are more than two to three times as likely to
be poor as a white child.

In past times, we ignored the problems of disadvantaged children
or gave them low priority.

Our economy got away with duo' partly because the available
labor pool was large enough and partly because unskilled manual
labor and low-skilled manufacturing jobs were sufficiently plentiful
and well paying to absorb those without the higher level skills, but
we can't afford to do that any longer.

Our economy can't afford it and our society can't afford it.
In 20 years, just as the baby boom generation begins to retire,

our Nation could face a labor shortage severe enough to stifle busi-
ness at every level.

Labor force growth, which averaged 2.9 percent per year in the
1970s, will average only 1 percent in the 1990s and could actually
decline in the beginning of the next century.

At the same time, there will be fewer working age people to sup-
port the burgeoning retired population, straining our Nation s
public and private retirement systems.

The bottom line is that we can't waste time making our Nation's
human resources more productive.

The first step to a more productive work force is to ensure that
the next generation will be better prepared, not only for work, but
as citizens, as voters, and as parents.

For the past eight years, the leading business executives who
serve on CED's Board of Trustees have made education and the
needs of children a top priority.

We are very proud of the fact, Mr. Chairman, that CED's two
recent policy statements, "Investing in Our Children" and "Chil-
dren in Need" have had a major impact on education reform.

I have executive summaries of those two chaptenif those two
reports with me.

Much of the impact has been due to the dynamic and ins iration-
al leadership of CED's Chairman Brad Butler, the retired chairman
of Procter and Gamble, and I know that Mr. Butler has testified
previously on this issue before this committee.

Both of these reports, "Investing in Our Children" and Children
in Need," helped to focus National attention on the disadvantaged
and made early intervention a key educational reform strategy, but
despite the impact of these two reports, the trustees of CED do not
believe that their work is done.

On the contrary, they believe we need to continue to drive the
reform agenda if the real work of restructuring our educational

isystem s to get finished.
As our next contribution to this effort, Mr. Chairman, CED re-

cently completed a new policy statement to be released early in
1991 which focuses on the need for an integrated approach to child
development and education.

It is called "The Unfinished Agenda, A New Vision for Education
and Child Development."

It was prepared by a CED subcommittee chaired by James J.
Renier, the Mairman and CEO of Honeywell, and it is a report

4
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that examines carefully the unfinished agenda, the things that
need to be done, in the area of child development and education
reform.

Th
make progress toward our goal of improving educational bareve-

e argument in this report is that the Nation has only to

ment and patience is needed to sustain the momentum of reform.
Nonetheless, too many otherwise well-meaning reform efforts

have been piecemeal and fragmented, and many promising strate-
gies have been stalled by seemingly insurmountable barriers to
change.

The danger is that voters, educators, parents, and policy leaders
may lose patience before the hard work is done.

Many of the conclusions in the unfinished agenda are based on a
two-year research study on the impact of business involvement in
education reform.

That study, Mr. Chairman, was prepared by P. Michael Timpane,
the President of Teachers' College, Columbia University, which was
commissioned by the committee.

One of Dr. Timpane's conclusions is that the involvement of busi-
ness has been essential in providing leadership and support and, in
fact, has made the difference between success and failure in many
state and local efforts.

CED's new report, "The Unfinished Agenda," calls on the Nation
to develop a comprehensive and coordinated human investment
strategy that redefines education as a process that begins at birth
and recognizes that the potential for learning begins even before
birth.

Our focus is child development. If children develop successfully
in their earliest years, they are more likely to be effective leaders
in later years and to become self-supporting and independent
adults.

Although CED remains a passionate supporter of bottom-up
reform, we are also well aware that not all of the necessary
changes can be made at the school-building level.

Some can't even be made at the district level, although a more
farsighted approach to school governance on the part of local
boards is certainly needed, and we will be examining this issue in a
future study.

Much of the policy direction, the enabling legislation, and the
funding allocations are made by lawmakers at the State level.

The need for action at the state level is of such paramount im-
portance that CED has long urged business leaders to become a
strong advocate for children in the political process.

Business needs to speak for the future, and that means for our
children.

We were pleased when the National Business Roundtable took
up this challenge and made an unprecedented 10-year commitment
to working with governors and state legislators to bring about inno-
vative and lasting change in education.

As Mr. Lurie has said, the CED participated in the preparation
of the primer that you mentioned in your opening remarks, CED
has pledged its support and its assistance to this very important
Business Roundtable effort.

4 7
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We also urge business to remain involved in hands on projects in
schools and to expand this involvement to early childhood educa-
tion and child care programs.

Business can be particularly helpful in encourafing its employ-
ees to be involved with their own children's education and develop-
ment and toimovide incentives to employees to volunteer.

I can't tell you how strongly I mipport the views of Mr. Lurie
when he said that parents and families are at the heart of this en-
deavor, however, we also believe that the first obligation of society
is to guarantee a quality education to all children, not just to the
lucky few who happen to live in the right neighborhood or who
have parents who can work the system on their behalf.

I believe that what we must do now is focus our energies on re-
structuring, not just our schools, but our entire system of human
investment.

Now what exactly does this mean?
First, it is becoming quite clear that the schools by themselves

cannot make all the changes that are necessary to ensure that all
chikken become educated.

Profound social change has resulted in more and more children
being born at risk.

The primary place to start is by strengthening the family The
family is the center of every child's life, and any intervention strat-
egy that does not include parents is likely to fail.

Almost all parents want the beet for their children. Unfortunate-
ly, increasing numbers of parents simply do not know how to pro-
vide the care and nurturing their children need or do not have the
resources required.

A growing number of such parents are teenagers, children who
are at risk t emselves.

We need to strengthen families by providing parents with the
tools to do the best job they can.

We should be sure that our efforts are adequate for the task, not
piecemeal, but comprehensive and coordinated.

We need to stop looking at children and families in terms of
their disfunction and instead we must look at the dynamics of the
family itself, a whole child and a whole family approach.

We also need to break down the formidable barriers to communi-
cation and cooperation among the multitude of business and pri-
vate agencies which should be there to help children and families,
but which sometimes only succeed in putting obstacles in the way.

I am sure you are familiar, Mr. Chairman, with the facts about
California In California there are 160 programs serving children
and youth that are overseen by 87 separate agencies and seven dif-
ferent departments. The beet workinf model for this kind of com-
munity-wide, collaborative approach is the success by the program
in Minneapolis.

This is a program in which Mr. Renier, who chaired our recent
education effort, is involved and is overseeing and I also under-
stand that Milwaukee has recently begun a similar proj_ect to meet
the needs of young children, a program called Smart Start, and I
commend this effort and look forward to following its progress.

At the same time, we better prepare children for school, we also
need to prepare schools so that they can educate all children, no
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matter what their social, economic or cultural backgrounds may
be.

Schools must be effectively reetructured to reflect the new educa-
tional and social mission they have been assigned and they will
need the appropriate resources to carry out their responsibilities.

CED believes that the Federal Government has a cntical role to
play in providing the kind of leadership that makes child develop-
ment and education top national priorities. We believe that the
Federal Government should confirm its commitment to ensuring
that the disadvantaged have access to quality education, and we be-
lieve that the full funding of Head Start, which Congress author-
ized this year, should continue to be a Federal priority when it is
time for appropriations.

In addition, the Federal Government should ensure adequate
funding for those programs that have proven to be good education-
al investments, such as the Women's Infants, and Children's Nutri-
tion Program and childhood immunizations.

Finally, the Federal Government should help states and localities
in their efforts to coordinate child development, education, and
human resources policies by loosening some of the regulations gov-
erning Federal funds that hamper their wise and effective use.

The future of America depends on the abilities of its people.
Without a more productive work force, we cannot sustain nor can
we improve the Nation's standard of living. And we can't compete.

Our society and economy have changed profoundly in the past 20
years. These changes will overwhelm us unless we are willing to
transform our system of human investment to ensure that every
child is prepared to be a productive citizen. If we fail to -.ure
and educate all of our children, we will close the doors of opportu-
nity to a growing number of young people and exclude them from
the mainstream of American life. We cannot afford the cost of fail-
ureit is enormousfor at stake is the survival of our free enter-
priae economy and our democratic way of life.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to appear before
this committee and let me say again how much we applaud your
efforts on behalf of education and the children of this country.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Hurwitz.
The final witness is Mr. Barry Rogetad, President of the Ameri-

can Business Conference.

STATEMENT OF BARRY ROGSTAD, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
BUSINESS CONFERENCE

Mr. Rociersn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As President of the American Business Conference, I am very

pleased to be with you today and thank you for the opportunity to
address this committee on this important topic. I would like to
focus my remarks on a particular project that the American Busi-
ness Conference is engaged in and it really reinforces the state-
ments that my colleagues have made here today. I think we would
all agree that it is the te of project that all of us in the business
community think we neW to emphasize as we move ahead here.

The American Business Conference is com riaed of 100 chief ex-
ecutive officers of America's most successful, mid-size companies.
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Theee companies have enjoyed average annual growth rates of 15
percent or more over the past decade, jointly employ over half a
million employee*, and we believe represent the best of American
entrepreneurship. Founded in 1981, ABC is committed to the pro-
motion of public policies to encourage growth, job creation, and a

her standard of living for all Americans.
tionally, we have focused on thews of capital formation but

as we have begun to examine what the future &terminanta are of
American competitiveness, it has become increasingly evident that
improving the investment in human capital may have as much to
do, if not more to do with long-term improvement in labor produc-
tivity in this country as does investment in plant and equipment.

I would like to join my colleagues in emphasizing that we think
that labor productivity over time and America's competitiveness
are threatened by an increasingly unskilled domestic labor pool.

I think that that is a real and growing problem and I think that
says something about the seriousness and long-term commitment
that the 73usineas community has in terms of education reform,
that these are no longer issues that motivate our humanistic and
altruistic motives, but go to the bottom line of the future of Ameri-
can business and says something about the long-term commitment
we are talking about today.

As our members asked themselves what was the particular
aspect of education that they felt the American Business Confer-
ence should focus on, we felt it had to go above our individual
projects which most members of the business communitaweedre in

ed
-

volv in and rather begin to look at a systemic, broad pro-
gram.

We were struck by the whole issue that had to do with the moti-
vation and the awareness of students in high schools about poten-
tial job placement after their graduation or upon leaving high
school.

We were struck particularly with work done by John Bishop at
Cornell that emphasized the point that when you compare what we
as a society emphasize and the value that we place on our high
school studenth making the successful transition into college, and
when you contrast that with the lack of values that are placed on
students that are in the process of transitioning to the wo, k place,
the quotes of motivation and the achievement on the part of those
students begin to answer themselves.

With that background in mind, we decided to focus on a program
that worried about school to work transition and to begin to ask
ourselves what was the responsibility of the business community in
terms of examining ita own behavior and how, in fact, it could de-
termine how best to encourage and motivate studenth to become
and think about as potential members of the work force.

In that regard, the American business conference inaugurated a
project last September which we call the Vital Link.

intent here was to focus on the efforts that were going on in
existing communities that involved not only businesses but commu-
nity leaders and leaders of the education institutions and ask what,
in fact, business could do as businesses to complement and rein-
force some of thew activities.
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We feel that the project that we have developed here in Vital
Link is complementary to all of the efforts that are going on.

I would like to focus on what, in fact, that project is about. Es-
sentially, Vital Link asks that business look at its own behavior
and make some changes to begin to impact the motivation of stu-
dents.

There are three basic steps herefirst of all, that business must
determine the skills and standards needed by its future employees.

We found that it is very easy as business to say, yes, we know
what we are looking for in entry work force from students, but
when we examined that issue, we found that the question boiled
down to do you have a diploma or don't you, and that we were not
being as precise as we should be in determining what our own
hiring standards were and successfully communicating those into
the schools and to the students.

So we think that is an essential first step in meeting the objec-
tives of this project and we applaud the efforts going on in the
SCANS Commission and other activities within the Federal arena
that are reinforcing this issue.

It is extremely important how business communicates these cri-
terion for success so that students and teachers will want to know
and participate early on in what it takes for admission into the
work force.

Having standards is not sufficient. We find that once those
standards are stated and communicated into the schools, there is
the question of how you reinforce the image and h a positive atti-
tude in the work place, and how you begin to build on the part of
the students an awareness of what the work environment is all
about and begin to move towards positive resolutions of issues that
are on their minds.

Of particular note is an issue that Bill Kolberg mentioned that I
think is particularly important, and it is the question of assess-
ment. Once we have communicated a set of skills that are needed,
how do we help and enable all students to assess themselves and to
be assessed against that set of standards?

And while there is some very interesting breakthrough work
being done in this area by the Congressional National Research
Service, Educational Testing Service, and others, I would suggest
that from our perspective that perhaps the most important link in
this school-to-work transition is the capacity to develop assessment
tools that would enable all students to help put the best foot for-
ward in defining their skills and capabilities against these job crite-
ria.

At the moment we are very much still dependent upon pencil
and paper, multiple choice tests while, in fact, as you are well
aware, those are not the kinds of tests that are designed to maxi-
mize the ability a students from diverse backgrounds to put their
best foot forward.

So I would suggest in terms of a specific role that we feel that
could be addressed at the Federal level is that R&D in assessment
techniques, in assessment tools to help actualize the potential of all
students that are trying to respond to the National standards is an
absolutely essential ingredient to further progress.
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Finally, and I think this is particularly important, when we are
talking about student motivation, we are talking about assessing a
student as an individual, and this part of our project really re-
quires some change in the behavior on the part of individual busi-
nesses.

That goes to the point that we think that once a student has
demonstrated relative merit on these standards, then, in fact, em-
ployers should ruquire and reward personal and academic achieve-
ments of the students.

This is going to take considerable increased time on the part of
business. We are going to have to deal with students as individuals,

We understand that we are going to need to bring students into
the work place in summer employment and gradually introduce
them to what, in fact, the work environment is all about.

As I said, in September of this year, we launched the Vital Link
project and we launched it through the initiation of three demon-
stration projects. There are three sites involved, one in New Jersey,
which allows us to build off a program that is now State-wide
within New Jersey called the Ten niousand Jobs Program.

This is a program where, in fact, the State of New Jersey has
established what they call a passport for employment which indi-
cates a minimal level of responsiveness to criteria that students
should achieve, and having achieved that, this program seeks to
help place them in productive employment.

Our second projftt is in Fort Worth, Texas, which is part of a
program called 08, which involves a very interesting alliance of the
education community, the business community and community
leaders at large, and their focus was to assess skill requirements
and then to begin to look at curriculum reform rd then come
back t.o the business community and ask "Are these reforms pro-
ducing the skills necessary for employment?"

We became involved and said we felt that curriculum reform and
the active participation of the businees community in recruiting
these students in working with them should go hand-in-hand, that,
in fact, the overall outcome would be much improved on that basis,
and they have joined us in till) project as well.

Our third site ifi in Orange County. We have taken four school
districts, involved a couple of universities in the California school
system and a major portion of the business community around
Irvine in starting a grass roots, bottom-up problem to make this
happen.

In addition to helping us with thio, we have built a steering com-
mittee of national leaders from business education in the communi-
ty. My colleagues on this panel are all participating in this pro-
gram.

In addition, we have many of the repreeentatives of the educa-
tion community. Mr. Geiger and Mr. Shenker are working with us
on this as well.

We intend to try to demonstrate that by bringing together these
interests which obviously define a common goal and begin to facili-
tate the school to work transition, that, in fact, business is doing its
part that it I. most capable of doing.

We are not directly involved in the education process, per se, in
this program. We are saying businees is business is businees, and
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that is worrying about where, in fact, our most productive labor
force is going to come from.

We understand there are no quick fixes. This program fccusee on
students in the 7th and 8th grades to start off and we will track
them all the way through graduation from high school.

I know the purpose of your hearing today was to oak us in the
business community and to determine what the interests and ac-
tivities of business were with respect to education reform. But all
of my colleagues here have mentioned our Business Coalition for
Education Reform. We are looking to hold a conference on the Hill
sponsored with us by the Columbia Institute where, in fact, we will
have the chance to invite you and Members of Congress to the
table and a few governors we hope so that we can find exactly
where your agenda and interests are and how we can best work to-
gether.

I would like to join my colleagues, Mr. Chairman, in thanking
you for your longstanding service to the country in the interests of
education and children.

I would like to introduce into the record, if appropriate, a copy of
or booklet on the Vital Link.

Chairman HAWKINS. Without objection, the booklet referred to,
the Vital Link, will be included in the record.

I would also suggest that the two executive summaries Mr. Hur-
witz, I think, referred to, "Investing in Our Children," and "Chil-
dren in Need," also be included to round out the documents.

[The prepared statement of Barry K. Rogstad and the booklet en-
titled "Vital Link" followsj

5 3
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TES'TiMONY BEFORE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
OF THE

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

RAW K. ROGSTAD

PRESIDENT, AMERICAN BUSINESS CONFERENCE

'American Business and Education Ream"

Tuesday, November 20, 1990

Good morning Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this subcommittee.

My name is Barry Rogstad and I am president of the American Business Conference. I am

pleased to be with you todby and thank you for the opportunity to address this Committee

on a topic of such urgency and national significance as education.

The American Business Conference is comprised 01100 chief executive officers

of America's most successful, midsize companies. These companies have enjoyed average

annual growth rates of 15 percent or more over the past decade, jointly employ otter half a

million employees, and represent the best of American entrepreneurship. Founded in 1981,

ABC is committed to the promotion of public policies to encourage growth, job creation, and

a higher standard of living for all Americans. Long-term Improvement of living standards

comes only with increased productivity. and our members know first-hand that investment in

human capital is as important as investment in plant and equipment.

As you know, labor productivity and America's competitiveness are threatened today

by an increasingly unskilled and unprepared domestic labor pool. For this reason, business

interest in education goes well beyond our humanitarian concern relates directly to the bottom
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line. If America is to rnsinteln, and in many instances regain, its competitive edge, the

country as a whole must Invest In a swodd-closel woddorce.

To that end, ABC supports initiatives to promote educational excellence at all levels.

in fact, the majority of ABC companies are Individually involved in an array of local education

efforts and commit millions of dollars annually to these Initiatives as well as training and

retraining employees. Yet, the members of ABC believe the training of America's workforce

cannot be 'ad hoc, rather we must have a systematic method of addressing the qually and

productivity of our future employees before they enter the workforce. We must look closely

at the upwards of $45 billion that America. :ornpanies spend annually on basic skills training,

and retraining, and balance this with an investment in these indMduals well before they reach

the shop floor.

All students today are employment-bound, it is a matter of when they enter not if they

are going to enter the woridorce. Most of our national attention has been on those students

entering the workforce after post-secondary and graduate study. We in society, generally,

have overlooked the needs of the majority of students who go to work directly afte: high

school, emphasizing, Instead, the achievement of college-bound students. While the

preparation we give the college-bound is by no means perfect, the gap between the support,

direction, and incentives we offer college-bound versus employment-bound youth is startling.

Look at the statistics. Nationally, abOut one out of every four 18- and 19- year-olds

has not completed high school. Another 40 percent complete four years of high school

only, and do not go on to higher education. The majority of our nation's high school

students enter the workkxce immediately after, or prior to, graduation. The William T. Grant

Foundation calls those young people 'The Forgotton Mar the approximately 20 million 18-
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24 yosr-olds who are not likely to embark upon undergraduate education. For these young

people, unemrAoyinent rates are higher, and earnings potentials are signMcantly lower than

for those young people who go on to college. While high school graduates have lifelong

earnings approximately $250,000 greater than dropouts, graduates of fouf-yeer colleges have

lifetime earnings $450,000 greater than high school completer* and $700,000 more than high

school dropouts. More than half the students in any given school are likely to either drop

out before graduation or graduate and oontinue to the workpisce, yet society as a whole has

overlooked the needs of this constituency.

As a result, too few young people know or understand the value of a good education.

We have all been too lax in making students and their educators accountable for the quality

of their education. While business today still con have its pick of available entry-level

workers, this option will not be available a decade from now. All high school students will

be potential employees, and business will not have the luxury of waiting four or five years

after a student has graduated to pick them up for employment. By working with students

today to motivate their school behavior and to make them accountable for their performance,

business makes an Investment with tremendous returns.

ABC is committed to uniting business, education and the community in order to create

a framework for business/student interaction. Our effort Is designed to complement the

many effective Initiatives already in place at the local level. To that end, ABC has Initiated

THE VITAL LINK, a program to develop a systematic means of communicating with students

the skills ar ti abilities needed for employment, the relationship between school and the

workplace, and an Incentive structure to reward accomplishment with better Jobs based on

the relative merit of personal achievement
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THE VITAL LINK asks that busineas look at its own behavior andmake some changes

to begin to impact the motivation of students.

MOTIVATING STUDENT BEERVIOFt STEPS FOR BUSIW-SS TO FOLLOW

First, business must detiennine the side and stmitiords needed by its future employees.

We have not been clear to ourseivos, and certainly have not made dear to educators

what it takes to succeed in tomorroWs nukplece. What skins, knowledges, aptitudes

and attitudes will be needed on the job? How do these relate to schools' curricula?

Second, business must oornmunicate these criteria for success, so that students and teachers

will want to know and participate early an in what it will take for "admission' into the

=Mom.

Business should earmark time and resources to communicate with students, to share

management practices with educators, and to welcome both students and educators

at companiet, so they can learn, Ike-hand, the relationship between studies and

workplace careers.

College-bound students, the minority of the overall school population are given explicit

criteria for success earty enough to motivate and guide them toward educational

achievement. For the employment-bound student, there is no such roadmao, nor

specific payoffs for their achievements. Just as our current workforce needs a clear

career track to follow, and is motivated by highc- salary and other benefits to move

up the ladder, so, too, our future employees need guidance and incentives to help

5 7
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them prepare for the wondorce. It is basic human nature that we are driven to excel

when motivated by a goal or payoff for accomplishment

Albert Shenker, President of the American Federation of Teachers, has written that,

'Adolescents are like adults: they do exactly as much as they have to do in order to

get what they want" Unfortunately, for many of today's youth, that means no more

than working for the minimum required to receive a diploma. Often that translates into

hours logged rather than sublects mastered and skills developed.

This should come as no surprise - after all, as employers, all we currenty ask of high

school graduates 19 a copy of their diplomat We have not systematically required

qualitative information, as does a college admissions officer, to distinquish between

high achievers and those merely getting by. We have not actively demonstrated the

correlation between excellence In schoolwork an4 the ability to land a better job. We

should provide (*term incentives, In terms of job quality, salaries, and awareness of

career options for those who do well in school.

Finally, employers should require and reword pereond and academic achievements of young

PeoPie-

Just as college admission is based on a thorough review of academic and

extracurricular accomplishments, employers should institute similar "admissions"

analyses when making entry-level hiring decisions. We should make the effort to

recognize individual attributes and modal. Employment-bound students should know
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that their entire pcsliallo of achievements counts - both in and out of school, not just

the results of multiple choice tees. And, just as college admissions officers serve as

guidance counselors to collsge-bound students, prospective employers can often serve

as role models and guidance counselors to employment-bound students.

Employment-bound youth will have the boost they need to work harder, if business

can: 1.) clearly *Acute., those reboil standards; 2.) establish entry-level "admissions criteria.'

that discriminate between time put in and achievement; and, 3.) apply rewards and incentives

directly related to performance and merit. Business in turn will gain the workforce needed

to be productive and competitive.

In September 1900, ABC launched three demonstration projects of THE VITAL UNK

in Fort Worth, Texas, Orange County, California, and Morristown and Montclair, New Jersey.

The selection of multiple sites allows a test of ABO's hypothesis ki three diverse geographic

locations with unique approaches to business/education interaction, and for cross-fertilization

of experiences and insights across projects. The desired outcome of the demonstration

projects will be replication by others of an elective model on the broader, national level.

Within each demonstration site, a defined business community and school community --

including community colleges, vocetional education schools and four-year institutions - have

aligned to design a systematic means of motivating student achievement at the high school

and junior high level.

In Fort Worth, THE VITAL UNK is a component of the larger local initiative C3 between

the Fort Worth Independent School District, the Fort Worth Chamber of Commerce and the

community at large. ABC member Pier 1 imports is key to this effort In New Jersey, THE
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VITAL UNK combines sUrte-wide Inborest Itvough the stste's Department of Education 10,000

Students...10.000 Jobs (10K) InIttedve, a slat 411Ide program altering Passports to Employment

to students fulfilling workpisorodentsd cdteria. Two school communities - Montclair and

Morristown - have joined the broader business communtly through established networks of

business leadership to implement THE VITAL LINK In New Jersey. With leadership from ABC

member Automatic Data Prooessing, and through the Partnership tor Now Jersey. the Morris

County Chamber of Commerce Business & Education Together initiative, the national

Business Roundtable and others, THE VITAL UNK New Jersey affords the project involvement

of the strte's largest employers.

Orange County, California, allows an exciting opportunity to join four school districte

with the business community in a county-wide initiative. The school districts of Huntington

Beach, Irvine, Laguna Beach and Santa Ma will work together with a consortium of business

leaders to form a new county-wide partnership.

The Office of University Advancement at the University of California, Irvine, is playing

a lead role in the organization and development of the local project. Other school partners

in the initiative include: IN Coast Community College District, the Regional Occupation

Programs - school districts serving the entire county and offering vocational education

programs: and, the Orange County School Boards Au 'dation. Others may be identified as

the program is developed.

THE VITAL UNK in Orange County began with individual or small group meetings

between chief executives and superintendents as well as other school leaders. These

interactions have allowed an opportunity for the chief executives of business and the schools

to speak frankly about education in the county, the role of business in reform efforts, and

GO
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needs that THE VITAL UNK con meet in these particular school erwironments.

Western Digital Corporation, an ABC member, has provided initial guidance to THE

Nam_ UNK and will continue this kwolvement in the project along with other ABC members,

and the much brooder Orange County business community.

While the sites work independently on the local level to implement THE VITAL UNK,

they are united nationally by the umbrella of a Nations' Steering Committee. The NSC,

comprising the leading national business and oducetion organizations, provides Insight and

guidance to the initiathre as well as the opportuntty for cross-fertilization between the sites.

In fact, my colleagues on this panel, Committee for Economic Development, Business

Roundtable and National Alliance of Business, have been critical to the design and

development of THE WM. UNK and will continue to wort with us as we proceed. The NSC

provides guidance, oversight and breadth of knowledge and exparience that no one site

could afford.

ABC's dedication and commitment to this project are long-term as we know that there

we no 'quick-fhee to human behavior and learning. While short-term evaluation is critical,

it will take fiv to sight yews to determine the direct impact of THE VITAL UNK on students

as the program begins this year targeting seventh and eighth graders as they prepare for

high school. These students will not enter the workforce for ftve to six years but the

investmnt must begin today.

As business works to motivate students by assessing individual achievement and

attainment of established sidle and standards, it is clear that existing assessment technologies

are far from adequate. Today, pen and paper tests we given to students with little incentive

to put one's best into the process. These tests measure what a student is incapable of doing
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as much es what he or she Is qualified to do, and there is no seasitIvity to prvvide an array

of assessments to tap each student's Wants. Today* testa also have no capacity to

meas:ms the more infiingibie tsients and qualities which business continues to identify as

besic skills, such as the ability to be a Ille long learner, the ability to work in teams, or the

ability to be communicative.

Clearly, the work of the Labor Secretary Elizabeth Dole's Commission on Achieving

Necessary Skills is to be commended as are the efforts of Myst* testing organizations such

as the Educational Testing Service, Connie% Research Services and American College

Testing, but the research and development for appropriate assessment mechanisms must go

further. The Federal government can play a leadership role in providing the research and

development capability to allow educators, business and the lountry at large to measure the

individual merits of out students. This Is not a simple task, nor does it lead to one right

answer. Assessment techniques must enable all students to highlight their unique abilities

and skills, and their diverse background and experience. As long as the demands of our

society snd industry continue to evolve at over increasing rates, so too must the way we

assess relative performance. We in business can no longer look beyond the needs of our

nation's students. We call on you to assist in our efforts. Expanding the research and

development capacity regarding multiple assessment techniques is one way to do so.

Thank you for this opportunity, and I would be pleased to discuss the project with

you further. I offer the American Business Conference booklet further detailing THE VITAL

UNK for the record.
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in school if %him n t.mgible revi Jill% fiw nteding defined

enkru Asses"ment of student k.iming whit h identifies mill\ idii
talents and pedorounce kl els 111LN also ek pea 4) that CAI

pitential can lie realwed is up to business to initiate .1
msleilLitk iommunk au( Yll pn t CV% Ti i flu cute ji 111c1

',pet Tiff \ HAI \Is (all. in Ivusiness III

kk.initt stand.ilik an,1 skilk reqiiiied 44 env\ k. ti eon kV,

I kl ell ip pertonliani hanNtis to demount.
intim ;dual t.1)H11111t111.1eN

kl.11.11141 .1 ti\ed set 44 (mph it 11k111.1).101 fit Cr1111 k k X't Ilk
k't CI`, Of .kcifillp11111111111

I (1)11111111k lIt 111,11 1,11411,1 ii N111kt1is In II 1(14011i ift:11

.11111 OfIntklIng 11114 high grAltiantin

lit Tn 411 ikilli !1'I4.ili th( Li if! Ilht cc!, si iii 4I4I tt, IL

Ahl siutkim, I tili i til iii liii inipli111111,111 I hi t'Jr fol III
lIlt Of C-.111.1:1 md lkiN1.4..% 4 othrt elfin all( in To( ins.

Require tktnled siudent records If* emphrvinent ckvisions,
ink luding grades. te.it Iki ret nun )ential I( ins. nenda %%, irk l IN( in
and extracurnctilal

Ofkr entnklel tol)s bawd on onnriletc *luxif histon. arid

Reuard accomplislinlent uith .4icr jtI and Loki covet
ad ant ement

Motivating Student Achievement

Premises and Prindpks

HMS i bawd on the guiding pnnciple tliat inch-
sfu..11 111 1r '01 It1111 111 ".1 II II 1110. :00.111.1nd

lIlt rain, osior COI 1110011CM Arld Ntit'ixs Ow

iikpL Ii sidtleins Lii IA liii deminds du; emplt inakt.
ot them as theN cruel the tiirkhorce and Jr sill an Lingihle rot ard,
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meein I.ilNlitd MIMI. 11101 p P411t At !DOMICIL irkfilvd
Mut Ns in st ht pi can lit doubled lit altenng their heIrt 'IN in

KJ Irk meet cerain standards, students un in turn e:.ilect greater
firuncul and r.areer smear& The final (WOW kir must students e.
employrnent. whether it francs lugh school. colkge or graduate
study. By ankulating entployment criteria and rewarding individual
achievement stucknts can he innovated to reach an arra of options
%-hidi p uh did not exi4 fix them. %briber the grul hecomes
succereitil emplt umerg. community colkge admission oi acceptance
into a four-year unitersity. the student ph% the ability to choose.

Today. students who are heackd for the workplace have re-
ceived link if any encouragement or imidance dunng high whool
uhkh enable them 10 hitti kifil and prepare for a ph. Those
IN Rind for college have the support. dirt.etion and encouragemem
from parents, teachers, advisors. and admissions (Aiken. often 3%
emit j% pre-saool. This same indoctrination and routine nplanation
01 v. ht schookt irk pas off does nof occur for those who do noi

'.1 ii i MfitIlle their edut.ath in immediaielt after high ...chi

Theory Behind DIE %UAL UNK

Tbc researth and tt nting tit Dr Ifisluip. on the topic of. snider)!
mint au, in and kaming hat e heen crmcal to the devek potent of
414('. hammock fir INF VITAL UNK Following is a synopsis of.
his key prenuses A more extensne cum from DT. Bishop% paper.
Nk 0.11Ing 4011cnt. To ',stud% I.:To:1,100ns got aids. .A( einem.

puluhslied in the \ot ember 1'0) \aluinal Assrx Imo in of Se(iindart
4 hi rill Principals Mdkfm i. pun ided in Appendix A.

h Ilisimi V ego lark of imentue. Iii eth in and learning
three (actin's 11 peer go nip intlookc hit h

dls((n1htgl's JC.n.kffilt ell in and 3C1110ement. 2! o illege
%election criieni which use grade point :nerages and class rank
which are not relative to an akolute. external slandard and which
resuh in a zero-sum mmpetition among classmates, and a
lite to Like more ngorous courses: and 31a Lick of apparent LINK
market and economic rewards foi high school effort and achiot,
mein

He points out that -Young pork are not tat) nit) work ter ).
hard in their phs after school and on the football field In these
emrronments they are pan of 3 team where indivklual efforts are
tisiNe and appreciated ht teammates Competition and nvaIrt are
n 4 akent. hut flirt are oftwt k shared pub, ',hared qk t rsst's and
e\temal 1110.411(.., (4 .101(e.c111en1

ter, ith g itt ohs offering training and y mh wcuntt Are
unt iUing it, take the risk of hiring a mem high schikil gradualt
(t )1111,N, Oil% 'iii 0,Iddent, in Funipe and .1apan. v here ciimpanics
use grades on si hoiml,leat mg exams to assyss the umnpetenic and
rdiabilo of toting polite unit no ttork experience.

-In nie 'sues. the top employers ignore recent high
schAiiil graduates and ornskki onit applicants with extensit e work
expenence One inirtirtant reason for this poll() is !kit thc
applicant work record serve% as a signal of competence and
reliability that helps the employer identify 'who is most qualified In

Won America" ltlibfriliS
perfriVe tery Sink coomaion
betuven bow owl, tbey learn
and tbefr Adore success be
tbe labor mariot "

Dr. job" Rump
Cowl University
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tht I s . rcLvnI high st-hotil graduates lust. no 41i M 'rd. and
tith limn. in I in students huth schi M ii perfi mans is ni it as

Dr Bishop stues that employer. Midi that school polonium v
is j good pitylidor of pill perfontunee. hut thei have WA dill-Kith
going information on !AM pdfornunce. A recent sunq of snull
and medium-sized employers found dut only about one in seivn
requeqed traiudipts or asked graduates their wade point asrfages
lvfore stlection.

Dr. Bishop avierts dut the key to milthating students is to
reeopiw and reward learning effort and achievement. "Mr MI
diversity of typo and levels of a midi:its acmnplishment musi he
displayed and signaled so that everyone...faces a trward fiw water
time and erierk (looted to leaming.-

Fmalli, Dr. Bishop contends that increasing numbers of employ-
er, are realizing that they muq have workers dope:tent in the skills
clitkal I( HIV S sssurkplaces. "As thc labor nurkd hegins
reward learning in school. stikknts will respond hi quilting !unit-T.
and Ilia voters will become mow ssillng Iii pai higher taws to
ensure better local schools.' he adds.

How THE VITAL UNK Works

The Employers' Rok

ME VITAL LINK responds to Dr Bishop by fundament:19i
improving individual motivation thniugh continuous communk-ation
between employers and students. It ht-gins with the commitment of
business to alter its behavior in several ways.

htst business should ideruify the skills and standards needed
by potential employees to succeed in tomonow's workplace.

What skills, knowledges. aptitudes and attitudes will be needed
on the iob? How do these relate to the schook curricuir

Seiond. we should communicate these cntena for success. so
that students and teacher. will want to know and panicipate rah on
in w hat it will take for -admission- into the workplace

College-bound qudents are given explicit cnteria for sot es,
earls enough to motivate and to guide them tom ard educatt(mal
achievement. For the employment-hound. there is no stit i 'Amp
ri(e sietifi paioffs for achidement lust as our iunent worki. rs
needs a dear cared track to follow, and is mobs ated higher sahib
and other benefits. so. too, do our future empkryees need incentnes
to achieve as they prepre for the workforce It is bisie human
nature that sve aft' driven to excel when molts Ailed hv a p.n. ift

Albert Shanker, president of the American tederatum of Teach-
ers. has mitten that, -Adolescents are like adults: theY do meth a,
much as they have to do in onkr to get what they want I Worm-
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ru0 tot iltiny of today's youth Out means no more than wortang
fix dk minimum requited to receive a (Nihau. (ow that translakN
it:1(i boom kwi nailer than sith)ectc magered. This should come as
tat) surprise after all. as empkwers, all we ask of high sdiod
gpduatrs is a cum of their diplonu! We have not systematicalt
required quahkarie information. as does a coBege adileACIM ACM
to diainguish hetueen the hkIth achievers and those merely getting
by We have not windy demnnsttatcd the direct cont4ation he-
wren ercrilence in schoolwork and the ability to land a better job.
We mtm provide cleat incentives, in term of Os, !Wanes. and
career advancement opportunities for those who do well in sciwol.

Aid business should reward accomplishment.

Business must offer a reward beyond basic emploment to
motivate gudents to excel. Business MN alert students to varying
employment and education opportunities and the merit-lused pay
and (arm advancement which come with each.

Fourth. business should require and reward personal and
academic achionnents of young people.

just as college admission is Nasal on a thorough review of
cAmic and extracurhodar accomplishments, emphiyers should
inqitute similar "admissions" anahses when nuking entry-level hiring
decNons. Lmployers should recognize mdnidual attributes and
writs. To do sci. more than existing pen and paper assessnwre is
needed to identify the range of individual student talents. Employ-
ment-hound students should knou thai lik11 enure portfolio of
acluey mints counts, both in and out of school, not iusi the ri.s.uks of
multipk. choke tests

Fifth husinos must mirk ditruth ss ith students to miitn.ate and
irr guide them through their decisions.

Just as college admissions officers serve as guidance counsdors
to college-hound studenti, empkwers must do the same kx employ-
ment-bound students. ti provide exposure to the world of work, to
taimire development, and to help connect student achievement in
the dassrOom with future employment options. Business shoukl
earmark time and resources to communicatf, with students, to share
management practkes with educators, and to %diorite students and
educators at companies. so they can film, first-hand, the relationship
between studies and workplace careers.

The AK Edikatun 'task Fine is. o %mined to uniting businms.
edlicaiir in superintendents. principals, teachers. and schoo! hoards

and !ht. onnmunity in order to create a framosork for husiness
and student InliTacturn Mitch compkmenis the. 11,,..;:A eticolte
'flaunt c, lre,kh in plake ABCs nile ' h leVerage a

responst, h business to a national concern 's 1101 is appropnatdv
addressed on the local level.

Demonstration Site Seleakm THY Vii l LINK must he
:idopted li Irical business and schotil (immunities. Ilegiormng noth
the ABC norking nith businiNs, (Immo\
and school kaders to demonstrate THE \1TAL LIMY in three sites
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acitMs the country Orange GI Urity. UK nix Fon 11\ oth. Texas.
and New lerso ilk' sclok in muhrple sues :Arms a tot of ABCs
hypothesis in thris chi cre pimphk locations with unit* sp.

pn i.1 lies h) InIsiness etrilitAMin intermn in. This Anis fig m
knilization oi' exptsieixo And insights across pogo.. The &sited
outcome of the donorwraion pmjects Will t teplication hx others of
an tilts:live modd on the houder, rutional kit(

MIRO Fix= Wkhin east di/norm:urn site, a defined
business mrnmonity and sdrol community aligi to design
T4111:flit. mons of motivating qudent achievanetx at the high school
lei el. oiderke ckak shows the need fiw intmention of this
type as early as grade school. THE VITAL LINK concentrates CM ninth
wad: qudents in its lira war, working pith dut class through wadua-
Ron In sol'keiment years. each rim ninth grade dam will he added.
lix rump\ h ddiung the lflitIJJ StlIrle Of the prowani. the test phase
can mason: its aLe and wpm on Audeni hckniot and docnnine
the ubdin for expansion and or repkation. Each pilot location,

mai min ski( t' efforts in earlier graik's to prepare lor paw'
pani in in TM \1TAI. LINK

National Steering Commiliee, Whuk. the silo nurk indepen-
demi% on the Jew! it) implement 11W \11.Al. tho are
united mullein% k the umbrella of a \Anil sieenng Huntley
The 'Vs( oimpnsing the leading natirnal business and viltik am in
orgammtions. priAltks insight and guidance to the main,: as UCH as
the oppontinm 111 cnro-tertilmition ben\ eun tlie sates. The NS(1
pn Ilk, gut link e. 1 Nght and breadth of kno1 k'dgc and c\Pcrl-
enr i th.11 ni ick MU Mt el

management and organization Fjch ph ii stk. has a Board of
1 itrer. lots and If .1 ti It SitNTing Ci 01111111W .111 ( )perating

omit-wised III business. edik e students and «annum\
teptesentaln l's %% as .1 profed nianagel lhe Krind. kiImprised
dud ewetatu es of lxisiness and educab( in_ soles as an ohm) i kiy

ikersce the pilot program. while the LsC. is staffed hy on-site
managers to sto'r and impkment the project. The project manager
solo as rluirman 14 the I.SC. and directs Operating Committees
(irganized kV

11 Motif% business sundards and skills;

2) I XI i.+.)p awn pilaw assessment techniques.

31 Design a svstein of empment-based inanMes.

) )rganiit: mgoing *hook( -p ork aoninRinlcati/ in,

run business p.irtners.

1 'I) 4 Idt. ins assIstark t.'

tisck bnali, And fundraising ,11-0

!udt'll! 1,,I1

bkai sites .114HIAIIIATI; tt fill ewsung, mamma's 11/4 licit possilile

t() .11),Id duphk auto and \Sill determine their mfr.! etfeeMe snows

Business Community linkages. If ft 111.11 I 1 \ is designed it
pr dl I 0.11!:111 Id` 'MIAMI In bemeen business And *kaki-its. and
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thew educators, throughout the high scloow ivars IIrnuufl
mentoring. internships. ShatIONIng. ifliu plINCEILMIns in the
schools. and other mean\ the stucknt will he given the opportunity
not only to underaand the muff for hard work in schoill tu to set
fina-hand the day-oday operation of the wodi %mid

Peetkeaskry Mariam lishiges. The community college
and institutions of higher education pkg a critical role. as they too are
the end-users of high adult students. Not only all thew instituting+
provkk imalualik insights for implemenution of the prora hut
they need educated and competent "entry-level" students perured
for pairt.seconcian- studies,

Masiorke assi delmigion The demonstration projects will
he monitored and evaluated regubrly. for shoo- and long-term
progress. It LS anticipated Mx thy resuk will he a systematic process
of motivating high Khool ruth to greater achiorment ABC
recognirrs that this effon will take time and corginued rkiNigence on
die pan of husinms. educators. parents and students. And we believe
that the wwards will he well worth the time and effort

Concision: A Call To Action
ME VITAL 1.1\K demands a much hroader wadi than the loo

mimics. of the American Business Confereno.: n onl%
succmd Ira civages thc business ounnionm in a largc,skalc
coordinated efirin to pnwolc signals and stimulus to rat% het up Ow
perfomunce of MIT employment-hound high school students.

Business can he a strong alh to the schools and a leader in
innovative change to hener student achiorment. but success will rox
come overnight ARC companies have enjoyed Aerage annual
growth rates of 1 percent or more over the past decade because
they have invested in the financial and human capital needed to he
world leaders in their niche markets. Their success los been Caw-
fully calculated and realized over time. So. too, will business imest-
ment in education require krig-term commitment. as oida%'s students
and thew sthool environment will need time to meet increasingl,
challenging standards

hit loo chief eweohies of the American Business tonterente
(..11) Prl our «illeague, in the IMI,Ine W NV in this ellon

%%hen hostiles, at large his a otnsistent and sisteniatii media.
r11,111 I, ir toininunicaung vial) motnating ttur ht.tire einplt owe,
t an student- grasp a ..oniplete understanding ttl the resptio,ihilit%

lcut. fOr they t II ludining, and at coniph,lun..ni,
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Amok A

Minting Students To Study:
Expectations, Rewards, Achievanent

bsfrAbu
Centerfor Adirmad Mown Resource Studks
Sthit Ordustrial aml labor Reiationc
angel Mirmity

The follow** exam( from the Nownher 19PA Natiorul
Amociation of Secondary Sci.kx)I Principals ThsIbMn. dltiqrates Dr.
Bishop's research Ofi hludent motivation and !earring which has hem
cntital to the deselopment of THE VITAL UNK.

Incendws for dioli and Laming in High Wino'

The fundamental caock: of stikk.nt and parent apatht is the
absence of good sipals of effort and learning in high schrxil and a
conso.Nuent lack of rewards for elhn and learning Signals of learn-
ing. hke years of schooling. are handsomely regarded. In Pkr. 2.; 10
.34-year-okl mak. (fenule) college graduates working full time OTT IXJ
.41 148) percent more than comparable hi4-i sdx)ol graduates, and
high school gaduates earned 21 (23) percent more than high st-hool
dn op nits

These rewards have significant effects on student ennihnem
decisions U.Iwn the patoff 10 a ,119.,N dewee for white nules fdl
In the cari 19-0%. thor colkge attendance rates fell. When the
rotAl rose agmn in thc 1980s. male colkge anendance Lk-, rose
Years of SellOOlIng onl ). a partial meiosure of learning a«omphsh-
ment. however.

In contrast to years spent in school, the effort devoted to learning
in high school and the aCfilill competencies developed in high sthool
are generally not well signaled to collego and employer,. Conse-
quen tly. while students are generously rewarded for staying in
school. the students who do not aspire to attend seleent colleges
benefit very link. Ina Taorking hard tx hile in high school. The lack
of incentives for effott and learning accomplishment is a consequence
of three phenomena

The peer group actnely discourages academic effort and
ement

Admission to stick-the colleges is not hased on an absolute or
external standard 4 Khoeinerit in high school subtects. h is based
instead on .iptitode lots xhich do nor the high curricu-
lum_ and on midi measures of student pt:r1Onnanct: cl.iss Link ,ind
grade p got .nerage which are defined in terms if dasMatt.:
performances not rdative to an exiernal standard

The 1.1N it mirkyi has f.iikd to ro.ird Awn and A-loot:mem In
high sclv x ii
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laW04111M Mit of kaki* Compeddos
An imputing came of high school gudents' poor moth ation is

peer pressure agaimil studying hard and adncting allow the norm.
Students who study hard are called 'ncids" by their cimnate... Pis
diwoUragr study primarily bream the pursuit of academic %Mei%
force. students into a Zeifl-surn impetition with their classmates
Their achitarmera is not bring measured againia an ahsolute.
external sanded.

In tuntrast to scout merit badges, for example. where reeopilion
is given for adtieving a kited standard of amvetence. the sdxxis
mcasures of adievement Vie As performance relative to kllow
students through grades and dam rank. 11114.11 Audent study hard

and excel academically. they set themselves apt. Gi Use rnalries, and
may make things %Dr< fir friends %hen we ti up a reni-surn
competition among ckwe friends. we should not he surpnsed when
Mei deckk not to compile.

Young people are not LIZ). They vork en hard in their 'ohs
Ater ...chi Nil and on the football fiekl In they emironments they are
pan (if team \sli indhidual elk ins are isihk and appreciated Iv
teammates Coinpetition and Malty are nil absent. but thei are
ofisti h shawd goals. shared suicesses. and external measures of.
Alm:lenient

On the sports field. there is no greater sin than piing up. (nen
v hen the scon: is hopelessly one sided. On the it h. tasks not done
h IOC 11,i irker v ill generalli haie to be completed h .1IN other. In

too WM' high .<.hixils, v hen it (times to :leaden( s. a qudents
,11L coy. is melt persiinal

The stvi Ind reason for peer Ism, against shklytng is that most
students patch e the dunce of rectii ing recognition kir an academit
achiewment to he so slim they have given up trying At mom high
school awards ceretnonies. he academic reingnition goes to only 3
few those at the i-ery top of the class.

By ninth grade. most students are already io far behind the
kaders din they come to helieu: they have no chance of being
percened as academically successful. Their reaction is often V
dismiss the students lx ho take learning serkiush and to Noir other
forms of achiexement athletics, dating. holding their liquor, and
being -coor which offer them better chances of success

College Sdection Criteria

In tanada. ustralta. Japan. and ['amp:, vdmanamal ss,4cm,
aditunistcr l hici ill. nt cum.. %%hid) jri.' chiscl ncd tm, Clah
111111 \\ Oh the extepoi on of Japan. all it thcse (Aim, tN: an c\-
Imk'd anst\ct format PertomUlliC I Ifl thlK. C rmmar(
docimmant in to a unersit( and 111 a held (4 srud. and
good gra(ks on the toughest exams physic., dionstr . ad\ an; cd
nohemitits cam panicular eight

In The I !Bled sues, hs ci rttr,isl . the nalpr u te,4, %%hid' inflo.
(Mc (( (Ilege (Ickisno, .:nd multmk
shoke exams Mx do not :mos the student-N km As ludge and
understanding of literature. hi:tory. science, and technolopt Ilie
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American mous that are similar to those administered in tanada.
Australia and Europe the Adtanctil Placensim mous aft' taken

onit oil percent of high school seniors. and kite Wk. Impact fin
oilkTe admission decisions.

High schixil grade puint airragt, and class ranking.. hate
substantial effects on who is admitted to the mem pie-40ms col-
leges Sim masa dasses are graded on a nine. taking mot
rigorous 4.71trt'S kiwvni the gudrris pick pay average Many
CO&W admü ogictis try to 1ait course difficuitv into their
evaltiorons. hal Muni high sdionl !gutter*. still heliot that A's in
regular claws are hew than ffs m humn. dame.. The mull is that
many gudeas avoid taking the nue demanding meows.

The second proNem with the use of (EPA and class rank as
wlkw admission criteria is tlut it results in lero-sum comixiMon
between dassnutes. and corrsequenth U intnbutes 141 r41.1 pressure
against smelting and parental apathy about the qualm todung
and the ngor of the (vinculum.

Economic Rewards for Effort and Achimmerg

Stiklent, who plan to look for lob iimiteduieh Ater high
typiLall% Mote les% time and energs ill then moth.. than

tho..e who plan to anend college. In law pan in mt en link .
connedion hi:mem hos% much they learn and their future sou es.. in
the labor market

than a (loaner of tenth graders hdioe thai .rte
#14 Mkt), hh .11( elk-wan . and pht sk aft: 114.1.1kli ) guakh

for their firq ch)ke (CCtratIOTI St Akita! .411d10 (11 thy tooth laks
Marko L (1111r111 ..kepht.i..nt ill Liking It sigh

stud.ing haid

Alds sigh the economic benefits of higher achiet emelt to the
empkiyer have been quite mode.; and have appeared long after
graduation, the benefits to the employer (and therefore, to national
production) are immediately realized in higher productivity.

()ter the last AO years. indtearial psydirilogists hate conducted
hundreds of studies. involving hundreds of thousands of workers, on
the relationship henteen productivity in particular lobs and various
predictors of the producton. They have found that so we. on tests
measuring aimpetence in reading. mathematics_ science, and
problem solving are strongly related to productivity in almost all of
the civilian inhs studied,

Studies conducted bt the mihurt sroslarh tind that sciennts..
tet hnical. and nuthematical reasoning conipetenoes large
effects on both paper-and-pencil measure. ot lob knowledge and
hand.-on mraAires of lob performance Aladenlk competencio are
panii ularls imptnant in higher paying oct tipatom and in (scup&
lions which are grist mg aS a result of the technoli oaf revolutit wi we
are experiencing.

Dtvite their higher productivity. voting tt irker s% hi Kist.
achioed in high schtmol hate not been receiving apprekiabh. higher

age rates after high school. The student w ..ltidied hard ha., had
to wait iruny years to reap rewards. and men then the magnitude of
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uarrtingt. effed I to .2 ricrtent int R,14: in earnitig
ptri giadt kr\ el equn Arm on .achitronint tests has IuidI \ been
rim\ 11 r it an 111\ tune It r\ as ionsiderahl\ than the .iln1.11

g.11n in tin klositi iu that results

incentiws to Upgrade lacal Schools

Tik lack o emernal !unclad., for lodging academi at hio einem
and the nsaiiig zero sum nature of academit competition in the
school ak, influence MMUS. Khoo+ Kurds. and %liters m school LA
referenda Parents ean see that setting higher ;readmit( mJndanls or
hiring bumf IL'.1( 110\ will mi. on average inqiuk c their child, rank
in (lass or Cil'A

img \sell on the SAT mantis onh for those is ho aspire to
mend .1 scleor Most student-, pbn attend riptrn entn

\11, 1 illigis \\ 111\11 admit al high %chill ii graduakrs Ina the Nt.liC
SS iii OW requisite (tumor. \hist scholarships are a \\JAW on the
Iv, of 11,1,1%1.11 need not atatleink merit

pmcnis chddren n( plannmg lo go to ,rdkrge hat t- in
et en Sr, cake: int eine lir demand h:gli standards al the i(Kal high
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The Vital Link

The Vital Link:
Orange County, California
Orange County. California, allows an exciting opportunity to
join four school districts with the business community in a
county-wide initiative. The school districts of Huntington
Beach, Irvine, Laguna Beach and Santa Ana will work together
with a consortium of business leaders to form a partnership.

Through the Office of University Advancement, the Univer-
sity of California. Irvine, will play a lead role in the organizi-
lion and development of the local project. Other school part-
ners in the initiative include: the Coast Community College
District. dm. Regional Occupation Programsschool distrios
serving the entire county and offering vocational education
programs: and. the Orange County School Boards Assoca
lion. Others may be identified as the program is devekped.

THE VITAL LINK in Orange County will begin with individ-
ual or small group meetings between chief executives and
superintendents as well as other school leaders. These interac-
tions will allow an opportunity for the chief executives of
,business and the schools to speak frankly about education
in the county, the role of business in reform efforts. and needs
that THE VITAL LINK can meet in these particular school
environments.
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ABC Vice Chairman Roger Johnson, chairman and chief ex-
ecutive officer of Aiestem Digital Corporation, has provided
initial guidance to THE VITAL LINK and s011 continue this
involvement in the project along with other ABC members,
and the much broader Orange County business community.

Guided by the mission and goals of THE VITAL LINK, the
Orange County project will foster direct chief exerutive/
superintendent interaction. The activities in the county will
be focused on ways to increase academic motivation among
non-college bound students.

For further information on THE VITAL LINK: Orange
County, please call:

Ms. Kathy Jones
Associate Vice Chancellor. University Advancenwnt
University of California. Irvine
(14) 856-'916
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The Vital Link

Fort Worth
Project C3
THE VITAL LINK Initiative
THE VITAL LINK Initiative is based on the principle that stu
dents can be motivated to learn in school if tllev understai
the relationship between school achievement and slit ce, in
the workplace. In the Fort V'orth Independent scho( l I )i .

trict, this premise will he implemented as a comp( inent it

the Fort Worth: Project C' by :

1. Identifying the standards and skills that students
must meet for successfui employment following
graduation.

Phase Onr of Fort Worth: Pmjeit 0 ha. t( )cu,.ed I1 !de1

tifying the task experience, basic skills and lads of
ficiency that students need to have for entry and success
in the workplace. These skills have been identified h
employer and employee teams throughout the Fort )rth

area. Following specification of the needed skilk district
personnel will assess the district"s resouree t ti imparting
these experiences and skills

2. Demonstrating the correlation between school and
work.

THE VITAL LINK Initiative pt.( ides a model toi 1inj).111

ing the necessary skills and experiences identified ii Phase
One of Project C. This initiative will ft Km on St h grakkis
districwide and on 9th through 12th graders in %pet ilk
schools.
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Representative aCtivitiCS include:

encouraging all students to take algebra in the 8th grade
in order to bolster problem-solving skills,

counseling students about necessary workplace skills
and directing them toward courses that support their
job interests; and,

directing students toward appropriate coursework in
order to build a broad base of knowledge 2S well IS
specialized courses for career or college placement.

The business community will he linked to the classroom
to establish a continuous communication network be-
tween potential employees and students. Representative
activities include.

exhibiting the rekvance of classrom instruction to the
workplace through the use of video conferences with
business leaders and by business lecturersleachers.

encouraging direct communication between educa-
tion. husines4 leaders and students regarding the rule,
vance of panicular classes to both the workplace and
college: and.

providing Sth and 9th grade students with busines,
intormati( )11 and experience through ment(vships. in-
ternships, and summer jobs. (Participation in these
experiences would be based on school -attendance and
maintaining grades.)
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Schools will be strengthened by developing business and
academic bonds that have been already established. For
example, the alliance between Harris Methodist Hospital,
the Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine and two Fort
Worth high schools (Trimble Tech and thc High School
for Medical Professions at North Side High) can be
strengthened and expanded.

At the North Side magnet school. the goal would be to
develop and extend linkages between the magnet pro-
gram and the regular school in order to improve access
to higher level classes by students of the regular school.
At Trimble Tech, the goal would be to bolster the regular
program by encouraging students to excel in their work
and focusing their efforts toward particular job interests.

3. Developing detailed student records (portfolios)
that reflect the depth and breadth of student
accomplishment including: grades, teacher recom-
mendations, tcst scores, work history, perfor-
mance samples, community service, and extra-
curricular experience.

The use of portfolios that reflect a student's work and
development over time should provide prospective e ni
ployers with a broad base for assessing student corn-
petencies and accomplishments. We propose that
business representatives, counselors and teachers will
establish a portfolio system that details student develop-
ment, records and work samples throughout high school.
Business and school representatives will work with
students to understand the value and correlation to the
workplace of the portfolio as well as the achievements
that it will record.
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4, Developing a reward and recognition system that
reflects meaningful accomplishment by students.

Teachers, administrators, parents, student and business
consultants will develop a rew;rd and recognition system
that encourages students to strive for excellence and
enhance their commitment to their education. Recogni-
tion may include salaried co-operative work arrange-
ments, awards, scholarships, and opportunities for addi-
tional work experiences or training.

The Fort Worth Independent School District and Fon
Worth: Project C3enjoy a broad base of support and K.
cess from over 3800 corporate members of the Fort
Worth Chamber of Commerce and some 140 Adopt-a-
School Partners. This extensive network of international.
national and regional businesses assures the suct-es of
THE VITAL LINK Initiative

For further infonmuion on Fort Worth: Project C THE
VITAL LINK Initiative. please Ca:

Dr. Gary Standridge Ms Donna Parker
Fort \X orth 1SD Fort \\ orth Chamber of Comme ftc
(81-) 8-8-380- (81-) 330-2491
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The Vital link

The Vital Link: New Jersey
New Jersey offers an exciting mix of private and public sector
institutions committed to improving the motivation of stu
dents to achieve. The New Jersey Department of Education
brings to THE VITAL LINK the framework of its 10,000 Jobs
OW initiative, a state-wide program offering Passports to
Employment to students fulfilling workplace-oriented criteria.
while The Partnership for New jersey affords the project
involvement of the state's largest employers. The Partnership
also offers its expertise through MAPSManagement Assis-
tance for Public Schools. and the Invest in Children coalition

As the state focuses on school reform in 30 at-need urban
districts targeted by its "Quality Education Act,- one school
partner in New Jersey will he in this category and will he
active in 10,000 Jobs. By drawing on this base. 'HIE VITAL
LINK will be complemented by existing efforts based on
shared principles. This unique ability in New Jersey to com-
bine such state-wide interest and consistency of so many
edwation initiatives allows for a thorough and effective
demonstration effort.

There is also great interest on the part of the Morris School
District for participation of a school not designated by the
"QEA," hut with a diverse student population that will ben-
efit from workplace incentives offered through THE VITAL
LINK. This combination approach would allow for maxi-
mum exposure to students, and integration of school districts
at a critical time for state-guided reform. Similarly, the vOca-
tional and community college districts here and in otha parts
of the state are enthusiastic to collaborate in the initiative
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With the direction of ABC Education Task Force members,
Josh Weston, chairman and chief executive officer of Auto-
inatiC Dat2 Processing; Larry Schoenberg, chairman and chief
executive officer of AGS Computers, and Dermot Dunphy,
president and chief executive officer of Sealed Air Corpora-
tion, the New Jersey pilot provides an opportunity as well
for broad business involvement in a multipk-site initiative.

The Morris County Chamber of Commerce Business and
Education Together effort brings local business involvement
and direct impact on schools within the county as well as
those around the state through facilities of those companies
headquartered in the county.

This combination of resources and talents in New Jersey gives
to the program the state's leading businesses with read
access to the school system.

For further information on-

The Partnership for New ersey please call
Jan Carkon-Bull. (009) 2.16-3222

The 10K Initiative:
Maryanne Grumelli-Boychuck. (609) 292-6573

The Morris County Chamber of Commerce.
Business and Education Together Program:
Grail Harte. (201) 538-0620
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Chairman Ittwirms. When Mr. Kolberg and I discussed inviting
the business people to the hearing, we speculated on wheth( ; or
not we had given you sufficient time. It is obvious that you have
done an excellent job in the limited time available, but we certain-
ly want to indicate that the quality of your testimony is certainly I
think indicative of the great amount of time that you have given to
the subject, and certainly indicates that business is heavily in-
volved.

Mr. Kolberg, you referred to a national strategy. I think you con-
cluded we really don't have a national strategy. It occurs to some
of us how do we initiate such a national strategy?

"The Primer for Business" did refer to coalitions as one ap-
proach, the formation of coalitions, and suggested that it not be
business that would initiate such coalitions; it could be done by
others.

But certainly I think a good case has been made that the partici-
pation of business is really essential.

You have said today, various ones of you, things that if any of us
on this committee had said would not have been really listened to.
I want to assure you that it is much better that it come from
others rather than members of this committee or even from public
officials.

I think all of them have a role to play. I think trying to identify
that role is one of the difficult tasks that we have. Parents, as you
have indicated, have a strong role to lay. Local officials obviously
have a strong role to play, as well as . diers.

The most difficult thing I think has been to identify what the
Federal role should be. We talk of coordination and leadership on a
national strategy, but it is very difficult to identify, it seems, in the
decentralized school system that we have just what the Federal
role would be, and I am not so sure that our suggestions on this
committee have been the most effective way of trying to describe
what that role should be.

That was one of the difficult things we had in the School Im-
provement Act of 1988: spelling out that role. In the oversight that
this committee has attempted to conduct of whether or not local
school districts, state educational agencies and others have been
complying with what we attempted to do in the School Improve-
ment Act, that is, to bring about sufficient change or academic im-
provement as well as school improvement as to what would moni-
tor that and what would set the standards and so forthwe believe
sincerely that we have given sufficient authority to the State de-
partments, the U.S. Department of Education, the authority to do
that and to set standar6.

Sometimesyou have mentioned, some of you, that we should
have high standards.

Unfortunately, the oversight experience that we have had seems
to suggest that low standards are 1+-4ng set throughout the country
and that in compliance with the requirements of existing law that
it is easy to conclude that school districts or the schools are meet-
ing the standards which are set, Lut that they are possibly too low.

I wonder if any of you would like to comment on whether or not
you feel that your participation at the local level in cooperation
with others, with teachers, parents, local officials and so forth, can
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help to bring about increasing those standards, and also you have
all suggested that there should be stronger techniques of assess-
ment, which is something which has been very controversial for
this committee to suggest: the matter of assessing the progrees.

Nobody seems to want to assess the programs, and yet we have set
the goals and we don't even know whether we are moving in the
direction of meeting them because of the lack of assessment that is
acceptable.

These are two of the silliest problems we have eisalt with, assess-
ment on the one hand, and also a national strategy, whether or not
a national strategy in any way interferes with our decentralized
school system.

Bill, would you like to lead off and give us some of your sugges-
tions as to whether or not we have failed to, on this committee, to
strengthen the school system by hesitating to get involved in some
of these areas?

Mr. KOLBICRo. Mr. Chairman, I don't see it as any failure on the
part of the committee at all. It just seems to me that gradually but
surely the environment for change is shifting rather markedly over
the last several years.

As I said in my testimony, we now look at this as a national
problem and we want some progress across-the-board, and we need
to figure out ways to do that within the accepted inter-governmen-
tal system that we have all become used to.

In other words, this is primarily a state and local responsibility.
That is why, and I think, again, my colleagues probably agree, the
National goals seem to us as a tool in an inter-governmental
system where there is no command and control over education
from the Federal Government.

It seemed to us as a useful tool to begin to develop a national
consensus around what we need to do nationally and once we got
some acceptance and understanding of those goals, then getting
thoee goals adopted by the 50 states, and finally, we think there
needs to be a set of goals that are in each of the 83,000 school
buildings across the United States.

There needs to be some kind of system of setting forth the goals,
assessing the progress toward those goals if we are going to have
any chance at all of meeting the kinds of outcomes that we must
have by the year 2000, or certainly early in the next century.

That seems like a long and complicated and not a very neat way
to talk about this, Mr. Chairman, but I think that we are gradually
coming to accept that. We are bothered that the National goals
were just put out there and there isn't much around there.

My experience is everywhere you go you ask about the National
goals and usually people haven't heard of them.

If they have heaM of them, they don't know what they mean,
how they are going to work; and until we get serious about that,
we are not going to make the kind of progress we need to make.

Let me jump to the second part of your question.
The problems in reforming local school systems, particularly

center school systems as in Boston, have become almost intracta-
ble.

We have watched and worked with the business community in
Boston now over a seven or eight-year period to set goals to try to
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monitor those goals, to change the drop-out rate from the 45 per-
cent that it has been, and so far there has been very little progress.

That doesn't mean that anyone wants to give up. It means to us
that it is a set of terribly difficult, intractable problem, particular-
ly in center cities where the majority of the young people being
educated come from a poverty background with the multiplicity of
problems that they bring to schools that need to be solved.

All of us are becoming humbled by the magnitude of the task
that we believe needs to be accomplished.

As Mr. Lurie said, we need to believe that we have got to educate
all our young people and we need to believe that we know how to
do that. I think we believe that, but doing it becomes terribly diffi-
cult.

Chairman HAWKINS. To be even more specific, is there any place
in which through business participation or leadership that exem-
plary programs have been really created that demonstrate what
can be done to improve academic standards and to measure them
in some acceptable way so that not only are the children achiaving
results in basic skills, but also in the higher-order skills, cntical
thinking type of skills, to which we can look at a model that can be
carried out?

It would seem to me that if such examples do exist, then the job
becomes one of replicating those examples. But everybody talks
about improvement, talks about restructuring.

We don't really always know what that means. You ask any local
group of educators how well they are doing; they will say we are
improving, we are above the average and what-not. You don't
really know how to identify and ask the Department of Education
whether or not the School Improvement Act of 1988 is being com-
plied with and they will say yes. Then we pin them down, they say,
but the standards are rather low, and they will report that the
schools are improving.

If they are improving, then everybody thinks it isn't necessary to
do anything. I am just wondering whether or not there is some
place that we can actually identify some actual progress being
made and then perhaps we can understand how it is that they
have been able to do something that others perhaps haven't done.

I hope I make myself clear enough to just be in the mood of
trying to grasp at something that we can say is good rather than
just simply criticizing what isn't being done.

Maybe some of the other witnesses may wish to respond.
Mr. Luiinc. I would like to comment on your question in several

ways.
Laat night as I was making a few little notes, I put a quarter-of-

an-inch at the bottom of this page on the subject that you have
asked a question about. I would tick off a few of the points that
struck me about nine o'clock last night as having relevance.

The first was the point that Bill mentioned, and that was sup-
port news distribution to promote a much better understanding of
the National goals. I don't think there has been enough distnbu-
tion and publication of these goals. I don't think they are well un-
derstood.

They are our national goals. I think they deserve much more.
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The second point that I am not certain about that I would throw
out is I think that a recognized Federal role in many areas has
been to support research and development in education and I think
there is a need for more research and development on how we can
best achieve these national goals and how we can implement some
of the reform that they call for, some of the objectives that they
are trin to get to.

So to extent that we don't have all the answers, I think that
ictarTart be appropriate for the Federal Government to target some

research programs and some development programs that
would make us feel more comfortable that we are movmg m that
direction.

A third area that you are an exp!rt in is helping poor children,
helping _handicapped children, insuring that there Is fair access for
such children in all of the good programs that are out there.

I think that is a very important Federal role. Perhaps, again, it
falls under the research and development, but there are many
modelsI can't list them for youbut in discussions with some of
our educational consultants, who feel very strongly that we do
know how to reach all children, and that there are good models of
how to do this spread throughout the country.

Our problem ur that we have not perhaps identified many of
them that are out there and we haven't necessarily tried to repli-
cate many of them. But the academics that I have talked to have
made me feel comfortable that there are many good models that
could be verified and could be better replicated.

Perhaps that is another piece of research or development that
could be supported at the Federal levelwnat is effective, what is
the best way to reach, to learn, to implement change, to develop
the new assessment tools.

I think that supporting models as you suggested is an excellent
wajhrnitte _progress.

HAWKINS. Is this a responsibility of the Department of
Education maybe through the National Diffusion Network, to iden-
tify rich programs and to encourage a replication?

Mr. Luarz. I can't answer your question, but perhaps some others
can.

Chairman HAWKINS. It would seem to me someone should be
doing it. I can't think of a better place for it to be done than at the
National level, and it seems to me it does not interfere in local au-
thority or raise the problem of Federal control, it is a matter of
identifying what actually works and makire, that information
available to others and then it would be a matter of not only busi-
ness, but others to see that some replication is needed.

Mr. KoLszso. Mr. Chairman, I think we have leaned over back-
wards because of our concern about Federal control in education to
prevent ourselves from doing exactly what you are talking about.
In other words, the Department of Education needs to be a pro-
active leadership kind of a department and the fact that in my esti-
mation it is not now the fault of all of us because we haven't
wanted that kind of national leadership coming from the Federal
Government.

Leadership is different in my view from control. Leadership
means, as I have tried to say this morning, leading out developing
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the data, developing the knowledge that would enable all of us to
push toward international standards.

If I could reiterate what I said in my testimony, I think it is time
for us to begin to develop a national examination system, if you
will, a national test. It is not true and false, not multiple choice,
but it is a new national examination system that will allow all of
us everywhere to begin to measure the kinds of things you are con-
cerned about, where are the young people in terms of what they
need to know by international standards, where are they now in all
15,000 school districts.

Here we are in 199C saying that we are serious about this nation-
al problem but we still have prevented by law, even NAEP, from
doing state-by-state comparisons.

We need to begin to be serious about viewing this as a national
economic problem that affects all of us and that whether it is in
Maine or in California, we need to benchmark what our kids know
and see to it that, in fact, they are taught by the age of 16 the
kinds of things they will need to know in order to be effective citi-
zens and effective members of the work force.

Chairman HAWKINS. If Gus Hawkins said it, it wouldn't mean
too much, but if the CEO of IBM said it, someone would listen, I
think.

Mr. Huawrrz. I want to comment on the previous discussion and
especially on your question concerning the appropriate role of the
Department of Education and the Federal Government in identify-
ing successful examples of educational performance.

I think it certainly is an appropriate role, but I think at the
same time that that kind of work needs to be done in the private
sector as well and I think that there ought to be a partnership in
that kind of effort.

It certainly is appropriate for the Department of Education to
identify the successes around the country and through pilot pro-
grams, demonstration projects and so forth, to try to replicate them
across the country.

On this question of standards, I think there is really a terrible
dilemma.

I would certainly support that my colleagues have said with re-
spect to the need to set high standards at the national level, at the
state level and in local school districts.

At the same time, you have to recognize that as you set higher
standards, it will make it more and more difficult for those who
have been disadvantaged through education, VIrough poverty,
through family background, to reach those standards, so I think at
the same time that we encourage excellence, we need to recognize
that special efforts have to be made early, in the earliest years, to
deal with the problems of the rlisadvantaged.

The strategy that CED laid out is an early investment strategy.
It was not popular, perhaps. It certainly was unique for a business
organization in the early eighties to be supporting additional pro-
grams for Head Start, for early intervention and more recently in
our report in 1987, Children in Need, to call for early intervention
strategies beginning with prenatal care, infant care, and early
childhood.
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So I think that while we are encouraging excellence and high
standards on the one hand, I think we have to recognize that there
is a tremendous job to be done to help those young people who
have not been able to reach those standards and to recognize that
the work that we do today for young children, for infants, will pay
off h generations to come.

You asked about some successful cases. I would like to cite one,
the new Futures School in Albuquerque, New Mexico, which is a
school for pregnant teens and teen mothers and it is a public
school, Mr. Chairman. It is not a private school.

It is a public school that has special programs to deal with the
problems of the teen mother and her child, and it accomplishes
three things at once.

It helps the mother, and it helps her to get an education to pre-
pare for work. This school haa been very successful in graduation
rates and in finding employment for its graduates, but it also helps
the child, the infant, the newborn child, the young child of the teen
mother, and it preventsat least it offers a very good chance that
there wi'l not be repeat pregnancies, that there will be an opportu-
nity for these young people to break out of this devastating cycle
that really retards them in their efforts to enter employment and
the mainstream.

So while I applaud the standards and CED has taken a strong
position over the yor ze for higher standards, I think the business
community has a very important role to play in that. I think there
is an equally important role in dealing with the 30 percent of
young people in this country who are failing, absolutely failing in
school, dropping out, and losing what I believe is an opportunity of
a lifetime to educate themselves and to enter the mainstream of
American life.

Mr. ROGSTAD. Could I comment on Mr. Hurwitz's last point, Mr.
Chairman?

When you are talking to the business community, we are looking
at words of standards and accountability and rewarding relative
merit.

One of the problems that we find ia in identifying standards, you
need standards that are workable and that gets very much to the
point of assessment.

The other thing is that you can put standards and assessment ca-
pabilities into place that may help you skim cream from that labor
pool.

We are not talking about that.. We are talking about actualizing
the potential of every student into that labor force.

The issue and the importance of R&D on assessment techniques,
alternative mechanisms to a multiple choice pencil and paper test
is how do you reach out to a broad array of students from different
cultural and ethnic backgrounds to allow them to be as responsive
to those charges as possible:

The state of the art in assessment is woefully inadequate here.
This is an R&D function and a proper role for the Federal Gov-

ernment.
In terms of our project, Vital Link and other things that cre

going on, it becomes the critical link that is still not there that is
going to determine the success or failure of many of these projects.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. Good ling?
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will make a few observations on your testimony and then relate

last week's experisnce.
I went back to school for five days in my district and I will refer

to that because I think it says something about other roles that the
business community could perhaps play.

I was interested when Mr. Kolberg talked about the system of
national standards for all to achieve.

Part of our problem has been that this has been done so poorly
in so many different places that most people are now afraid to
touch it with a ten-foot pole.

I am sure you are familiar with our Secretary of Education in
Pennsylvania, prior to the present Secretary, who got this great
idea that he would do testa and publish how districts fared and
how they ranked amongst each other.

He said upper Saint Clair was number one. Any idiot knew that
Upper Saint Clair should be.

Many of the parents have Ph.D.'s and the school expenditure is
unbei ievable.

To rank that then, with a poor rural area or a poor rural city
area it, unfortunately, did more to set back the State of Pennsylva-
nia by 20 years.

If you gentlemen can convince the leadership in the National
Governors Association and then when you are finished with that,
can meet with the President personally and when you are finished
with that, meet with advisors and convince them there is no sys-
tematic or well-understood plan for reaching goals; and number
two, that this current, relatively ad hoc institution, may not be
enough to provide the proactive support role needed.

If you can do that, you will do better than Bill Goodling and Pat
Williams together, have done.

We have tried to make the Governors and the White House un-
derstand that nothing will happen unless the shakers and doers
are involved in the process, that it was a great start, but that is
where it stops.

We will be ever grateful to all of you, if you can accomplish those
two goals, because we have failed.

Let me mention to Mr. Hurwitz, he talked about Smart Start. I
have been promoting Even Start for three years and am happy to
say that the Appropriations Committee has doubled the appropria-
tion for all three years.

Where I have failed, however, and I have written and talked to
the business community and I have particularly gone after the mil-
lion dollar entertainers and athletes.

We need real support and real help. The appropriations have
doubled, but we need additional help because with what we have at
the present time, we can perhaps fund this year, to maybe 160
demonstrations. What we are saying then, is that you cannot break
the cycle of illiteracy unless you attack it as an inter-generational
problem.

An Even Start preschool child doesn't participate without the
parent participating because the parent is illiterate or functionally
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illiterate at best. However, our former Secretary of Education, told
me that the Even Start idea might be all right, btu the best idea is
to have the kids get into the parent's lap and have them read a
story to themI tried to tell him the parents can't read.

Over a period of years, we started out by giving a total grant and
after a period of years, the local district must start kicking in.

Some schools have not accepted the challenge because they real-
ize that some of the poorest areas will not be able to come up with
the funds needed in the third and fourth years.

We need support.
We have to have more parental participation, we think parents

have to be involved in determining curriculum, et cetera.
These are parenth who cannot read. They need help to become

literate. Then they can play the role that you or I can play in a
preschool setting.

Let me review very quickly last week's experience.
First, I sat in a French class. That teacher has to be totally ex-

hausted by the time she goes home because of her enthusiasm.
They had only studied French for nine weeks. Not one word of

Etwlish was spoken in that class by the student or the teacher.
The only person who spoke English in the class was the observer.

I don't understand French.
I did understand however, when she mentioned Wayne Gretsky.
The second period she had, was an average eleventh grade Eng-

lish class, English literature class.
If ever you expect to walk into a situation and see it fall flat on

its face, it surely would be in an average eleventh grade literature
class.

She had them so turned on, the only person who couldn't answer
one or two of the questions again was the observer, not the stu-
dents.

I mention that simply because there has to be a role for the pri-
vate sector to make sure that we not only attract teachers like
these to the classroom, but that we keep them.

I will give you an illustration.
Some on this committee every once in a while say how great

NBA was, and I say it did nothing other than to provide the neces-
sary education and training for my teachers to be stolen by the pri-
vate sector.

They didn't come back.
If they did, they came back one year, then the private sector

found them quite acceptable.
So the second role I am saying is again this profession has to

become so important to everyone in the United States that those
brightest and best and dedicated, not only enter teaching, but stay
there. This is not what is happening at the present time.

Then I went to observe a first grade class. Seventeen years ago, I
observed this teacher as a superintendent. I didn't think it was pos-
sible for her to become a better teacher.

She is an even better teacher today. She is a success story that
stayed.

Then I taught a tenth rade at-risk class. I hope they are less at
risk since I taught that class, but I am not sure. I am not sure how
the placement came about, but nevertheless, somehow or other,
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they are actively involved with the private sector, seeing the im-
portance, one, of their education as it relates to the private sector;
and two, the opportunities that are out there, if they get the aca-
demic training they need.

If they don't realize this, they are going to be dropouts by the
time they reach drop-out age.

Last, I visited a school, five classes of special education young-
sters.

There wasn't one retarded child in any of those classes. There
also wasn't one child in any of those classes, unless comet mi-
raculous is done, that is ever going to help you folks in the usi-
nags community.

The first youngster I sat beside for an hour is a 10-year-old child
who is now in his eighth foster home. He has an IQ of 144.

AB I sat beside him and encouraged him and patted him on the
back about his ability to do mathematics, he just did more mathe-
matics.

Those students need computers. They need many things that
they now do not have to challenge those youngsters.

In one of the senior high classes, I had a better discussion on the
Persian Gulf with three 18-year-old young men and one 17-year-old
young woman, than I have had with anyone else in my district.

The one 18-year-old young man is there because his father used
to beat him and Es mother to the point where the mother's blood
would be on the wall and the father would say, "I don't want
anyone cleaning that off. I want to make sure everyone under-
stands who the boss is."

I don't know what his future holds. 'Jut he is very, very articu-
late.

I am not sure what the role is, of the private sector. The schools
are having difficulty getting these students into the vocational
school for any part of the day . They are youngsters with high IQ's
and who have had impossible lives.

When you mentioned the family, I said to the chairman, unfortu-
nately, the family is becoming a thing of the past.

When we try to compare what was happening here, to education
in Japan, you must look at the melting pot, broken family in
Amenca, and the stability that is still there. It is going to change
because we have Americanized Tokyo, but at the present time, sta-
bility still exists.

But I givethoee examples of last week's experience just to point
out, in some cases, getting the best teachers, and keeping them in
classrooms has to also be part of your reeponzibility, and then
making resources available that you may not be eble to use any-
more in the private sector, would help. Getting thnse youngsters
and those guidance counselors and teachers out into the private
sector and vice versa is also very important.

I think Mr. Rogstad said research and development is certainly
one of our responsibilities.

When anyone asks me what the responsibility is of the Federal
Government, I say the two major responsibilities in education are
research and development and dissemination of that research, the
other being equal access to a good education.

Just some observations.
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Mr. HURWITZ. I would like to comment, Mr. Good ling.
I think the experiences that you have just related demonstrate

as clearly as anything could a sense of reality about what is hap-
pening in our schools.

I think it is terribly important that more people, businese leaders
and people in government develop the same sense of reality.

It seems to me that the only way you can do that is to spend
time in the schools, to meet with teachers and superintendents and
students and parent 3, to understand the texture of their lives, and
I believe that is one of the great advantages of the business educa-
tion partnership movement that has been ongoing fr.* nearly a
decade.

The school business partnerships adopt the schools and so forth.
While they clearly are not the salvation of the public schools by

any means, they provide an opportunity for business people to go
into the schools and to see firsthand what is happening.

Your comment about the inter-generational nature of the prob-
lems I think is a terribly incisive comment.

We can't assume that there is a family intact and a mother who
reads and encourages every child in this country.

That is far from the case and it is getting worse and not better,
but there are programs that encourage literacy ad that provide
parenting assistance that help both the child and the parent.

The chairman asked for examples, and I w Iuld like to cite an-
other one.

In New Haven, Connecticut, in the middle schools, the Corner
process, developed by Dr. James Corner of the Yale Study Center, is
a process that engages parents in two activities of their children.

What Dr. Corner has discovered from this process is that it en-
courages parents, many of whom have had no education or little
education to become educated themselves and in the process, they
are not only better parents, but they also are encouraged to find
job opportunitios that may not have been available to them before
that.

So I think the. tilt:re are tremendous benefits to that kind of
inter-generational activ:ty.

Mr. Htntwrrz. On the issue of teachers in this first report invest-
ing in our children, CED devoted an entire chapter to the very
problem that you mentioned, that is the recruitment, retention,
motivation and management of the Nation's teachers. Recognizing
that there will be a shortage of qualified teachers in the decades to
come, I think this is a real opportunity for us to find and attract
and motivate young people. I think there are some encouraging
131,08.

The pay is higher, and we know in business that that 1/3 a tre-
mendous incentive. But it certainly isn't the only incentive because
the pay will never be comparable to that in the private sector, but
we are finding among young people talented people who are now
choosing education as a career who might otherwise have gone into
the private sector, and it is an encouraging sign that they are
better qualified.

There are college graduates who are performing quite well who
are now being attracted to the teacher profession, and I think that
is a very encouraging sign, and I think it is one that the business
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community needs to contLiue to encourage because, as you said,
when the head of IBM makes a statement, it does carry weight and
influence that is terrible important. I think t- mit is true of all busi-
ness leaders in their own communities, and I just want to com-
mend you for taking the time and the interest to go into your
school district and to see first hand the problems and to relate
them to your work here on the committee.

Mr. GOODUNG. And we didn't allow the press to come.
Mr. KOMERG. Mr. Good ling, I would like to comment, if I may,

on your opening comments about the National goals. We as a
group in this business coalition, we have talked to the committee,
wrote to the White House several months ago saying eesentially
what I said this morning and saying essentially what you said. I
am glad to hear that we are on the same side. I think what we just
need to do is to continue to work down that line. This is not meant
in any way to be critical of the progress that I think the President
and the governors have made or that Governor Roemer and his col-
leagues are now making in the committee that he is working on
furthering the National goals.

That need to be done. That is praise worthy. It is just that if one
looks at it over a ten year effort that must be national, it needs to
be understood by every parent in the school system you visited as
well as every other school system so that we as a society see this as
our task, and to do that it seems to me we need a much more care-
fully put together arrangen nt that has a hutting effort, is institu-
tionarad, and so again we are working on different sides of the
street perhaps, but we are working with you to try to do that.

Mr. Htlawrrz. Mr. Goodling, I would aW like to make just a few
comments ou your opening comments reprding comparisons. Ithink there is no question that the comparisons will be very diffi-
cult to implement and controversial if it is going to happen.

I would hope that if it is going to happen it could be done by de-
veloping some criteria as to access to information and the use that
it woUld be put to so that it would hopefully be used for technical
assistance, for rewards, for targeting staff development.

The dominant purpose or access to such information, I think,
should be for school and learning improvement, and it should beused to help not hurt any students who we have historically failed,
and I hope that if something can be done here it would be done
with those kinds of objectives and conditions.

I would like to make a second comment, with regard to parents
who are unable to do parenting. Many in the business community
have been very active in supporting adult literacy programs in
their employees and in their communities. In addition, there are
many employees who have volunteered and who more and more
are volunteering to do mentoring and counseling with individualstudents.

Perhaps the bright child, the mathematical gifted child that you
talked i.bout, perhape he could be paired up with someone who
could stimulate that further and help him move it along the line
towards a good career. With reprd to being actively involved with
the private sector, I brought with me a small survey that we did a
yftx or so ago of almost all our members asking them for just alittle bit of input on some of their education partnerships and some
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of the things they are doing in local communities, and it is 40
pages. I would be happy to leave it with you. There are many,
many other examples of businesses active in local communities in
partnerships doing, I think, many of the things that we all agree
are very desirable.

Chairman Hawiaris. May I simply suggest that again, going back
to this little booklet, the primer, that one good chapter is devoted
to teachers, Bill, with a wonderful chart that I found very useful of
supply and demand. There has been some controversy before the
committee as to whether there ia a shortage of teachers. I think
that was answered in that chapter, also a chapter on assessment
that I thought was very outstanding, and then I enjoyed the fmal
chapter on time to move forward by our friend, Ernie Boyer, of the
County Aid Foundation.

Bill, you suggested that my book was marked up. I am sending
my material to the University of California Los Angeles for its ar-
chives, and I suggested that I would give them a clean copy, and
they said, no, no, we prefer the copy you have marked up. I assure
you it will not be any embarrassment to any of our witnesses
today.

Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDIRSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have been sitting

here listening to all of this and coming to a couple of conclusions.
The first is that the one common theme which seems to move
through all of this from a Federal policy perspective is assessment,
that you all seem to be talking about assessment of some form. In
preparation for today's hear:ag my staff called some of the educa-
tors in my district to talk about Chapter 1, and the one big concern
was the testing that was mandated by the 1988 changes, and in
particular the net effect that testing is, if you do spring testing for
second through fifth graders, that really means the second grader
is tested in the first grade, so we run into conflict with groups such
as the Association for the Testing of Young Children which opposes
tailing in the first grade.

Bill Goodling brought up, I think, an even bigger concern, and
that is the danger in comparison of testing or assessment results.
The two biggest school districts in western Wisconsin, Eau Claire
and LaCroix*, also have the largest population outside of Califor-
nia. Now if you are going to begin testing first or second graders,
and you are going to compare those testa nationwide, my two
school districts, the two biggest school districts in my congressional
district have got some image problems, and that is the problem
with comparing testing.

They may be doing great things, and I would suggest they are
doing pert things for these young children who 1.,y can't even
speak English, but I think you can begin to see we have got a real
conflict here. How do we on a national level try to do assessment to
compare internationally and deal with that internally from the
business perspective, and I would go so far as to say the number
one caveat of anybody in business as an individual or as a company
in where they collate is the quality of the schools. Now, what
impact is assessment in serving minority populations going to have
on the business environment of that community? So you can see
the Catch-22 that we are in here. I am not sure, while this is all
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interesting and helpful, I am not sure it is really helpful. In other
words, I am not sure what we have solved here today if we go back
to assessments, so I am looking for some answer.

Mr. RoarrAn. I draw a distinction in the use of assessments that
you have really suggested here. One is to fumes the relative per-
formance of echool systems across states and across school districts.

The second one is to MOMS students, hopefully in a construction
where they want to be meowed because they have been asked to be
held accountable and to measure up to something that we are talk-
ing about in terms of standards for skills for employability, and
whatever, and they are quite active. I think you have suggested
that, but I think that it would be very, very dangerous from a busi-
ness standpoint to lose track of the importance of dealing with im-
proved asseesment so that in fact a potential employer and a stu-
dent could conduct a better, more fruitful dialogue, lose that
progress in the interest of putting information on the table that
can damage the resource allocations based on examples across
school systems and what have you.

I am not an educator, so I need to preface this, but looking at
some detail when I get into assessment and what goes on on the
NAEP side of things, this is a test that is very, very important for
all the things you are talking about and yet I can still find no
reason why a particular stwient is motivated to do well on that
test.

He never sees the results, it never has anything to do with his
performance as an individual student, so that in fact, I think at
some point we need to worry about what it is that we are doing
with individual students, paying attention to them, their motiva-
tion and why are they in school, why are they trying to do some-thing and why are they trying to excel, and in measuring that and
their performance as an individual and the assessment problems
therein, recognizing we have another whole assessment problem,
which is on a school district basis, but I would not want to see the
latter, progress in the latter, however you choose to define it, cause
us not to focus on what I think is a very immediate concern.

Mr. KOLSZIG. Mr. Gunderson, there is no place to hide on th is,
as far as I am concerned. By all international testing compariax ns
the United States ranks last in math and science, behind Portugal,
Spain, and other what we have recently considered third world
countries, so as a Nation, even though the parents of the kids who
go to some of the best schools in your district think their kids are
getting a world class education, unfortunately they aren't, and this
is true right across the board. Seventy-five percent of America's
parents think that their schools are wonderful, except that gradu-
ates of their schools when compared with the average in Japan or
Germany or Sweden, whatever our competitors may be, just don't
measure up.

Mr. GUNDERSON. But, Bill, in fairness, we do have a universal
commitment in this country that not every nation in the world has,
and, you know, before we are too hard on our educational system
and our test scores, I think we need to analyze the constituencies.

Mr. KoLszao. I am not trying to be hard on them. It seems to methat it is time for fairly frank talk about where we are.
Mr. GUNDZR80N. I am all for that.
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Mr. KOLBRECI. Let me just go on. You are probably familiar wkil
the Grant Thornton Manufacturing location study that they rio
every year. To bear out your point, they have 16 factors that mane-
facturers rank states on, on the desirability of locating plants
there. Education has now come in the last three years from tenth
or eleventh to second, next to wages, and so what it means is in
states more and more companies are doing exactly what you are
talking about, and they are just not taking the word of whoever
happens to be there, they are taking some differential measures,
and I think that is the wave of the future. It is the wave of the
:uture also for the Nation af a whole.

A ,,9.11 trained work force is going to be one of the principal com-
ponents of competitiveness, so I think I would finally reiterate

at I have said several times this morning, and that is that it
seems to me that difficult as it is for individual school districts and
states to adapt to the fact that we need to begin to think about
educational performance in a national context, somehow we are
going to have to do that if we are serious about meeting interna-
tional standards and international competition.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Another thing has struck me this morning, and
I don't meanif this comes off as critical, it is not meant to be crit-
ical in any way. I am struck by the lack of discussions of what busi-
ness is doing in terms of its participation in local education.

Bill Going brought up the need for computers. Unless I missed
it in reviewing all of your testimony, I didn't hear any of you talk
about what were the capital resources that business in America is
contributing to that local education agency, and I don't think in
any place there is a lack of commitment in education or to im-
proved education.

There is a lack of money and resources, and so I am struck by
the fact that none of you came here with any example of where a
businees or business generally is making major contributions in
terms of capital, in terms of equipment or in terms of talent, all of
which I think are essential.

I hail a different kind of experience than Bill Goodling over the
campaign recess. I presented a decoderI work a lot with the hear-
ing impaired, and I was given a decoder that I presented to one of
my small schools that has all of the hearing impaired students
from the Cesau district within that community, and I was struck
by the fact that in 1990, this was the first television decoder to
come to the hearing impaired program and to the families in
northwestern Wisconsin and was told by the teachers that not one
of the students or the school has a DM, which is the telephonP
device for the deaf. Now why do I use these examples? Because
they are nothing more than examples. But nere we are dealing
with a constituency, a minority constituency that happens to be
handicapped only in their ability to hear, and no place has provid-
ed them the two basic essentials of allowing those students to par-
ticipate in the education in the mainstream of that community,
and so we ask ourselves why is there a lack of performance? Well, I
will tell you there are a lot of reasons, but one of the reasons is
someplace we haven't built this bridge between the standards those
of us who have the resources and getting those to the people who
need them, so I just have to shsre with you that whereas this dis-
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cussion, and I have wrote down from the Federal level what I
though were the six things that you all suggested we ought to be
doing, I think we also need some examples that we can Wiz to our
communities and to our businesses, and perhaps what we need also
is a real leadership effort on behalf of businesees not only getting
together to tell us what the government should do but also figuring
out what business can do to help make that what I call the indus-
try education government partnership, the economic development
tnangle.

Mr. HURR712. Mr. Gunderson, I would like to comment on that. I
think that there are many examples, school district after school
district, a the kind of thing you cite, business contributing both in
terms of citpital resources and talent and in many ways to enrich
and support their local education systems.

I think it would be a mistake for business to assume what I be-
lieve is a public role and a public responeibility in a local education
system. I served for six years on the local school board in my com-
munity, and I think that the legitimacy of education in a democrat-
ic society is derived from the support by the public, and of course
the business community is one important component of the public.

It pays taxes, and it is a community leader, and in that way can
be a significant support, but I think it would be a mistake, and this
may not have been your experience from your remarks, but I think
it would be a mistake to suggest that the business community
needs to pick up the role that the public, the citizens, the taxpayers
in the local community and in the states across this country prob-
ably ought to assume.

Mr. GUNDERSON. You correctly interpreted my remarks, and I
guess you and I have a basic philosophical difference. I would
expect the teachers' union to come here in front of thili committee
and say it is the government's role to provide. I didn't expect four
leaders from the business community to come here and say we
want the government to do all that, not us.

Mr. Koiesao. Mr. Gunderson, let me try. You are talking about
things like adopt a school, and I think almost every school in the
United States has been adopted by one or more busineeses, but you
see that isn't really what is going to---

Mr. GUNDERSON. If that is the case, show me the list in western
Wisconsin because I don't think that has happened.

Mr. limas:ea. I am not aware of what it is in your district, but
out of the 83,000 schools, 60,000 or 70,000 have a direct relationship
with business, but you see that kind of direct relationship, what we
have been talking about here this morning, Mr. Gunderson, doesn't
go to systematic change in the school district. Buying a computer
here and there, and practically every reasonable sized manufactur-
er of computers has given away millions of dollars of computers,
whether it is IPM, or Apple or you name it. More importantly, it
seems to me, and I hope you agree with this, is when you get Mr.
Scully or Mr. Pepper, the president of Procter and Gamble or the
president of Liberty Bank in Louisville or how many other business
people deeply involved in a change proem, either leading or being
a responsible partner in that process. That is what we are trying to
say as business organizations is what we net d to do, that we call
feel good partnerships in the past are just that, but they don't go to
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reforming this $200 billion industry that did not seem not to be
meeting the needs of our society.

Mr. GUNDERSON. The only concern that I have is that all of us up
here, and you, everybody in this room is guilty of the typical col-
lege intellectual discwision about what is good for education in
America and the world. HI am going to pick up this discuseion and
bring this back home to my school administrators and teachers in
my schools, they are going to say now, Steve, let me give you a
doe* of reality, and let's talk about the real life of education in
Whitehall Public Schools on Tuesday, November 20th. It is very
different. I think that is where we run the risk. Any of us can sit
in the marble towers and send out the signals of what we think is
the peat education rqorm.

Wt we have got to fmd a way to do is to transform our ideas
and our goals into reality. I think goale are good, but I think all of
us here have got to take this to the next step, and that is why I
amand you people are the leaders of that. I don't expect the
school superintendents, the state chief school office, and the teach-
ers' association to come in here and tell mo here is what we can do
for ourselves, but I had hoped that you ah can do that, and I still
believe you can. Perhaps it is a different mission than looking at
the early childhood intervention and focus of Cha.pter 1 and the at
risk students that we are doing today.

Probably what we need is a follow-up. You were talking about a
conference in that regard. Perhaps we need to focus on where we
go from here.

Mr. HURWITZ. Mr. Gunderson, if I might add just another few
sentences, I didn't come to the meeting to try to blow business'
horn as to all of the wonderful philanthropy and contributions it is
making at the local level.

I am glad I brought this booklet, though. It does have about a
paragraph from 185 or 186 of our members. It is not a very full
statement, but I think that if you read it, you would be amazed
with the many hundreds of imaginative and I think some very gen-
erous programs that those companies are undertaking at the local
level, and I will see whether I can fmd something that might be a
little better and send it to you.

Mr. GOODLING. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GUNDZRSON. Sure.
Mr. Goonum. I think what my colleague is point out is that it

depends where you are, how successful these programs are or
whether thy are even available. It surprises me that the Chair-
man didn't speak about this initially. There is a different per pupil
expenditure throughout the country. This is why, when you get
into the assessment business, as I indicated, you have to be very,
very careful because if the expenditure is $1000 per pupil in one
district and $4000 per pupil in another district, logic would say
something much better should be happening.

I don't know that it is, but business participation should be hap-
pening in the schools. I think probably what 'Steve is talking about
is that in some areas scollls are very, very fortunate with the par-
tici]*tion.

For instance, when Dr. McKenzie was here, she had a very close
working relationship with IBM and some other companies which
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was very, very beneficial to her students. In many areas, of course,
that doesn't take place. Someone mentioned the mentor business. I
think that would be a great role. The offices here, have an opportu-
nity to take a student from the city schools and be that student's
mentor. My staiT has adopted a young man. It is amazing to note
the changes just in his ability to communicate and his ability to
look you m the eye and speak, as a matter of fact. They have given
him all the opportunities he has never had, and that is something I
was tzying to point out in relationship to those special education
youngsters who are academically talented but they need some guid-
ance badly.

Mr. GUNDIIRSON. Thank you. Thank you. Sure. I am not trying to
cut you off.

RocurraD. Mr. Gunderson, I would like to comment to you on
what we are trying to do in Vital Link. I don't think it is the only
project of its type. It is to go into in behalf of business and commu-
nity leaders, and the schools to go into specific labor market areas,
two or three high schools with the preponderance of firms that are
going to employ from those schools, and to work it right in the
classroom level all the way through.

We have got teachers involved; we have got school administra-
tors; we have got community leaders, and it is hands-on, down and
dirty kind of stuff, and I go back to Mr. Goodling's comment about
the Federal role is just not R&D, but it is dissemination. We have
asked and indeed have gotten some significant cooperation from
Assistant Secretary Jonee in the Labor Department, especially in
terms of how we set these up so that we have got some assessment
in evaluation that will facilitate best practices being identified here
and beginning to disseminate what we learned from thew demon-
stration projects to other school area labor market areas in the
country, and it is in the R&D dissemination area. Therefore I
would suggeet to you that there are probably more of these system-
ic attempts on the part of business and education to begin to try to
grasp with how we roll this up, not just talk about it, role it out
and develop some beet practices in these issues, and one of the
things that is going on here that I think we need to focus on is
some of this is still among the best kept secrets we have, and we
need to talk about them.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you all. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. Well, gentlemen, I am sure we

have kept you much longer th.an we had anticipated, but it has
been interesting and very rewarding, I think, and again on behalf
of the subcommittee, I wish to express its appreciation for your
contribution. It seems like we have a warm partnership for the
future if we intend to do all the things we talked about today, and
we certainly solicit your cooperation and help. We have enjoyed it
and we certainly hope to continue the same friendship in the
future.

Thank you again for your contribution.
[A recess was taken.]
Chairman HAWKINS. The subcommittee will come to order.
The afternoon session as the continuation of the session on over-

sight on the implementation of the Hawkins-Stafford Amendments
of 1988.
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This afternoon we are pleased to welcome our witnesses, Mr.
John T. MacDonald, Assistant Secretary of Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education, U.S. Department of Education, accompanied by
Betsy Brand, Assistant Secretary, Vocational and Adult Education
and ?dr. Gordon Ambach, the Executive Director of the Cmincil of
Chief State School Officers, accompanied by Ms. Hanna Walker,
Manager, Compensatory Education, California Department of Edu-
cation.

We are very pleased to welcome both witnessee. I think you are
aware that the committee is interested as part of its oversight, in
what is happening in the Chapter 1 program in particular and
such other programs that are related thereto and that we are very
pleased to have both of the witnesses before us today.

The statements in their entirety will be entered in the record
and the witnesses may deal with them as they so desire. We would
prefer to have some time left for questioning so that we may focus
in on some of the more specific questions that we may have for
you.

Mr. MacDonald, we will begin with you. Again, we express our
appreciation for your attending the afternoon session.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN T. MACDONALD, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY, ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, U.S. DE-
PARTMENT OF EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED BY BETSY BRAND,
ASSISTANT SECRETARY, VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION

Dr. MACDONALD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Goodling. I
am very pleased to appear before you today to discuss the De
ment of Education's implementation of the Augustus F. Haw
Robert T. Stafford Elementary and Secondary School Improvement
Amendments of 1988, Public Law 100-297.

Mr. Chairman, two years ago, you and your colleagues in the
100th Congress produced the landmark Hawkina-Stafford bill. That
truly bipartisan effort took notable steps toward improving elemen-
tary and secondary education in a number of significant ways.

It provided for parental choice throuirh an improved Magnet
Schools program. It provided greater flexibility to local school dis-
tricts in implementing bilingual education and Chapter 1 school-
wide projects. It enhanced parental involvement in programs for
disadvantaged children. And it stimulated education innovation
and reform.

The Department of Education has moved forward expeditiously
and thoroughly in implement* this important law, and we are
proud of our record. I would like to highlight for you some of the
actions we have taken.

A. a result of this important piece of legislation, the Department
has implemented 22 new programs. Among these are Chapter 1
Concentration grants, which target additional resources on districts
with a significant portion of low-income families; Even Start, which
integrates early childhood education and adult education for disad-
vantaged parents into a unified program; the Fund for the Im-
provement and Reform of Schools and Teaching, which supports a
variety of activities to improve student and teacher performance,
as well as innovative family-school educational partnerships; the
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Javits Gifted and Talented program, which support. research, dem-
onstration, and related activities to help identify and meet the spe-
cial needs of gifted and talented students, especially among the dis-
advantaged, limited English proficient, or disabled; and English
Literacy Grants, designed to assist adults of limited English profi-
ciency.

The Department began planning for implementation of the Maw-
kini-Stafford Act prior to enactment. We have published, on a
timely basis, all final regulations required under the bill for cur-
rently operating programs.

During the regulatory development process, we made great ef-
forts to ensure wide public participation. As a result, we received a
tremendous number of public comments. For example, we received
and considered almost 5,000 public comments on the Chapter 1 Mi-
grant Education regulations alone.

We also successfully carried out statutory requirements for re-
gional meetings and regulatory negotiation under Chapter 1, hold-
ing five meetings around the country and conducting regulatory
negotiation in Washington to determine the content of the pro-
posed rules. This was the Department's first-ever use of negotiated
rulemaking procedures in development regulations.

An independent evaluation of this effort found that, although the
use of negotiated rulemaking is not appropriate for the Depart-
ment's grant programs, participants believed the Department had
carried out the process in an exemplary manner. We were really
interested in getting the opinion of the field.

In addition, we gave the states a great deal of flexibility in ac-
counting for Federal funds under Chapters 1 and 2, incluthi4 the
Chapter 1 LEA, Migrant, Neglected and Delinquent, and Handi-
capped programs, and the Chapter 2 Block Grant program.

Specifically, the states have the option to use their own fiscal
control procedures rather than the Federal guidelines. This has
been very, very popular with many of the governors.

As you know, the Hawkins-Stafford Act mandated a variety of
studies, assessments, and evaluations. These include nine studies
that the Department is currently conducting or has completed.

For instance, the Chapter 1 Longitudinal Study "Prospects" will
assess the impact of significant participation in Chapter 1 pro-
grams on outcomes for students and young adults. Data collection
will begin this year. In addition to surveying Chapter 1 partici-
pants and comparable students, the study will involve interviews of
teachers, principals, administrators and parents.

The Act also mandated an evaluation of the Even Start program.
This study will provide comprehensive data on participants, serv-
ices, coordination, implementation, and staff training, as well as an
in-depth assessment in selected sites.

The National Center for Education Statistics has launched the
mandated National Assessment of Adult Literacy. This study will
arose for the first time a nationally representative sample of
adults to develop a comprehensive description of literacy in the
U.S., thus providing valuable information for the Nation in assess-
inuthe literacy needs of our adult population.

The Department has undertaken several studies and surveys
thatwhile not mandated by the Hawkins-Stafford Actare in re-
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sponae to it. These include the Chapter 1 Implementation Study,
which is examining local implementation of new program require-
ments through an -1 survey and site visits to states, local
educational agencies and schools. Information will be collected on
program improvement, schoolwide projects, evaluation procedures,
and parental involvement.

We also conducted, in January 1990, a state survey on the new
Chapter 1 program requirements. This survey revealed that states
were moving slowly to improve programs; that Chapter 1 state co-
ordinators called the program improvement provisions "burden-
some," ranking them as a low priority; and that most states set
only minimum achievement standards as the bench mark for iden-
tifying in need of improvement.

e results of the survey have confirmed that the areas in which
the Department has focused its technical assistance efforts are ap-
propriate. The Department also plans to conduct a follow-up state
survey in school year 1991-92 to further assess the states' progress
in implementing the new program requirementh.

As also required by the Act, the Department has established the
National Aseeesment Governing Board, the FIRST Board, and the
Study Panel on Educational Indicators. The National Assessment
Governing Board meets often to offer policy advice for the National
Assessmeat of Educational Progress, including the new trial state-
level assessments in mathematics and reading.

The FIRST Board meets at least twice a year to advise the Secre-
tary on funding priorities and recently co-hosted a conference on
school-university partnerships with the FIPSE Board.

The Special Study Panel on Education Indicators is identifying
those iasues about which education policy makers desire better in-
formation. The panel will issue its report in the summer of 1991.
Pursuant to the Act, we also established a national clearinghouse
on literacy education for individuals of limited English proficiency.

In response to other mandates in the law, the Department devel-
oped, within 60 days of enactment, a definition of a school dropout
and it submitted the first annual report on high school dropout and
retention rates.

In order to ensure that programs authorized by the Hawkins-
Stafford Act are carried out effectively, we have been working with
the otates and local districts in providing program guidance and
technical assistance. For example, this paot winter, we held eight
regional meetings on Chapter 1 program improvement require-
ments and strategies. These meetings were attended by over 3,000
participantsrepresentatives from all states, local school district
administrators, teachers and parents.

We used these meetings to provide assistance on evaluation
standards, how to identify schools needing improvement and how
to bring that improvement about. We encouraged the participanta
to have h*h expectations and to set more rigorous achievement;
standards than the minimum required by law.

As a result of these meetings, we have identified nine sitesfive
urban and four ruralto which the Department will provide exten-
sive technical assistance for program improvement. We have devot-
ed resources through our techrucal assistance centers to providing
on-site assistance to these programs.
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We expect these programs to become case studies on how dis-
tricts can improve Firograms at individual schools. For the future,
we are planning additional meetings with states and local school
districts devoted to program improvement.

Other exampled of program guidance and technical assistance in-
clude an upcoming meeting this December to provide usistance to
Chapter 1 districts interested in establishing schoolwide projects;
two regional meetings in November and December this year to pro-
vide aesistance to Even Start projects; regional meetings last year
to explain the Chapter 1 LEA Grants regulations; regional meet-
ings last year to provide guidance to states on evaluating the effec-
tiveness of their Chs.pter 2 programs; an explanation of changes in
the Drug-Free Schools program at the annual National Conference
on Drug-Free Schools and regional meetings to provide guidance on
new requirements; an explanation of revised Adult Education regu-
lations at regional meetings with state directors; meetings last year
with the Eisenhower Mathematics and Science State coordinators
on model reporting standards; and the establishment of a National
Forum on Educational Statistics, consisting of State and Federal of-
ficials, as the new mechanism for providing policy advice for the
new Federal-State cooperative statistics system.

As you know, we developed and are widely disseminating a Chap-
ter 1 policy manual, as required by statute, on how to implement
different approaches to providing services to disadvantaged chil-
dren. As part of the manual, we included for the states nonregula-
tory guidance that informed them of the substantial flexibility pos-
sible m their administration of the Chapter 1 program

For example, we explained how Chapter 1 equipment can be used
after hours for other instructional purposes, we provided guidance
on how Chapter 1 services could be provided to students in the reg-
ular classroom, and we gave them suggestions on how to provide
services to homeless children.

We are also encouraging school districts to address the need for
present programs so that their disadvantaged children come to
school ready to learn, rather than facing remeiliation needs in later
years.

We will continue to provide this kind of guidance and technical
assistance to states and school districts, stressing the flexibility
that is available to them and encouraging them to develop creative
educational approaches.

Following enactment of the HawkineStafford Act, the Depart-
ment quickly and efficiently revised a number of program oper-
ations. For instance, we made eligible a new group of BIA-operated
ochools for Indian Education formula grants. We implemented the
new accountability provisions of the Drug-Free Schools program.
We put into place changes for Impact Aid Section 3 regarding the
payment "waves," the hold-harmless requirements.

We imOemented new provisions related to the National Assess-
ment of FAucational Progress, including the functions of the Na-
tional Assessment Governing Board, and expansion of the assess-
mant to include collection of state data on a trial basis in 1990 and
1992.

We put into place a number of new requirements related to the
operations of the National Center for Education Statistics, includ-
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ing confidential treatment of data, establishment of a National Co-
operafive Education Statistics System, the conduct of various data
collection programs on mandated cycles, and collection of data on
public libraries.

Finally, we have taken a number of actions in the area of en-
forcement and audits. We have put into place a substantially re-
vised system for enforcement of grant conditions in most Depart-
ment programs. We have established a new Office of Administra-
tive Law Judges to replace the Education Appeal Board.

We have published a comprehensive set of procedural regulations
governing the recovery of funds, and staff of the Office of the Gen-
eral Counsel have conducted briefings with Department staff to
help them become thoroughly familiar with the new procedures.

Mese examples demonstrate that we have been aggressive in im-
plementing the requirements of the statute as well as promoting
the opportunities it affords our Nation's youth. Services to at-risk
children has been and remains a top priority of the Department
and the administration.

With that, Mr. Chairman, I would like to add a personal note.
My personal thanks to you for your years of service and for provid-
ing this educator with an opportunity to serve children much more
widely and thoroughly than I could have done if I had to depend
strictly on what was available to me locally.

With that, Mr. Chairman, we will be pleased to answer any ques-
tions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Dr. John T. MacDonald follows]
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Statement of John T. Macronald

Assistant Secretary for Elementary and Secondary Education

before the

Subcommittee on Elem.entary, Secondary and Vocational Education

House Committee on Education and Labor

November 20, 1990

Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to appear before you today to discuss the Department of

Education's implementation of the Augustus F. Bawkins-Robert T. Stafford

Eleme tary and Secondary School Improvement Amendments of 1988, P.L. 100-297.

Mr. Chairman, two years ego, you and your colleagues in the 100th

Congress produced the landmark Hawkins-Stafford bill. That truly bipartisan

effort tc,ok notable steps toward improving elementary and oecondary education

in a number of significant ways. It inc aaaaa d program accountability in the

Chapter 1 and Drug-Free Schools programs. It provided for parental choice

through an improved Magnet Schools program. It provided g-eater flexibility

to 1.ocal school districts it implementing bilingual education and Chapter 1

achoolvide projects. It enhanced parental involvement in programs for

disadvantaged children. And it stimulated ducation innovation and reform.

The Department of Education has moved forward expeditiously and thoroughly in

implementing this import nt law, and we are proud of our record. I would like

to highlight for you some of the actions we have taken.

fiew Programs

As a result of this important piece of legislation, the Department has

implementee 22 new programs. Among these are Chapter 1 Concentration grants,
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which target additional resource* on districts with a significant portion of

low-income families; Even Start, which integrates early childhood educatIon

and adult education for disadvantaged parents into a unified program; the Fund

for the Improvement and Reform of Schools and Teaching, which supports

variety of activities to improve student and teacher performance, as well as

innovative family-school educational partnerships; the Javits Gifted and

Talented program, which supports aaaaa rch, demonstration, and related

activities to help identify and meet the special needs of gifted and talented

students, especially among the disadvantaged, limited English proficient, or

disabled; and English Literacy Grants, designed to assist adults of limited

English proficiency.

Delleloo,ment of Regulation,

The Department began planning for implementation of thr Hawkins-Stafford

Act prior to enactment. We have published, on a timely basis, all final

regulations required under the bill for currently operating programs.

During the regulatory oevolopment process, we made great efforts to

ensure wide public participation. A. a result, we received a tremendous

number of public comments. For example, we received and considered almost

5,000 public comments on the Chapter 1 Migrant Education regulations alone.

W also successfully carried out statutory requirements for regional meetings

and regulatory negotiation under Chapter 1, holding five meetings around the

country and conducting regulatory negotiation in Washingzon to determine the

content of the proposed rules. This was the Department's first-ever usa of

"negotiated rulemaking" procedures in developing regulations. Am independent

valuation of this effort found thst, although the use of negotiated

rulemakinq is not appropriate for the Department's grant programs,
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participants believed the Department had carried out the process in an

exemplary manner.

In addition, we gave the States a great deal of flexibility in

accounting for Federal funds under Chapters I and 2, including the Chapter I

LEA, Migrant, Neglected and Delinquent, and Handicapped programs, and the

Chapter 2 Block Grant program. Specifically, the States have the option te

use their awn fiscal control procedures rather than the Federal guidelines.

The governors have bean very pleased with this added flexibility.

ftudies antl_CLther Related Activities

As you know, the Hawkins-Stafford Act mandated variety of studies,

merit*, and evaluations. These include nine studies that the Department

is currently conducting or has completed. For instance, the Chapter 1

Longitudinal Study, "Prospects,' will he impact of significant

participation in Chapter 1 programs on outcomes for students and young adults.

Data collection will begin this year. In addition to surveying Chapter 1

participants and comparable students, the study will involve interviews of

teachers, principals, administrators, and parents. The Act also mandated an

evaluation of the Even Start program. This study will provide comprehensive

data on participants, services, coordination, implementation, and staff

training, as well as an in-depth ment in selected sites. The National

Center for Education Statistics has launched the mandatod National Assessment

of Adult Literacy. This study will for the first time a rationally

replasentative sample of adults to develop a comprehensive description of

literacy in the U.S., thus providing valuable information for the Nation in

*seagoing the literacy needs of our adult population.
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The Department has undertaken several studies and surveys that--while

not mandated by the Hawkins-Stafford Act--are in response to it. These

include the Chapter 1 Implementation Study, which is examining local

implementation of new program requirements through an LEA mail survey and site

visits to States, local educational agencies and schools. Information will be

collected on program improvement, schoolwide projects, evaluation procedures,

and parent involvement. We also conducted, in January 1990, a State survey on

the new Chapter 1 program requirements. This survey revealed that States were

moving slowly to improve programs; that Chapter 1 State coordinators called

the program improvement provisions "burdensome," ranking them as a low

priority; and that most States set only minimum achievement standard. as the

benchmark for identifying schools in need of improvement. The results of the

survey have confirmed that the areas in which the Department has focused its

technical assistance efforts aro appropriate. The Department also plans to

conduct follow-up State survey in school year 1991-92 to further ssssss the

States' progress in implementing the new program requirements.

As also required by the Act, the Department has established the National

A ment Governing Board, the FIRST Board, and the Study Panel on Education

Indicators. The National Assessment Governing Board meets often to offer

policy advice for the National A ment of Educational Progress, including

the new trial State-level ments in mathematics and reading. The FIRST

Board meets at least twice a year to advise the Secretary on funding

priorities and recently co-hosted a conference on school-university

partnerships with the FIPSE Board. The Special Study Panel on Education

Indicators is identifying those issues about which education policTmakers

desire better information. The Panel will issue its report in the summer of
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1991. Pursuant to the Act, we also stablished national clearinghouse on

literacy ducation for individuals of limited English proficiency.

Zn response to other mandates in tho law, the Department developed,

within 60 days of nactment, a definition of a choal dropout; and it

submitted the first annual report on high school dropout and retention rates.

finui_rialataara_sallislaisalAilleanas
In crier to ensur that programs authorized by the Hawkins-Stafford Act

are carried out effectively, we have been working with tho States and local

districts in providing program guidance and technical smeistance. For

example, this past winter, we held eight regional meetings on Chapter 1

program improvement requirements and strategies. These meetings were attended

by over 3,000 participants--repretsontatives from all States, local school

district administrator., teachers, and parents. W used these meetings to

provide assistance on evaluation standards, how to identify schools needing

improvement and how to bring that improvement about. W. encouraged the

participants to have high expectations and to set more rigorous achievement

standards than the minimum required by law. A. a result of theos meetings, we

have identified nine sites--five urban and four ruralto which the Department

will provide xtensive technical assistance for program improvement. U. have

devoted resources through our technical assistance center. to providing on-

ite assistance to these programs. U. expect these programs to become case

studies on hos; districts can improve programs at individual choolo. For the

future, we are planning additional meeting. vith States and local school

districts devoted to program improvement.
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Other examples of program guidance and technical assistance include an

upcomine meeting this December to provide assitance to Chapter 1 districts

interested in establishing choolvide projects; two regional meeting. in

November and December this year to provide assistance to Even Start projects;

regional meetings laPt year to explain the Chapter 1 LEA Grants regulations;

regional meetings last year to provide guidance to States on evaluating the

effectiveness nf their Chapter 2 programs; an explanation of changes in the

Drug-Free Schools program at the annual National Conference on Drug-Free

Schools and regional meetings to provide guidance on new requirements; en

explanation of revised Adult Education regulations at regional meetings with

State Directors; meetings last year with the Eisenhower Hathematics and

Science State coordinators on model reporting standards; and the stablishment

of National Forum on Educational Statistics, consieting of State and Federal

officials, se the new mechanism for providing policy advice for the new

Yederal-Stato cooperative statistics system.

As you know, we developed and widely disseminated a Chapter 1 policy

manual, as required by statute, on how to implement different approaches to

providing services to disadvantaged children. As part of the manual, we

included for the States non-regulatory guidance chat informed them of the

substantial flexibility possible in their administration of the Chapter 1

program. For example, we explained how Chapter 1 equipment can be used after

hours for other instructional purposes, we provided guidance on how Chapter 1

services could be provided to students in the regular classroom, and we gave

them suggestions on how to provide services to homeless children.
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We are also encouraging school districts to address the need for

preschool programs so that their disadvantaged children come to school ready

to learn, rather than facing reeediation needs in leter years.

We will continue to provide this kind of guidance and technical

assistance to States and school districts, stressing the flexibility that is

available to them and encouraging them to develop creative educational

approaches.

Chanses in Prosram Operations

Following enactment of the Hawkins-Stafford Act, the Department quickly

and fficiently revised a number of program operations. For instance, we made

eligible a new group of BIA-operated schools for Indian Education formula

grants. be implemented the new accountability provisions of the Drug-Free

Schools program. Wei put into place changes for Impact Aid Section 3 regarding

the payment "waves," the hold-harmless requirements, payments to coterminous

districts, and payments for special education students. We implemented new

provisions related to the Notional Assessment of Educational Progress,

including the functions of the National A sent Governing Board, and

expansion of the assessment to include collection of State data on a trial

basis in 1990 and 1992. We put into place a number of new requirements

related to the operations of the National Center for Education Statistics,

including confidential treatment of data, establishment of a National

Cooperative Education Statistic. System. the conduct of various data

collection programs on mandated cycles, and collection of data on public

libraries.
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Finally. we have taken a number of actions in the area of nforcement

and audits. We have put into place ubstantially revised system for

enforcement of grant conditions in most Department programs. V. have

established a new Office of Adelnistrative Lev Judges to replace the Education

Appeal board. We have published a comprehensive et of procedural regulations

governing the recovery of funds, and staff of the Office of the General

Counsel have conducted briefing. with Deportment taff to help them become

thoroughly familiar with the new procedures.

These examples demonstrate that we have been aggressive in implementing

the requirements of the statute as well as promoting the opportunities it

affords our Nation's youth. Services to at-risk children have been and remain

top priority of the Department and the Administration.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We will be happy tc answer your

questions.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you for your gracious remarks.
Let us hear from Mr. Ambach, and then we will direct questions

to the two of you.
Mr. Ambach, in your statement, it has been called to my atten-

tion by Mr. Good ling; there is a reference on page 4 to the states,
that they were moving rather slowly to improve the program and
that state coordinators called program provisions burdenoome.

Mr. Goonum. That was the Secretary's statement.
Chairman HAWKINS. Yes, but I was asking Mr. Ambach if hewould
Mr. GOODLING. He is the one who should
Chairman HAWKINS. [continuing] respond to the statement con-

cerning the states, and since he happens to be representing a sec-
tion of the states, I thought that he might include something in his
statement. I would say not as a rebutte, but some explanation.

Chairman HAWKINS. Would you proceed, Mr. Ambach?

STATEMENT OF GORDON AMBACH, EXECUTIVE DIRECIVR,
COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS, ACCOMPANIED
BY HANNA WALKER, MANAGER, COMPENSATORY EDUCATION,
CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. &mot. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for
the prompting. I will try to respond appropriately.

Mr. Chairman, Congressman Goodling, Congreesman Gunderson,
my cowratulations to you both for your reelection. A. I look on
the wa, seeing that very handsome portrait of you, which we are
so pleased and honored to have in this room, I realize that your
oversight of the proceedings on Chapter 1 and other Federal pro-
grams will continue forever, and you can be assured that this wit-
ness will remember you always, as my colleague Jack MacDonald
has just said, for the enormous contributions that you have made
and are continuing to make right through until the conclusion of
this term with respect to the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act and particularly Chapter 1. I thank you for the leadership that
you have extended.

I have provided a written testimony, Mr. Chairman and Mem-
bers of the committee. I would prefer not to read it, but would
prefer to comment about some of the key points that are in that
statement if that is acceptable.

I certainly will cover the points that have just been referred to
with respect to the pace of implementation on program improve-
ment. I will concentrate my remarks on program improvement. I
will be pleased to respond to other questions, but I think that be-
cause that component of the Chapter 1 amendments was, and we
believe is, so critical for future effectiveness of that program, that
at this stage this oversight hearing ought to center on program im-
provement.

May I make one key observation against which I believe all the
rest of the discussion should rest? Right now there are identified
6,300 schools having Chapter 1 children in this country, schools
identified as in need of program improvement. The task of working
with those 6,800 schools if we note the amount of money which is
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involved directly in technical aesistance for program improvement
is an enormous one.

The appropriation is $12.2 million, which means that there is in
this year less than $2,000 for technical assistance per ochool of
those 8,800 schools for purposes of tryinif to help to shape and

Cid° bn
t in those schools. That 111 money which I. meant

leverage. That should be used with the substantial in-
creme in the overall appropriation for Chapter 1 which was made
just these past months, a very important action which you took.

But I do want to point out that central fact that right now we
are in business with 6,300 of these schools. It is the overall concern
for the five million children who are served by Chapter 1. The im-
portance of making certain that that service I. effective, that our
council was in the first instance perhaps one of the stioneat sup-
porters of the concept of program improvement and continues to
be, and I want to aasure the Members of this subcommittee that we
will continue to do everything that we can as a council and with
the chief state school officers to make certain that program im-
provement reaches the potential which you have had for it not only
within the Chapter 1 context, but it is used as a very important
item of leverage in expanding program improvement for other pro-
grams both state and federally funded.

I think it ia important for us to remember what program im-
provement was all about in this context of Chapter 1 amendments
in 1988. Certainly all schools ought to be improving their pro-
grams. That should be a cardinal principle, that we are always
trying to improve what each school does.

Elut program improvement here placed a specific focus on pupil
performance or student results, a focus school by school on
progress being made not grade by Fade and not project by project;
it isn't looking Just at English or just at math; it is trying to look
across the entire school to determine as to whether there is

It is a concept which focused an interest not only on
grggipt17.1 students t ut on those students in comparison with other
students.

The ob*tive of Chapter 1 has always been to p rovide an accel-
eration of achievement for those students so they would catch up to
the rest of the students.

f sc .

Fourth, improvement has targeted on the lowest per-

And fifth, program improvement has brought about a new combi-
nation of state and local energiee and resources in order to help to
gain improvements in these s&ools.

Now, those were the central concepts and they are direct and
very simple concepts, but it must be understood that in the imple-
mentation of those conmpts we havo realized the depth of complex-
ity and the importance of doinir it right Take, for example, the
issue of identification of the particular schools.

I know that Mr. Goodling, Mr. Gunderson and you, Mr. Chair-
man, and I and others in diecussing these concepts in 1988 had con-
siderable discussion about how one would set the measures against
which one would weigh the question of whether there was improve-
ment or whether there was not, whether one would rely on stand-
ardized test scores, and how much of that you could specify in the
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law or how much of that would have to be left for interpretation
and development at the state and the local level.

Ultimately, of course, was the single measure that was put in
there, either you had to have program improvement so that there
would be either something more than zero growth or a decline.

Now, as all of that has been translated by the states and the lo
militias into specific measures, there have been difficulties in deter-
mining just exactly how to set these levels of standards in the lo-
calities m the states. We are confident that a grmt deal of programs
has been made here, and particularly are confident that what were
relatively minimum standards, as minimum standards were set by
the Congress and minimum standards were set by the Department,
were in fact put in place.

The policy report done in January of 1990 found no state out of
compliance on this. It found a concern, and it is one we all share,
that they were by and large working at the minimum level.

I think one of the key questions is: why was that a tendency? I
will tell you that one of the key reasons was that this was unchart-
ed ground. There was not a certainty as to how many different
schools would in fact be identified, and that had to be played off
against the question of how many resource were available to anoint
these schools.

The whole point of identifying them was to make certain that
technical assistance and attention could be placed on those schools
in order to make sure that a difference could be made. Of course,
the very act of identification as all of us know in operating state
assessment systems is an extremely important act because the
identification causes things to happen, it causes people to bring
about attention. That was part of the importance of program im-
provement.

But the real connector was connecting up the numbers of schools
identified with the direct assistance that could be provided. If thers
was a prudent start, if these standards began at a relatively low
levelmind you again all in compliance with the requirements
both regulatory and statutoryit seems to me that the most impor-
tant fact is that we can see now in several of the states those
standards increasing, and I will predict that that is what will
happen.

The State of Wisconsin, Congressman Gundereon, I have a report
which I received just yesterday, a very, significant change beim
proposed in the rates and the standards, if you will, for the identifi-
cation of those schools under program improvement. On the point
of the overall context of program improvement and the point of im-
plementation, this general context of why it is that certain admin-
istrative decisions have been made is extremely important

I think there is one other factor of background that needs to be
cited here and that is that the program improvement concepts
pushed a very important partnership of the states and the local-
ities in working directly with schools. There were in many of the
states activities by state education agencies which were focused on
specific schools, but that had not been the came all across the coun-
try.

An important consideration of the program improvement concept
is the focusing of energy and attention by state and local agencies
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on specific schools within a district that need particular attention.
But it is clear from the policy study report with respect to the role
of the committees on practitioners, with respect to the questions of
participation by parents and teachers again in breaking new
pmincla, that tre were very, very important steps to go through
before certain things could be done in the very first year of imple-
mentation.

With that background, let me turn to brief comments about
three of the key points in the Secretary's letter which come from
the study which was done in January of 1990, and then I will turn
very briefly to some updates of results which we have secured
through the good offices of the Chapter 1 coordinators.

I say au of that in the sense :hat we will continue to provide up-
dates; we will continue to monitor this, as I know you will, because
of our commitment to the overall concept.

The first point that I wish to comment on is the characterization
that the implementation of program improvement is a low priority
and is burdensome. I hope you looked in that report to see what
the questions were, that the question is whether it is a burden in
order to implement that program.

If someone says it is a burden, it means they axe paying atten-
tion to it and have to deal with it. I don't consider that a pejorative
comment. I think that was a candid recognition of Chapter 1 coor-
dinators that this was important, a burden, and they needed to get
on with it.

Mr. GOODLING. But how about if it is coupled with
Mr. AMBACH. The other side of necessity.
Mr. GOODLING. Ranking that with a low priority?
Mr. AMBACH. I would invite a look through that list of different

items and I think you will see that in fact it is a duplicative list. If
yqu ask the question about being concerned with aseessment and
you try to separate that from being concerned with program im-
provement that is wrong.

If you pick out the different elementh on that listing of what was
an order of priority, I think you will see that the components that
have to go into the implementation of a program improvement
plan which have to deal with students and assessments are up
there high on the list, and I would point out that I have in my
written text that if you add together the numbers of states placing
in the top five of this HA of 19, what are high priorities, you have
up to 50 percent of the states which adding the pieces of informa-
tion in a clifferent way than was done, the study indicates that up
to 50 percent consider that program improvement was in the top
five.

I would repeat the timing for thisyou have to keep in mind
regulations are out in May 1989. The policy manual f-om the De-
partment of Education is out in October 1989. Schools had been
identified in the summer of 1989, and now we are into Jan=
1990, when the review by the policy study group was uncle

I think frankly it is not surptising that in many, many respects
the programone, coordinators at that time were dealing with
very, very critical issues of student education of assessment, and so
on. Would I have wished that this might have come higlIer on the
list? Yes, just as I think you would. But I think that the interpreta-
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tion given in that particular review by a check list of items and
whether this pushed it to the bottom is wrong.

I don't believe that that is really the case, Mr. Good ling. I think
what is much more important is the question of what do we learn
as we survey right now by way of the proportions of time that
Chapter 1 coordinators are placing on the implementation of pro-
gram improvement, and as I have indicated on page 6 of the survey
that the Chapter 1 coordinators completed just a month ago, indi-
cating over half are committing at least 25 percent of their time on
this activity and one fourth spending one third to one half of all of
their time in the administration of Chapter 1 on the issue of pro-
gram improvement.

I think that is the important indicator, where we have gone from
January 1990 to now and what does the trend look like for the
future.

I hope that is responsive to your question.
Mr. GOODUNG. Yes.
Mr. AMBACH. The second general point that is made in the Secre-

tary's letter has to do with the use of minimal achievement stand-
ards. I have already spoken to that to some extent. I have elaborat-
ed on that point in the written statement.

I think we must recognize one thing that the study reported, and
that was the committee's practitioners in the survey that was
taken, in many instances tended to discourage a higher statewide
standard. I know that some anticipated perhaps that would happen
in 1988, and that was in fact the case.

The summary of this point I think is that no state was found out
of compliance with respect to this. The concern is whether there is
a trend in the right direction, and that is from what may have
been an acceptance of minimal levels, and as I have pointed out
before, in many cases because of the concern of being able to match
the numbers of schools identified to the resources available to be
able to put on their improvement, that the trend is clearly one in
the direction of increasing those standards, and indeed I think
there is an even more encouraging evidence from some of our
states where the statesVermont is an exampleare moving to in-
corporate the concepts of program improvement for all of their
Chapter 1 seiools rather than just those that might be identified
by the minimal criteria.

My last point with respect to the Secretary's letter has to do
with the observation in January 1990 that only eight states had
begun to spend their program improvement funds and the points
that need to be made there I have already cited in the sense of
what was the timetable for implementation, but in particular, we
must remember the requirement that was put in place by the De-
partment rg Education, that there must be a concurrence by the
teachers and parents or their representatives at each school level
before there could be any expenditure of funds by the state for pro-
gram improvement in that school.

Since these groups, since these activities in these schools were
proceeding in the fall of 1989 in the planning, many of them had
simply not reached the conclusion as to which way they wanted
their program improvement money to be used by the time of Janu-
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guy 1990. So the states were holding back because they were re-
quired to hold back.

Once again, the importance is what is the trend. As of now, all of
the fiscal year 1989 program improvement money has been com-
mitted and all of the funds which are in there for fiscal year 1990
are right now in the pipeline on their way out to the schools for
program improvement. So by any test of looking at January 1990
and looking now, I think we see a very, very significant advance by
way of what was intended, namely to get thew program improve-
ment funds out but to make sure that they went out on the ground
rulea established: that the teachers, parents, local authorities were
primarily involved in the determination of how they should be
used.

Mr. Chairman and Mr. Gunderson, I think I have covored most
of the points which I had wanted to make and are provided in the
written statement. I would like to conclude with one other general
note of the context for program improvement and why we think
that it was such an important concept to build in to 1988 and why
we believe that it will Wwme a more and more important compo-
nent.

When that was built in in 1988, it really was built in on a pre-
sumption that there were data systems, that there were assessment
systems, that there had been research, there had been school effec-
tivecess work done which could be built upon in order to make a
change in Chapter 1. Where those ware in place, they were in place
primarily because programs like Chapter 2 and other programs
under BMA had provided them in preceding years and where
states perhaps had built up systems of assessment, et cetera.

But the program improvement concept helped to weld all that to-
gether for a specific use of targeting money on those schools and
children most in need. I will predict that as this decade unfolds,
that this concept of program improvement will become as impor-
tant as a concept in the overall strengthening and advance of edu-
cation in this country as was the initial enactment of Chapter 1
back in 1985 at a time when there was only one state in this nation
which in fact had any formula procram that focused state funds on
economically and educationally thradvantaged children, only one
state, California, that had a program at that time.

Since that time the impact of Chapter 1 has been enormous in
focusing energy and resources on those children, and I think pro-
gram improvement is a very important additional concept which
builds in accountability and a strengthening of the use of Chapter
1 mTlizi, on these same children.

you for the opportunity to be with you this afternoon. My
colleague from California has a brief statement prepared, Lf..
Chairman, if she might be permittqd to give that at this point so
that you would have a flavor of a sp icific program implementation.

[The prepared statement of Gordon Arnbach follows.]
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Nr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate this

opportunity to testify on behalf of the Nation's chief state school

officers regarding implementation of the program improvement

provisions of Chapter 1. Chairman Hawkins, it is a particular

privilege to appear before your Subcommittee one more time before

your retirement. I commend your leadership and diligence in

oversight of the program which you have shaped and supported over

the years. These proceedings are especially important in the

twenty-fifth year of federal support for compensatory education and

e lementary and secondary education programs.

Our Council strongly supported authorization of provisions for

program improvement in the Hawkins-Stafford School Improvement

kmendments, and we continue strong support for these reasons:

o The provisions put the emphasis of Chapter 1 on student

performance results.

o Program improvement provides a positive, on-going

accountability system for the largest federal elementary and

secondary education program. Schools identified as needing

improvement are targetted for special attention by the school

district and the State in order to assure that student performance

improves.

o Program improvement identifies those schools most in need of

assistance, enabling state and local education agencies to bring

promising practices to those schools in hopes that raising

perf,:rmance at schools with the lowest levels will raise

performance across the entire school district.
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o Program improvement drays state and localities together in a

joint endeavor toward effective performance. It prolides at each

state and local school level the moans of setting goals and

assessing progress for America's educationally-disadvantaged

students.

The nation is now in the second year of implementation of the

Hawkins-Stafford amendments and program improvement. Actually, we

are now three months into the first school year in which the plans

tor program improvement for each school must be complete. The

states are implementing program improvement with high expectations.

The states are far down track from where they were in January, 1990

when the data on which the Policy Studies Associates based its

survey were gathered. There is still a good distance to go, but

the States have every intention of fulfilling the potential of

Chapter 1 and program improvement.

Right now, Hr. Chairman, the States and localities have

identified 6,300 schools in need of program improvement. That fact

is most important to remember with respect to the report of the

Policy Study Associates and letter from Secretary Cavazos to you of

November 5 on which I will comment. The start up of this program

has been difficult in many places. However, it is rolling and the

most important concern at this stage is to adequately assist those

6,300 schools with a total of $12.5 million--or less than $2,000

par school in program improvement funds for the entire school year.

2
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Three points are important in reference to the report of the

Policy Studies Associates and the transmittal letter from Secretary

Cavazos of November 5:

The Secretary's letter states that Chapter 1 coordinators view

the new provisions for program improvement as a "low priority" and

"burdensome". In fact, in ranking a list of nineteen

administrative functions required under Chapter 1, eleven states

ranked "identification of schools in need of improvement" and

eleven ranked "plans to work with schools in need of improvement"

among their five highest priorities. Depending on the'degree to

which any one state listed both of these program improvement

activities among the top five of nineteen priorities, up to 50 of

the states responded that program improvement was among their

highest administrati A priorities. When specifically asked to rank

various Chapter 1 requirements by "necessity for attaining the

objectives of the Chapter 1 program" and "degree of burden", state

coordinators listed program improvement eighth after such essential

compliance and quality control procedures as student selection,

needs assessment, ranking and selecting project areas, evaluation,

and parent involvement. This response on "necessity" mid-year in

the first school year of implementation, should not be surprising,

nor is the fact that the totally-new program improvement procAure

was ranked first in burden. If it ranked first in "burden" it

meant staff was giving it a great deal of attention (See

Attachment 1).

3
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o A second point is that "a majority of states used the minimal

achievement standard established in the Chapter 1 regulations" for

the state standard. Both the statute and the regulations governing

program improvement established the process of setting the standard

for improvement and identifying schools as a joint state-local

endeavor. The U.S. Department of Education defined "no improvement

or a decline in aggregate student achievement," the statutory

criteria for identifying a school in need of improvement, as zero

or less aggregate gain in NCE (Normal Curve Equivalent) in

standardized test scores. States were authorized to establish the

'animus statewide standard in consultation with a committee of

local practitioners. The report finds no State out of compliance.

Three points are emphasized:

1) At the state lvel the statute and regulations require a

consultation and collaboration with local practitioners in setting

standards. The Policy Studies Associates survey finds, as

indicated in Secretary Cavazos' letter, that the committees of

practitioners in some states discouraged higher statewide

standards.

2 ) The statewide standard is not the only standard that LEAs must

use to identify schools for improvement; the statute and

regulations specify that local applications must state the "desired

outcomes" for Chapter 1 projects and identify as needing

improvement any school not making "substantial progress" toward

these outcomes.

4
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3) Many states, particularly those which did not have data

systems for identifying Wchools in need of improvement, nor

statewide data for student achievement on a school by school basis,

tended to begin with the USED benchmark definition for "no

improvement or a decline in improvement" for the first year, with

intent to raise the standard in successive years. Only 10 states

received more than the $90,000 minimum of the $5.7 million

appropriation for FY 1999 for technical assistance. They tended to

take a prudent course for first year standards for identification

so as not to spend the available assistance too thinly.

It is significant that in the first year of implementation,

5000 or 10% of Chapter 1 schools were identified as in need of

improvement. more significantly, that number increases in this

school year to over 6300, or nearly 12% of Chapter 1 schools. In

the first year of implementation, 16 states used a standard higher

than the regulatory minimum as the statewide standard, and another

9 states use the minimum national standard plus a higher local

standard.

o Finally, the Secretaryls letter cites the fact that in

January, 1990 only 8 states had begun to spend their program

improvement funds, and only 26% of the schools in need of

improvement were fully implementing their program improvement

plans. It is important here to review the statutory and regulatory

timetable for implementation of the new provisions for Chapter 1

and program improvement, as well as restrictions on when states

could obligate funds. The 1999-90 school year was the first year

5
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for which funds were available for program improvement. Under

forward funding, the state and local Chapter 1 program year did not

begin until July 1, 1989. Final regulations were not published

until May of 1989. States could not establish their state standard

nor identify schools before the summer of 1989. Once a school was

identified, its program improvement plan was to be fully

implemented as soon as possible but no later than the beginning of

the second school year after the year on which the achievement data

was based.

The USED interpreted the provisions of section 1405 governing

use of program improvement funds to prohibit any expenditure of

funds until local parents, teachers, administrators and other

interested parties approved the nature and source of technical

assistance in the LEA-school plan. Neither the state nor local

education agency could make a prior determination on how funds

would be allocated until each LEA-school plan was in place. The

States for the most part had to wait past January 1990 before they

could commit funds.

Because of the importance of program improvement to the

States, the State Coordinators have just surveyed progress by the

States. While less formal than the survey by Policy Studies

Associates, the information updates some of the January data on

program improvement:

o State administrative staff are spending substantial time on

program improvement, with over one-half committing at least 25% of

their time on the activity and one-fourth spending 1/3 to 1/2 of

6
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their tihe on program improvement.

O Coordinators report spending less time on administrative

duties not related to student performance and placing more emphasis

on program performance and outcomes than on purely compliance

activities.

o States have distributed all FY 1989 funds and have the FY 1990

funds in the pipeline for activities ranging from mini-grants to

LEAs and schools to professional development and inservice

training, direct technical assistance at the local level,

consultants and resource manuals.

o Three-fourths of states surveyed reported that schools in need

of improvement this year hav already been identified based on

spring to spring (1989-90) scores and that there is an increase in

the number of schools being identified. One-third of the states

report use of measures in addition to aggregate achievement scores

for identification (A copy of the preliminary report is

Attachment 2).

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to testify on

the progress of program improvement. I think you would like to

have seen, and I would have liked to report, that this major new

accountability provision had instant implementation. The concept

is simple but the implementation is extremely complex. It is (ally

because of earlier investments under ESEA and Chapter 2 for

assessment instruments, effective schools research, and state

technical assistance capacity that progress has been made to date.

Now there is a solid base for the concept to yield results. The

7
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States are down track and have every intention of making certain

that program improvement under chapter 1 leads the way for other

program improvement efforts in the States, just as 25 years ago

Chapter 1 led the way to focus education resources on the children

most in need of extra help.

Thank you. I will be pleased to respond to questions.
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Ovend Roving. al Chapter I Requirements by
Perceived Necessity and Burden'

Category al Requirements
RIM on

Necessity
Rank on
Burden

INNWINI.1=1
Ranking and selecting students I 5

Needs-asessament procedures 2 3

Ranking and selecting proiect areas 3 8

SuPP lament, not supplant provisions 4 9

Eva kaftan procedures 5 2

Size, scops. and Waft Provisions 5 11

Parent invdvernera 7 5

New Provisions for program improvomant 8 1

Pnvate-School student peniciPation 9 7

Comparability procedures 1 0 4

Maintenance al 'Mon provisions 11 10

Based on an average of 85 resPOndents' Wings-

Table reeds: ResPonding toe NO II ostnaciniss of reduarernents. SEA coOrdinstars ranked :he
ranking and selection cd students first in necessir, for attaining the objectNes of :me
CharAer I program. and Nth In degree at bun:len.

Summery

This dopier rei devortisd We' procedures and priorities in cianybIg out !heir regular
administrative firctians niarneking. appeetion mimi monitoring, and lode aloceliot It pieces the
new proligons al the Hereidns-Stallord Amendrnerge in the perspectho al the ober program
provisions that SEA* duet with in carrying out these functions. rho molar findings, by area of
administrative practice. are as follows:

57
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ATTACHMENT 2

Arizona Department of Education
1535 Neat Jefferson
Phoenix, AS 05007

CHAPTER 1 MEMORANDUM

November 15, 1990

TO: National Association of State Coordinators Members
Present At Its Annual Meeting, November 5-8. 1990

FROM:

0044:#

Program Improvement Committee
Michael Hughes (Cheirperson) Arizona
Ron friend Maryland
Milton Matthews Mississippi
Robert McNamara Vermont
James Sullivan New York
Elaine Tatenaka Hawaii
Myrna Toney wisconsin
Karen Underwood Idaho

SUBJECT: Analysis and Summary of rel.: 1990 Program Improvement
Survey

The attached analysis and summary of findings of the implementaticr
of Chapter 1 Program Improvement requirements are based on a survey
of State Chapter 1 coordinators conducted October 1990. Thirty-
eight states and the District of Columbia responded. Seven of t!'.4.!

sixteen major states (defined as receiving over $100,000,000
Chapter 1 funds annually) returned the survey. It should be noti
these states consistently gave similar responses to the sur%e
questions.

MM/hd

Attachment
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EXECUTIVE ANALYSIS
SURVEY OF STATE CHAPTER 1 COORDINATORS

ON
PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT

FALL 1990

=DOE SUCCESS SY WRAT STATES DO

Every state is devoting state administrative time and resources to
program improvement; alzost ell states are spending significant
portions of time.

With 37 states reporting:
1/4 report spending at least 33% of their time on program
improvement, with several of these states spending SO% of
their time on program Improvement,
over 1/2 (22 of 37) spend about 25% of their total tira
on pxogram improvement,
only 1/6 report spending less than 15% of their time nn
program improvment.

Sone states hired additional staff with administrative funds to
perform these funotLons. Many states redefined staff roles.
Either way, staff time is spent differently:

less time is spent on administrative activities not
related to student perfcrmance,
less time is spent on lower priority training an:
publications,
change of emphasis in monitoring from only compliance t:
program performance and outcomes,
decreased paperwork by extending application.

sore stats report establishing new SEA relationships outside
chapter 1 with divisions of curriculum and instruction and proqr
irprovement.

states have a variety of methods tor distributing 1405 funds -

test serve local needs.

over 3/4 (33 of 38) distribute mini grants
- in 20 of 2) states, grants are competitive
- average giant was 62,000-3,000 per school
- range of grants: $125 - $50,000
over 1/2 (23 of 38) provide inservice training
over 1/3 (15 of 38) provide direct SEA tecnnl::!
assistance
4 of 36 produce a resource nanual
almost 1/2 (18 of 38) hire consultants
almost 1/6 (7 of 38) supply equipment and/or materid..i

Page 1 of 2
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15.8% of Chapter 1 schools have been identified for Program
Improvement. This is an increase of more than 6% from lastyear's survey.

Over 3/4 (21 of 26) of SEAs report increases in thenumber of schools that are identified this year.

Almost 1/3 (8 of 26) of the states have schools (grades
2 through 12) being identified using measures in addition
to aggregate achievement test results. Some statee
require additional measures of success for all grades and
Subjects.

Over 3/4 (27 of 33) of the states have already identified
schools based on last year's spring to spring test
results. Some states haven't identified some or all of
the schools because the fall post test results are not
yet available.

Almost all schools were identified using the mean score rather
than the median.

Over 2/3 (11 of 15) of the states have concerns with the
accuracy in identifying schools with very small numbers cf
matched test scores.

CIALL2MOM8 To SOCCI88

Since test results have local consequences, they are being
cu,efully scrutinized.

LEA evaluation reports are being reviewed more thoroughly
and hence are submitted later.

technical assistance concerning test related issues is on
the rise.

Data management is more complex than in the past.

use of basic and advanced scoria in each subject area
goubles the amount of data handled

tracking which schools are in program improvement and at
what stage they demand new management systems.

Some states have had to reduce z..ime on activities they fee1 3r0
important, including training and support to all Chapter 1 ichoos

hd

36-515 0 - 91 - 6

Page 2 of 2
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SUMMARY OF
SURny OF STATE CHAPTER 1 COORDINATORS

ON
PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT

FALL 1990

Results are be 'ftd on 39 responses. Nowever mot all states were able
to respond to every question.

1.Has the SEA made any major changes in the state program
improvement plan sinc the initial year?

Thirty-seven states responded:
Twelve reported major changes.
Twenty-five have not revised the s;:ete plan as yet.

Major revisions were as follows:
Clarify substantial progress (2)
Defined/raised standards (8)
Dfined standards for pre-kindergarten and handicapped (2)
Modified reporting procedures and/or timelines.

2. Hro many schools selected based on FY 1989 evaluation data are
no Loovr in program improvement?

Twentl-eight states responded:
Sixteen states reported that the majority of originally
identified school* were ao longer in Program Improvement.
Twelve tates continued to have the majority of schools in
program improvement.

The range of responses is as follows:
Number mt states Percentage of schools remaining

in program Improvement
Five leas than 25%
Seven Between 26% 4 50%
Eleven Between 51% & 75%
Five More than 76%

Comments:
A number of states reported that schools tested out of ,progrx:
improvement during the planning year.

3.How many states have initiated joint stets/LEA plans for thcse
schools in the seccrisi year of program irrrovement implementati.:n'

Thirty-one states responded:
Two states have initiated joint plans.

Comments:
Schools are still in the full year of prcgram improvement.
FY 1990 test results, often because of Fail-Fall testing, are
still being Collected.

PAGE 1 OF 4
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PROGRAM EMPROVEMENT SURVEY
FALL, 1940
PAGE 2 OF 4

4. When schools ars identified what assistance does the SEA plan
provide to schools having joint plans?

sixteen states responded.
Comments:

Training opportunities to school teams(9)
Individual technical aPNistance(5)
Funding; e.g., additional Program Improvement, Chapter 2
Meet with school action committees

S. Rave you identified, based on the FY 1990 program, schools
need of program improvement?

Thirty-six states responded:
Twenty-sovon states responded yes.
Nine states have not yet identified schools.

6. Is this an increase or decrease from the previous year?

Twenty-Seven states responded.
Twenty-one reported an increase.
SiX reported a decrsase.

Comments:
Twenty-seven states reported that of 19,395 schools 2,90' ...-
in program improvement. This represents 15.5% of the scr-_:
which iS a 6.1 5 increase over what was reported at this
last year.

Only eight schools selected to utilize the median score
.

analyzing aggregate achievement.

Eight of the twenty..six states reported using measures
than norm referenced testing. Commonly used measures
criterion referenced tests and state testa.

Reading is the subject area most being targeted for pi-0g:
improvement.

Eight of twenty states reported that schools did not er!--
into program improvement because of local conditions. -..
states reported that this constituted less than 8% of
SohOole. Ono state allowed local conditions to apply to
private schools, another reported 534 of the schools indlcats-.
local conditions.
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PROORAM IMPROVEMENT SURVEY
FALL, 1990 - PACE 3 OF 4

7. How many schools in need of improvement had less than 25
participants with matched pre/post test scores?

Fifteen states responded to this question.

FoUr states indicated that this comprised less than 204 of the
selected schools.
Four states indicated over 604 of the selected schools had
less than 25 matched pre/post test results.
Eleven states believed that a decision on program improvement
should not be based on such few test results.

8. How are states planning to expend program improvement funds?

Thirty-eight states responded:
23 In-service 15 Consultants
15 SEA Assistance 7 Equipment/Materials
4 Resource manual 33 Mini Grants

Comments:
Most states reported that the expenditure of "1405" fundg
would be similar to last year.

Twenty-one of the minigrant grants will be awarded,
competitively; twelve states reported that funds will cs
distributed through formula. Though grants will range fro:,
$125 to $50,000. The vast majority of grants will be between
52,000 and $3,000.

Fourteen states responded that this approximates last year'i
grants. Eleven states indicated that this represents 3.

increase in the size of the grants. Eight states did ---
respond.

9. What percentage of time has SEA Chapter 1 staff spent
"program laprovement" as a result of the new requirements?

Twentytwo of thirty-seven spend about 1/4 of their total
time on program improvement

Thirty-seven states responded: nine repOrt spending at
least 1/3 of their time on program improvement, with
several of thes states Spending 1/2 of their time on
progrul improvement.

Six states report spending less than 15% of their time on
program improvement.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT SURVEY
FALL, 1920
PAGE 4 OF 4

Comsents:

Twentyfour of twenty-five states reported that because of
program iMprovement other SEA administrative activities have
been deemphasised? Examples of these activities include:

Delay in processing applications, reports, etc.
Reduce paperwork. (Evaluation Report, Three year
application)

Reduction in frequency of compliance
monitoring (10)

Limit time with non-identified schools. (5)
Decrease other improvement activities. (5)
Shift work to other SEA units.

10. What major problems have the SEA/LEA encountered in its efforts
to implement program improvement?

Travel expense and time to visit schools.
Quality of achievement data. (6)

Quality of first grade and high school achievement scores.
Test related issues. (2)
School staff feel threatened and stigmatized by Progran
Improvement. LEA unwilling to self identify. (3)
Program Improvement is complex, time consuming.
Increased and complicated record keeping, tremendous paperwcr;
to track schools. (10)
Insufficient SEA staff.
Burden on principals.
Application of local conditions.
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Chairman HAWKINS. I am pleased to recognize my friend from
California, Ms. Walker.

I understand you have a statement at this time. We will be glad
to hear from you.

Ms. WAIKIR. Thank you. Congressman Hawkins and Congress-
man Gunderson, I am pleamed to be invited to share the progress
that California is main toward implementing the Chapter 1 por-
tion of the Hawkinsord Amendments of 1988.

I am proud also to be from the State of California where Con-
gressman Hawkins is a major proponent of this legislation. We feel
that he is representing us well, and it is partially because of him
that we feel the need to do as much as we can for, as we call them,
compensatory education students. That is how our program started
before 1965.

This Act has provided the states with significant opportunities
through the intent to ensure that educationally disadvantaged stu-
dents receive a quality education.

Although you have a written text in front of you, I will highlight
some of the things from that text for you this afternoon in three
areas. One will be some of the implementation ideas that are under
way right now. I will describe some plans we have for the future in
this area and the Department of Education's leadership in improv-

inigenstruction for educationally disadvantaged studenth.
flexibility of this law has allowed us to be creative in many

instances and most esi3ecially in the area of two major impedi-
ments that have been lifted as a result of this legislation. They are
with the focus on remediation.

When we talk to school districts and school people, we ask them
not to use the term remediation because that has a negative conno-
tation. The other is restriction has been lifted for funds, using the
Chapter 1 fund for that staff only.

The leverage of the Hawkins-Stafford Amendments and the state
reform efforts that we have under way give us what is necessary,
we believe, to begin meeting the neeth of educationally disadvan-
taged students. Our efforts can be divided into three parts. If you
are going to have a system for change, we think you need three
main ingredients. One is a clear vision; two, technical assistance
and rapport of that vision and a way of assessing that vision to see
if what you are doing is making a difference in the lives of these
students.

A little bit about the vision. We began with the Chapter 1 state
plan and addenda because we have two state plans, we have adden-
da to the first for program improvement which was developed with
the concurrence of our committee of practitioners in June 1989. We
did not wait for the regulations. It was approved by our state board
of education in April of 1990, and it is just a practice of ours to
update it annually.

The contents of the visionwe believe that it is necessary to pre-
pare students to be full participants in a democratic society and for
them to be able to compete in a technological force. This process is
necessary.

The second part of that is this can be accomplished by developing
a challenging core curriculum. Translated in the law, it is called
regular progranuning. In California we call it ccre curriculum.
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That is put together with input from teachers and parents and the
research data regarding what is really a quality programs in terms
of all educational areas. That is in a document called "Curriculum
Frameworks" for each of the curricula areas that we deal with.
Thm set a high standard of achievement for all students.

This kind of curriculum no doubt is difficult for all students.
Therefore, we feel we need to direct our efforts to the teaching of
what is called a thinking curriculum now in educational circles, es-
pecially in language arts, math, history, social studies and science
for Chapter 1 atudent& That is where we are focusing our efforts.

This will be the support and the intent of the legislation, which
is to help educationally disadvantaged students succeed in the reg-
ular program and attain grade level proficiency and improvement
in basic and more advanced skills. This has great implications for
ongoing staff development for all teachers who work with compen-
satory education students in the area of instructional strategies for
them to work with the youngsters in the classroom or on a pullout
basis.

The ongoing staff development is necessary. California has a col-
laborative effort among the Department of Education and the uni-
versity systems, the two university systems, for statewide efforts in
the area of curriculum development with the training being done
by the subject matter project directors in all the cumcula areas I
mentioned earlier.

Presently what we are doing for program improvement schools is
teeing that there will be three slots in each one of those

Cur 4:1) six week summer institutes in each of the curricula areas
that has been identified in the program improvement action plan.
That is what we call our Chapter 1 program improvement schools,
the ones that were submitted in June of last year, and those that
will be submitted in June of this year.

Our action plans are three-year plans. That goes along with
other plans in California and indeed to cut down on the confusion,
we say to them every school site is supposed to have a school site
plan. We say that Chapter 1 should be a major portion of that and
there should be a definite tie-in between the Chapter 1 and the reg-
ular plan. Thai is one of the things we look for when we review it.

The second area is technical assistance. To fully the
Hawkina-Stafford Amendments, we have develo a multi-
pronged technical aasistance process. This inclu es developing
guidelines.

One of the first things we did when we got the legislation was
develop a program advisory to provide guidance to districts on how
to get this law implemented. It was not the technical kind of advi-
sory; it was more what do you do in the area of program improve-
ment, in staff develment, information like that.

We have developW other such guidelines for how to develop the
program improvement action plan, the schoolwide project and of
course innovation projects. We have shared that with not just the
schools identified by all compensatory education schools in the
state. Each plan ia to include at a minimum the development of a
leadership team, somebody at the achool site who is goWg to take
responsibility for seeing that these things are going to happenthe
assessment of all of the schoolwide data, not just what is happening
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in one particular curricula area, but what is happening at the
school site for the compensatory education youngsters.

It has to include what kind of staff development are you going to
do to bring about these changes, specific icleas for staff ftv-. elop-
ment, what kind of parent involvement activities are you going to
engage in and a system for evaluating progress. All of* that infor-
mation at a minimum is in our schoolwide projects and program
improvement action plans.

In addition, my office is providing direct assistance to the schools
identified through something called regional steering committees.
Because the state is so large and so diverse, we thought it would be
better to use an existing regional stzucture, which includes curricu-
lum folks, project director type people within the given region, the
subject matter projects, the principals and the teacher leaders from
these program improvement schools, our two technical assistance
centers and other curriculum people in the area.

We thought that because we are so far removed in many in-
stances from them if we can bring those people together along with
a person from my staff and decide what kind of assistance can be
brought to help the program improvement schools at the local
level, we will be doing a great service to them.

We also provide direction for the sites to make appropriate deci-
sions about what is needed for improvement. Certainly the plans
are in, we have commented on them and we are going back and
forth, but it is also helpful to have people who have like concerns
to sit down and discuss what it is they think or how they think
they should bring about the improvements and then maybe sharing
with each other and gaining information from each other. That is
why we are using that structure.

Also, in California we have very, very small districts, very, very
small schools, and we are asking our rural technical assustance
center along with a person from my staff to work with those
schools directly.

Another area is to bridge the gap between the home and the
school for parents. We have undertaken a series of parent involve-
ment activities. One is, because we had Chapter 1 grant back
money that was given to the state, we set up inatitutes for the par-
ents to train parents, para-professionals, teachers, administrators
and so forth in two of the impacted areas of CaliYornia, in the Ala-
meda County area, Oakland and the Bay Area, in the Los Angeles
area.

Most of our program improvement schools are located in that
area just because of the size of the two areas. We focused attention
on them first because we didn't have enough money to go to all the
program improvement schools.

A team of people from those program improvement schools have
received 16 hours of intensive training, materials in Spanish and in
English, and their purpose is to go back and do the training over
the next three years, which goes along with the plan, those eight
areas of training with the parents and staff. This is to bridge that
gap between the home and the school.

In the sFing of this year, we are going to open up home school
partnership training to all the compensatory education schools in
the states.
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Finally, we were successful in getting a piece of legislation
passed this year which targets state funds, which actually sanc-
tions districts who do not have quality program improvement funds
by withholdingI am sorry, parent involvement with-
holding their state funds if they don't have it. We feel very excited
about that, and that has certainly gotten the attention of a lot of
folks. And I think they will take parent involvement seriously.

As change occurs, there are some new and needed directions of
improvement for the educationally disadvantaged students, and
they are in the area of assessment and staff development.

While we have a lot of leverage with the preeent legislation, as
we think about the future, we need to concentrate on better ways
of assessing the effectiveness of what we are doing with education-
ally disadvantaged students. We ale° need to focus more attention
on doing some kind of ongoing statewide staff development training
for regular classroom teachers and special teachers.

I want to thank you for this opportunity to share with you some
of the things that we are doing in California as we implement the
Hawkins-Stafford amendments of 1988, particularly Chapter 1.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Hanna L. Walker follows:]
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TESTIMONY ON CHAPTER 1 IMPROVEMENT

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMI1TEE ON ELEMENTARY,

SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

by

HANNA L WALKER

CHAPTER 1 COORDINATOR

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

WASHINGTON D.C.
NOVEMBER 20, 1990
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Good afternoon. I am pleased to be invited today to share California's

progress In implementing the Chapter 1 Program improvement provisions

of the HawkIns-Stafford School Improvement Act of

We are particularly honored in California to be the home state of the
major proponent of this legislation, Congressman Hawkins.

This Act has provided signitioant opportunities for states to ensure that
quelity programs ere provided to educationally disadventaged ohildren.
California reoards Program improvement as one of the major vehicles for
reform in this Act. Over the put two years, 300 schools have lieen
Identified for Chapter 1 Program Improvement.

In my report to you, I will deecrIbe the Implementation activities
currently underway and th actMtles that are being planned. Finally, I

will offer a description of some important and unique ways that
California l providing leadership In Improving instruction for Its

educationally disadvantaged students. We believe we have made an
xcellnt start In California. But much work remains to be done.

The creativity and flexibility allowed by the amendments to Chapter 1

Increases the opporttinities to maximize the ffectiveness of the program
I would ilke to point out some che5ges that have enabled us to work hard
to meet the Intent of the law and to improve our services to educationally
disadvantaged students. In particular, the removal ot two major
Impediments, (1) the singular focus on remediation of low-ievel, buic
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skills and (2) the reatfiction of uses of funds for staff development to

Chapter 1 teachers only, has created Strong professional motivation

among all teachers to strengthen and improve the quality of curriculum

and instruction for Chapter 1 students. Through a combination of Chapter

1 Program Improvement and state reform efforts we now have the

necessary leverage to begin meeting the needs of educationally

disadvantaged students.

Our efforts have been based on a model of change that has three

components: (1) a clear vision; (2) technical assistance or necesury

support for realizing qur vision; and (3) acoountability -- ways of

evaluating how true our efforts are to that vision so that we stsy on

course.

Our vision, as set forth In the Chaptar 1 State Plan for Program

Improvmnt, is that we must prepare our student. el be full

participants in a democratic society and to compote in a technologically

demanding workforce. A chalenging core curriculum devillooed with

Input fmm teachers, parenta, anft research has Foshan estahllothael in

California through our curriculum frameworks. Those frameworks have

set a high standard of achievement for students by emphasizing the

importance of a rich core curriculum and the development of thinking

skills available and acoessible to all students, eepecially Chapter 1

students. This approach ale° streusel the importanoe of parent

involvement In the education of their children.
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I would like to point out that teaching this kind of curriculum for all
students is difficult However, It Is especially important that we direct
our efforts to the teaching of a thinking curriculum in English-language

arts, mathematics, history-social studies, and science to Chapter 1
students. By doing 0, we can begin to make significant strides in

meting the intent and purpose of Chapter 1: to help educationally

disadvantaged children mooed in the regular program, attain grade-level

proficiency, and improve achievement in basic and more advanced skills.

Chong.. required by what we call 'the thinking curriculum° Imply

important changes in how we teach. We applaud the recognition of the

importance of staff development in the Chapter 1 revisions. Staff

development is an absolute requirement to equip classroom teacherr with

new skills to appropriately serve educationally disadvantaged Mudents.

Moreover, we believe that the nature of staff development must be long-
term and ongoing. Short-term, one-shot workphops will not equip

teachers with the necessary skills needed to provide Chapter 1 students
with a rich core program.

In California, a corps tff teachers with strong skills and a wide range of

instructional strateglea needed for the delivery of a challenging

curriculum for disadvantaged students is being created through our state-

funded professional development system. Subject Matter Projects, such

aS the California Math Project, the California Writing Project and the

California Literature Project, provide staff development to teachrs
throughout the state. These projects are organized regionally. Teachers
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spend four to six weeks in an intensiv summer institute and meet

periodkally during the school year for support and follow-up workshops.

Every California Chapter 1 Program improvement school with s, Chapter 1

program Is guaranteed space for at least three teachers In each staff

development institute offered by the Subject Matter Projects.

The standard for measuring Program improvement is an index based on

statewid meuurs available from the California Assessment Program

(CAP) and from norm-referenced tests. The advantage of Including the

CAP information as a measure in the identification of Chapter I sohoois in

need of improvement is its alignment with the state curriculum and its

assessment of advanced skills. CAP scores In aii curriculum areas

*mooed are used as measures of how Chapter 1 students are succeeding

in the regular program.

In our efforts to fully and ffectively implemnt the provisicns of the

Hawkins-Stafford Act, California Ms developed a multi-pronged technical

assistance process. Guidelines for action plans for schools Identified in

Flood of PrOOrern improvement, schoolwide projects, and innovation

projeots have been developed and mad. available to the field through

regional inservice opportunities and mailings. Each plan Includes a

minimum of the following components: a leadrship team for organizing,
managing, and evaluating changes described In the plan; assessments of

local sohool-level data to determine areas in need of improvement; tYlna

of needed staff development; and a system for evaluating the academic

progreu of Chapter 1 students.
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The California Department of Education recognizes the crucial need for

Support of the efforts of low-performing schools during their three-yur

restructuring efforts. A key to effective assistanoe is the use of a

regional structure for providing assistance to all schools. Consultant*

from the Deportment work with schools directly, facilitate regional

meetings, broker srvice. to schools, and solicit the coordination and

moisten°e of regional curriculum taff, county and district consolidated

program directors, Chapter 1 Technical Assistance Centers (regular and

rural), and Subject Matter Project Directors.

Anothr key to the succss of our assistance efforts to schools is the use

of Regional Steering Committees. This year a statewide meeting was

oonvened to launch a regional leadership structure for program

Improvement. Each region in California selects a committee which

includes principals, teacher-loaders and parents of leadership teams from

the schools identified In need of program improvement. Together with

regional curriculum leadors and Subject Matter Project staff, staff

development is not only impIsmented for teachers of educationally

disadvantaged students but designed by teachers for teachers.

In order to strengthen the bridge between home and school, the

Department continues to emphasize Parental involvement. Parent

institutes are presented for staff and parents in each region. Lesson plans

and materials for parents and teachers are provided through a series of

eight wodishops. Through the Institutes, each district will develop a
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"trainer of trainers' airriculum for staff development In its sohoolS. In

addition, the California Department Of Education has developed a number

of handbooks for parents which describe activities to be used in specific

EWA of the curriculum. These handbooks will be used In the instltutee

and future tralnings.

State operating funds arc targeted to support the efforts of low-

performing schools to change. Each school with a Program Improvement

Action Plan will receive funds to implement its plan. To ensure that even

the smallest school will receive adequate funding, a per-pupil formula

will be used to distribute monies. Thls approach has te concurrenc.) of

the Committee of Practitioner..

As change occurs In the schools k4ntilled In need of improvement , we are

continuing to explore new and needed directions for change that wilt

improve instruction for Chapter 1 students. One area of change that has

special importance for Chapter 1 Is the restructuring of the Subject

Matter Projects that are concerned with reading, writing and literature.

Through a collaboration between two projects -- the California Writing

Project end the Califbrnia Literature Project -- staff development will

target three levels of Schooling: elementary, middle and high school

curriculum and instruotion. Differing emphases demanded by differing

needs of students at each school level will be targeted. We expect that

major benefits will be timely intervention and prevention of school

%lows by increasing the ability of teachers to provide the most effective

Instruction and ourrloulum at the earliest point possible.
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The California Department of Education Is examining the areas of

assessment and aocountability for needed change. Research has

repeatedly found that norm-referenced tests which use a multIploohoiCe

fOrmat tend to have negative oonsequences. Norm-referenced tests of this

type tend to narrow Instruction and to focus on low-level baslc skills. In

turn, teachers teach to the types of information required by these *sts.

This implies that Chapter 1 students may not receive the quality

instruction required for advanoed skill development.

We would Ilke to suggest the need for discussion on devoting federal

resources to states In two areas: assessment and staff development. In

the first area, new, authentic forms of assessment that support the kind

of teaching and student learning that we desire are being developed In

California. The California Asseasment Program Is a recognized national

leader in the develooment of new forms of aliessIllerit that reflect not

only how much students have learned, but how students loam and what

kind of Instruction is needed to help students learn bitter. In the second
area, current regulations concerning uses of Chapter 1 funds tend to

target school-level or 'classroom level activities and materials. We

believe that support for a statewide comprehensive professional

development system is an effective use of federal funds. By making

available federal monies to support such a syetem, the opportunities of

states to increase teacher skills as well as to impact the school careers

of educattonally disadvantaged students are dramatically multiplied,
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Dove loping Innovative approaches to assessment and staff development

are neogstory If we are to fulfill the Intent of the Chapter 1 law.

Thank you for this opportunity to share what has boon done In California

and what we plan to do to meet ths intent of the Hawkins-Stafford Act of

1980.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Ms. Walker.
Since the problem of timing has been raised, Dr. MacDonald, I

note in your statement on Page 2 that you indicated the depart-
ment again planning for implementation prior to enactment.

Then you say we have published on a timely basis all final regu-
lations required under the bill for currently operating programs.

My understanding is the regulation containing Chapter 1 was
adopted or published on May 19th. Now, that is more tMn a year
beyond the date of enactment. Would you call that a timely basis
for adoption?

Dr. MACDONALD. Yes, air, in terms of the proceas that was in
place.

At the time the regulations were being drafted, I was on the re-
ceiving end of the new legislation. There was a great deal of con-
cern at the state level in terms of how the regulations were going
to be drafted and ultimately how the policy manual for interpret-
ing those regulations was going to be developed.

It was with a great deal of relief, from a state vantage point in
terms of our ability to operate Chapter 1 programs, to be able to
hear from the department that we would be actively engaged in
terms of what we saw was needed in the regulations, as well as the
kinds of interpretations that were required in a policy manual if
we were going to be able to administer it. That is why we feel it
was timely.

As a state commissioner, I was able to interface with our Chap-
ter 1 director, in terms of what areas do we want to comment on,
what areas do we feel are needed, and to make sure that the De-
partment of Education had that input.

That was the first time it happened. Had the department simply
not listened to the field and simply promulgated the regulations,
we would have had more difficulty in being able to handle the ini-
tial implementation of Hawkins-Stafford.

I think that reticence on our part in terms of being able to one,
participate, and two, have a period of time where we could look at
things in terms of where we were resulted in only 84 of 46 states
saying they were going to implement the minimum standard and
to use that as their position until such time as we had greater clar-
ification.

I have heard nothing but good things in terms of the process of
involving the field not only in the regulations development but
defmitely in terms of the policy manual.

Chairman HAWKINS. We hear the complaint that the regulations
were late and consequently we have not had enough time to study
them and to implement them.

The statutory time limit is 240 days. This is obviously much later
than the 240 days.

I would say that there may be some rationale for the delay, but
certainly, I don't think we could call it timely in the issuance of
the regulations, at least give some excuse for the failure to, let's
say, have the plans in operation and the judgment already made on
whether or not after the one year having elapsed that we still have
additional time.
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So it throws us off on judging whether or not the progress has
really be made in the first year of operation, because it is very dif-
ficult to determine the first year of operation.

As to the minimum standards now, we have had some explana-
tion as to the fact of the newness of the program requiring perhaps
only minimum standards to begin with. As to the setting of the
standards, however, it is my undwstaMing that the dates may set
the standards in conjunction with practitioners, but that the stand-
ards must be somehow related to national standards, which as-
sumes that the Secretary will, in effect, set some sort of national
standardam I correct, and if that is true, has the Secretary taken
advantage of that to let us say set standards that may require
higher' iperformance than what we have had?

Dr. MACDONALD. Our actions to date have been to encourage die-
tricts, and right now we only have 11 states that exceed the eder-
al minimum standards out of the 46 that we have reviewed in
terms of Program Improvement plans.

Our course of action has not been to establish a set standard, but
to encourage states to look at the whole issue of increasing their
standards by saying in effect to set low standards is almost to have
no standard whatsoever.

We are asking them to look at where they are relative to Chap-
ter 1 and the achievement of Chapter 1 students in terms of setting
a higher standard.

We have even encouraged this at regional meetine, through
publications, through numerous meetings that the director and
myself have attended to urge directors as recently as two weeks
ago that this should be reviewed.

It is my position in looking at it from both sides of the coin, from
a state and now from a Federal level, that the reason we had as
many states as we did set minimum standards was the newness of
the legislation, and they wanted simply to see what was going to
come out, what kind of direction they would have, what kind of
support, before they moved from there.

The comments that we are receiving now from our state direc-
tors and local district people is that they are looking at standards,
and Mr. Ambach mentioned that. I think we wil1 see those in-
crease.

Our modus so far has been to encourage.
Chairman Hiavxmrs. Accepting that rationale, don't you think

that the time has arrived to get those standards up; and for that
reason, if we are going to have any uniformity across the coun
to have the issuance by the Secretary of some type of sten
that would encourage raising them rather than keeping them a
the minimum?

I assume that some states have very high standards. I aisume
others do not. So you have a variety of standards across the coun-
try, and we are not so sure which states are actually conforming to
the spirit of the law and which ones aren't. It would seem to me
that to accept the diversity as we do now will simply diesourage
states from increasing their standards because then it would be
more difficult to be in compliance with the law. In this way you
encourage the low standards to continue.
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We had this morning a group of business people teetifying on
behalf of education, and I am not trying to relate to their testimo-
ny in some way to any criticism this afternoon. But they, along
with others, keep saying that the schools are turning out individ-
uals who may know some of the basics; that is, they know how to
resit write and do simple arithmetic. But it's a low grade, and they
cannot do any critical thinking. They are not comparable to stu

i
-

dents elsewhere, and they end up in nternational comparisons at
the bottom of the tests.

Now, that patience, I would assume, will be worn out one of
these days, and others like them with the idea that we are dilly-
dallying around several years after we have passed the law and
that we are still not requiring the type of standards that are re-
quired of students elsewhere.

It would seem to me we cannot continue that, and unless some-
one at some central place is going to encourage increasing them,
then the Federal money is going to go out regardless of whether
they are improving or not.

And the whole concept of accountability, I think, falls of its own
weight if it can be avoided simply by setting low standards and say,
well, our schools are improving.

I don't know the way out. I am not trying to pin you down to a
solution, but it seems to me there should besomeone has to take
the 'initiative, it seems to me, to get standards up. Otherwise, we
are going to be dissatisfied.

Dr. MACDONALD. Mr. Chairman, I very much agree with
teeth and good legislation. I think this is good legislation, but
cally we have set ourselves a standard through negotiated rule-
making that says in effect that better than zero is okay.

And if we are going to have to move beyond that, I think we are
going to have to revisit the regulations again in terms of doing
what you say. I think that's a perfectly reasonable approach.

I would try to do it again with the same kind of process as we
had before, which is the process of negotiation where we consulted
with the field.

A concern I have relative to Chapter 1 and the direction Chapter
1 has taken over the 25 years that I have been involved with it,
and I am glad to hear California bringing this up now, is that we
have emphasized remediation as opposed to prevention.

I think back, and I shared this with you at the 25th anniversary
of Chapter 1, to when we started with some of our first Chapter 1,
then Title I programs, those programs were early intervention pro-

. They were pre-schoo , pre-kindergarten programs and so
irt;artirAnd I would hope to see in the future, if we are ever going to
deal with the issues that you are bringing up now in terms of what
we have seen as far as the percentage of population served decreas-
ing, is that more of the Chapter 1 monies will be up-fronted.

In other words, we will be funding more pm-school programs,
more early intervention programs, in a comprehensive way which
we can do under the flexibility of Chapter 1 more than we have
done before.

It appalls me, sir, to look at statistics and say that only 8 percent
of our serving population in Chapter 1 are in pre-kindergarten or
kindergarten programs.
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I think we also have an opportunity now with Chapter 1, with
Even Start, and we are currently working with Head Start to bring
better proFram coordination together for children and parents.

I think it's these kinds of things that in effect will impact on the
numbers of youngsters being remediated, and ultimately will reach
the kind of goal that you would like to see in terms of the personal
development of each of our children.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, I quite agree with you and wouldn't
want to saddle on you the failure of Congress to provide more
money to do a more effective job.

Incidentally, how much of the money is being used for kindergar-
ten and pre-kindergarten?

Dr. MACDONALD. I don't have the exact numbers, sir, but I could
estimate it based on the fact that 8 percent of the serving popula-
tion of approximately five million youngsters is being served in
pre-school, which are pre-K and kindergarten programs.

Seventy-three percent of the population served are in remedial
programs, grades one through six, and the balance are in programs
that are remedial in nature in grades nine through 12.

Chairman HAWKINS. Let me clarify my own thinking in terms of
the requirement for the submission of a plan by a local educational
agency.

My understanding is that at that point when the plan is submit-
ted that a local educational agency will qualify then to receive the
Federal money. It must have a plan, that that plan must contain
certain information concerning the desired results and that the
plan must be developed at that point, not afterwards, but at that
point must be developed in conjunction with parents.

Am I correct?
Dr. MACDONALD. Yes, the role of the parents is advisory to the

plan developers.
Chairman HAWKINS. So that it would be poasible, let us say, for

someone even in Washington to ascertain the state plan that has
qualified for the assistance because it's on file in the state office,
and that at that point, it would indicate the te of information
that would be helpful as on determining the quity of the plan in
terms of who was involved in it, what it intends to accomplish, and
also I would assume would indicate the type of programs that
would be involved in the improvement of that particular school.

Now, would it also be required that each student in a school also
be assessed in terms of that student's needs as well as, let us say,
the entire school itself?

Dr. MACDONALD. The plan could indicate that, but the data on
the students would be aggregate data. But if you had a school im-
provement plan, basically what you would do is build in an assess-
ment package that would say, in effect, that each youngster will be
assessed and appropriately placed in a program of instruction suit,
able to their specific needs.

But in terms of collf- king data, you would have the data at the
district level, but you -ould have aggregate data at the state level.

Chairman HAwKno. Well, let me ask you this: Do you have any
knowledge of how many schools have not really qualified to the
extent that they have not submitted a school plan?
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Dr. MACDONALD. Right now we have 53,491 schools that are eligi-
ble. We have, as Mr. Ambach mentioned, 6,331 that are sites for
school improvement. That is the most recent data I have.

Chairman HAWKINS. Is there any effort at all being made to
bring the others into compliance, into speed, up to process?

Dr. MACDONALD. Only through our direct involvement withnot
only the chief state school officers but the program directors and so
forth.

We recently met with the program directors, just two weeks ago
today in fact.

Chairman HAWKINS. Let me yield to Mr. Gunderson at that
point.

Thank you, Doctor.
Mr. GUNDICRSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you all

for your testimony.
I have got a bunch of wide-ranging questions, I guess. One of the

things I was struck by as I listened to all of the focus on state flexi-
bility in Chapter 1 Program Improvement, the increased assess-
ment, et cetera, was the fact that unlike invoked where we have
had an honorable fight at the state level over what state adminis-
trative expenses percent should be, I have heard nothing on Chap-
ter 1.

Now, we are giving, in essence, more flexibility, more authority;
we are giving more responsibility in accounting, and the 5 percent
state administrative expense in Chapter 1 seems to be fine. Is that
an accurate conclusion, or have I really missed the boat?

Mr. AMBACH. You have missed it by 4 percentage points, sir. The
state administration for Chapter 1 is 1 percent.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I thought the state was able to take 5 percent.
Am I totally wrong on that? I have been incorrectly briefed on
that.

Mr. Ams Acit. No, sir, but we would be pleased to -1 ipport your
amendment. It's an extremely important point, igressman,
thatin this overall program the administration funding has been
at 1 percent.

Now, that was supplemented, you see, by the Program Improve-
ment money which started as a result of the authorizations in
1988, but in effect, you have in this Federal program the single
largest elementary and secondary education program and always
have had ally 1 percent money at the state level.

Incidentally, the report that was done by the Department in Jan-
uary would indicate that in the entire country at the state level to
administer this $6.25 billion program there are 600 people, and if
you match that against what we are talking about today, 6300
schools which have been identified for program improvement, if
they did nothing but work on program improvement, each one of
those persona would have more than ten schools to work with.

This is a program which has always had a very, very thin base of
state administrative funding.

Dr. MACDONALD. One of the observations, Mr. Gunderson, that
was made at the state level that I recall was the fact that with the
program improvement component, it was going tobecause of the
dirth of support personnel in each of the state agenciespossibly
cut back on their monitoring activities in terms of local districts.
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It is a problem, and when you look historically at the issue of
school improvement, when we say we have got 6334 schools that
are eligible, in 1989 we had $5.6 million.

In fiscal 1990, we have $12.5 million, as Mr. Ambach mentioned.
However, the Department requested for fiscal 1991 $24 million, and
what we have go:ng into this fiscal year is $15.1 million. So it's not
only the staff resourcee at the state level in terms of technical as-
sistance. It's also the dollars that are needed if we are really going
to make some sense out of the whole issue of school improvement.

Mr. GUNDERSON. The next question, and the Chairman and Mr.
Goodling before he left focused a little bit on implementation
schedules and standards and regulations and all that, when, in
your opinion, will we be able to judge whether or not through the
Hawkins-Stafford legislation there has been specific program im-
provement successes in Chapter 1?

When in your opinion are we going to be able to say now we
have enough data and enough time that we can look back and de-
termine whether it's been successful?

Mr. AMBACH. I think there are probably several points at which
you could expect to have certain results, and I am going to say sev-
eral points because I don't think you should be looking at this as if
there is going to be one point out there in 1993 or 1994 when you
can get a completely cumulative judgement as to its impact.

And I think that one thing that was started in the January 1990
study was to lay down some interesting basic information, and I
would urge that there would be continuing studies done with re-
spect to the administrative side.

But what's more important is to lay down a base of information
in terms of whether or not student performance in the schools
which are receiving program improvement assistance improves.
That's the key.

Now, I would judge that not until after three years of program-
ming could you begin to reasonably expect to see some kind of indi-
cator there that would take us out into 1993, and I think that's a
fair way to examine the real result that we want; namely, does stu-
dent performance improve?

There are other indicators that I would look to, had the concept
of program improvement in Chapter 1 had an impact in the way
that a state, such as Wisconsin, might deal with a concept of pro-
gram improvement in other areas, and does that make a difference
by way of student performance related to those other areas?

I think we can accurately characterize some of those efforts, and
over the course of approximately two years from now, and then
again perhaps three years, get a pretty good accounting along those
lines.

There might be other ways to get some instrumental variables
and make a determination on progress, but I repeat, the key will
be to make a determination as to whether the performance of the
students in the schools identified for program improvement is, in
fact, improving.

This, Congressman, takes us back to the question that the Chair-
man was asking before about overall standards of performance,
and then is a sub question of standards of performance in schools
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having Chapter 1 children related to the Program Improvement
aspect of it?

What is an underlying concept in program improvement is that
we are measuring the performance of students not just in the
project or in the particular program in which they are participat-
ing in any one year, a third grader, for example, in a math project
or a third grader in an English project.

We have been measuring those things for 25 years. What has not
been measured is the cumulative effect of those particular projects,
in trying to make a determination as to whether there is a genuine
carry through of the specific work funded under Chapter 1, the rest
of the work that the youngster has in school program and whether
that has an accumulative impact from one year to the next by way
of progress.

The program improvement concept will help tremendously to be
able to get a handle on that, so it will both provide an instrumen-
tal means to measure and then the question will be whether we
successfully had some strengthening performance.

I hope that is responsive to your question.
Mr. GoNnEssorr. I have got a follow-up, but go ahead.
Dr. MACDONALD. Mr. Gunderson, there are other indicators, too,

for quality assurance other than longitudinal statistical data on
youngsters, and that stems from the kind of things that you ob-
serve going on in the field.

For example, in our eight regional meetings that we have con-
ducted between January and March throughout the Nation that I
referenced in my statement, I was very much concerned as a prac-
titioner that I was going to hear only derivations on the same old
thing in tenr:.., of Chapter 1 practices and instructional practices
with kids, but we didn't.

What we heard were reports from directors, reports from princi-
pals and teachers and parents that instructional practices were
changing, that we were seeing a decline in the number of pull-out
programs which, in my opinion, do not necessarily work to the ad-
vantage of children unless the pullout is done before or after
school.

But we saw other kinds of programs coming in, teaming pro-
grams, school-based management lkinds of programs in terms of
school-wide prgjects, implementation of effective schools programs,
along with again revised practices in Chapter 1 that woulii also in-
clude mainstreaming activities and so forth.

When you begin to see some of these kinds of things happening,
when you hear school teachers, school administrators, Chapter 1 di-
rectors saying how can I start to put my resources together in
better ways to serve kids, then you know things are going to im-
prove.

And we saw a lot of that across this Nation, particularly in those
districts where they are beginning to say, hey, I can use my Chap-
ter 2 monies along with my Chapter 1 monies in terms of, again,
efforte at school-based management, efforts at engaging parents, ef-
forts at mainstreaming Chapter 1 youngsters rather than isolating
them and so forth.

We saw a lot of that. We are hearing a lot about that. We are
also putting out publications from the department, bringing these
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issues up. We are show-casing these things at meetings throughout
the country that we are holding now and will continue to hold to
say that these are the kinds of practices that really pay off for our
kids.

In the meantime, I agree with my colleague, Mr. Ambach, that
all the stories are not in. But the out there in terms of what
is happening because of the flexibility of Hawkins-Stafford are ex-
tremely encouraging.

Mr. GUNDERSON. My follow-up question is, do you both believe
that Program Improvement and student performance are relatively
the same?

Dr. MACDoNALD. Absolutely. I mean, if you're going to enhance
educational opportunities for children, you are going to enhance
achievement with youngsters.

Mr. AMBACH. No.
Mr. GUNDERSON. YOU don't?
Mr. /WHAM!. Well, no. They have an overlap, but they are really

a couple of diff rent concepts. The concept of program improve-
ment carries with it an expectation that there will be student per-
formance increases, but it is different by definition. It's a different
concept than just to talk about student performance as such.

I mean, we can and we should be talking about standards of stu-
dent performance, as the Chairman was asking about a bit later,
where are the levels of expectation, what do we expect as standards
for student performance?

We can be talking about that without talking about program im-
provement, but if we talk about program improvement, we are
talking about a particular attempt to try to increase student per-
formance.

Mr. GUNDERSON. The reason I bring this up is this morning we
had four business executives sit in here, and if there was one call
they seem to give us it's that we have to improve our educational
assessment.

I think there was some bipartisan caution as to how far we
would go using assessment alone as the determination of what is or
is not a successful school or a school program because of the diver-
sity of the constituency, very frankly.

I guess as I listen to this focus on program improvement in im-
plementing Hawkins-Stafford, which I think is obviously a focus of
what the rewrite all about, it just tells me that even more so if
we are going to judge this kind of program improvement as to its
merits or failure, we have got to do a heck of a lot better job in
determining what are the standards and methods of assessment
than anybody has been able to develop thus far.

Dr. MACDONALD. And there are some problems there.
Mr. AMBACIL I agree with you, Congressman. That is why I was

trying to make a distinction of talking about a concept of program
improvement as it got built into this legislation as against an ex-
pectation of what happens with student performance levels.

You speak about assessment. There is an old saying you cannot
test quality into a product. I repeat, you cannot test quality into a
product. You can only test whether the quality is in the product.

The establishment of assessment systems as such does not neces-
sarily change the quality of what happens. You have to do other
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things in order to assure that the quality of the performance
changes. The assessment really tells you, merely tells you whether
there is a net change.

Dr. MACDONALD. With that, again, I don't agree with my col-
league for the simple reason that what triggers Program Improve-
ment in a school primarily is based on student performance.

A Program Improvement plan then is put into place to again
augment or improve whatever needs to be improved, and how do
we determine whether or not that Program Improvement has
worked with the youngsters that are involved.

And that is either performance based assessment, or a norm ref-
erenced assessment, which, by the way, iB one area that we are
going to have to take a very, very hard look at.

I think we are seeing this Nation move away from norm refey-
ence tasting to performance testing, and I think one of the issuei
we are going to have with the regulations in the near future is to
question the permissiveness of modifications in assessment prac-
tices in local school districts and states.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Let me quickly ask a question that Mr. Good-
ling asked me to ask Ms. Walker, and that was a reflection on one
of our testimony this morning, Sol Hurwitz, Committee for Eco-
nomic Development.

He referred to the integration and coordination and in, erduplica-
tion of programs, and he said in California alone, there are 160 pro-
grams serving children and youth that are overseen by 37 separate
agencies in seven different departments.

I guess what he wanted you to do was comment, to verify, deny
or anything else you wanted to do with that statement, but Mr.
Good ling aaked me to give you a chance to respond or reflect upon
this morning's testimony.

MB. WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Gunderson.
I don't know where to begin. I can only speak from the stand-

point ef the department. I can only speak to education, and what
we have done in education just for that same reason, we have,
starting back, say, at the beginning of application process, we have
a consolidated application which combines seven programs andeach district has to apply once for seven different programs. So
that is a way of bringing that together.

That includes Chapter 1, Chapter 2, and the other five state pro-
grams. At the school site level, we have schoolsschools have the
opportunity to organize a school-based management kind of pro-
gram called school-based coordinator, which is like Chapter 1
school-wide projects where you pool your resources and you provide
services to all of the students based on their needs.

We have one compliance system in the State of California which
combines every program in the department that is administered
under one umbrella of a coordinated compliance review, so if you
are being reviewed in a district for anything that comes out of the
department, it's this one process, this one team, this one document.

Our complaint procedures are pretty much the same way, so like
I said, I can only speak to education. With the new Perkins legisla-
tion for vocational education, there is the integration idea, so thatis going to bringwhile vocational education is already in, coordi-
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nated compliance review, it's not part of the consolidated programs
process.

And I don't know if it will, but there is definitely going to be
more integration on the part of the regular quote education. And
vocational education and special education is coming along with
that, too, so I don't know if that answers his question, but to speak
to all those oversight agencies, I don't even know how to approach
that.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you all.
Chairman HAWKINS. I think he wants to know how many dis-

tricts are in compliance and how many aren't.
Ms. WALKER. Well, I wouldn't want to
Chairman HAWKINS. IS it true that some districts are not in com-

pliance?
Ms. WALKER. I r .1 sure there are some. With the size of the

state, I am sure there are some districts, but we do have a very
tight compliance process all the way down to, if necessary, with-
holding funds.

So I am sureand I believe it's been in operation now since this
superintendent has been in office, so I think people really take it
seriously now and they do move to get those items taken care of so
that their funding will not be held up.

Chairman HAWKINS. You could have told Mr. Gunderson that in
California the districts that are not complying are better than the
districts in Wisconsin that are complying.

Mr. GUNDERSON. She's too nice.
Chairman HAWKINS. I have to stand up for the state.
There are other questions. However, it's not our intent to keep

you long. I know that this is a continuing communication that we
have with you.

Mr. Gunderson did ask one question that I think should be given
a great deal of thought, Dr. Mac Done 'Id, and that is with respect to
the future, I am %lute sure that the next session of Congress will
want to know just now well is Chapter 1 doing.

And I think that by that time, we should have a more specific
answer, and I can certainly see the explanation why we don't al-
ready have all of the answer to that. But I would think that given
another six or eight months in the middle of the next session that
this committee will be looking at possible changes.

I don't think we have given the final answer. I know when we
diecuss the proposal that ended up being the School Improvement
Act, very little thought was given to assessment, for example.

I thought we already had all of the tools needed, and I found out
that we don't. So we are learning as we go along, but we cannot
continue to do this, unfortunately.

I think the President and the governors have issued the National
goals. If we every ext to achieve them, we are going to have to
begin real soon heading in that direction. We cannot wait for die
year 2000.

So I would certainly suggest rather strongly that we try to get a
real evaluation as soon as possible and provide it to the committee
so that it will help them in the next session and perhaps lead to
some modifications or some changes in the law itself.
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I think that is one thing the department could do that would be
extremely helpful.

Gordon, we call on you so often, I am sure we will give you some
asBignmenta also.

We are pleased to have had the witnesses. If there are not fur-
ther questions, may I again express the appreciat:on of the subcom-
mittee for your attendance.

Mr. MACDONALD. Our appreciation, Mr. Chairman, and thank
you for everything.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
May I indicate, without objection, that a statement by Miss Le-

Tendre, Mary Jean LeTendre, I see she IS seated in the audience,
remarks prepared for delivery at the 1990 Chapter 1 regional meet-
ings on Program Improvement be included in the record.

I read it last night. I want to commend you on a very excellent
statement. For once you and I said exactly the same thing.

Without obkction, then, the statement will be printed in the
record, and the meeting is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 3:30 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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